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ABSTRACT  
   
This study examines how a populist religious leader, Alexander Campbell, altered 
the economic value system of religious material production in the early United States 
and, subsequently, the long-term value structure of religious economic systems generally. 
As religious publishing societies in the early nineteenth century were pioneering the not-
for-profit corporation and as many popular itinerants manufactured religious spectacles 
around the country, Campbell combined the promotional methods of revivalism and the 
business practices of religious printers, with a conspicuously pugilistic tone to 
simultaneously build religious and business empires. He was a religious entrepreneur 
who capitalized on the opportunities of American revivalism for personal and religious 
gain. His opponents attacked his theology and his wealth as signs of his obvious error but 
few were prepared for the vigor of his answer. He invited conflict and challenged 
prominent opponents to grow his celebrity and extend his brand into new markets. He 
argued that his labor as a printer was deserving of compensation and that, unlike his 
“venal” clerical opponents, he offered his services as a preacher for free. As Americans in 
the early national period increasingly felt obligated to find the “right kind of 
Christianity,” Campbell packaged and sold a compelling product. In the decades that 
followed his first debate in 1820, he built a religious following that by 1850 numbered 
well over 100,000 followers. This dissertation considers the importance of marketing, 
promotion, investment capital, distribution networks, property law, print culture, and 
ideology, to the success of a given religious prescription in the nineteenth century 
American marketplace of religion. Campbell’s success reveals important social, political, 
and economic structures in the nineteenth century trans-Appalachian west. It also 
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illuminates a form of religious entrepreneurialism that continues to be important to 
American Christianity. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION - MERE MECHANICAL LABOR 
“His pen was extremely prolific. His writings are so voluminous that we cannot but 
wonder how he found time to accomplish the mere mechanical labor.”  
        - Justice Jeremiah S. Black 
 
 
On June 17, 1875, Justice Jeremiah S. Black of York, Pennsylvania, a member of 
the Christian Church, delivered an address at the unveiling of Alexander Campbell’s bust 
on the campus of Bethany College. Over thirty years before, Kentucky artist Joe T. Hart 
had taken a plaster mould of Campbell’s face during Campbell’s eighteen-day debate 
with the Presbyterian minister N. L. Rice in Lexington, Kentucky. Whether Hart knew it 
or not, the debate with Rice was a defining moment in Campbell’s career. It was his last 
public debate and it signaled a shift in the way other Protestant Americans perceived his 
followers. In most regards, by 1843, Campbell’s followers were just another Christian 
denomination, the “Campbellites.”1 Hart took the mould to Florence, Italy shortly after 
                                                 
1 Campbell and his followers detested the term “denomination.” In significant ways, their 
hatred of “denominationalism” kept them from doing the organizational and identifiable 
things that other groups did and has made studying them challenging. Despite this 
challenge, David Edwin Harrell Jr., among others, has shown that this amorphous group 
did follow the well-trodden path from sect to denomination. Furthermore, followers of 
Campbell did not embrace the term “Campbellite”. Many people within this Christian 
group believed that Campbell was one of them; they were not “of him.” Nevertheless, 
Campbell dominated the leadership and organization of this group, even after merging 
with Stone’s similarly sized “Christians.” Recent scholarship has embraced “Stone-
Campbell” movement over other possibilities such as Disciples of Christ, Christians, or 
Churches of Christ, but always referring to it as a movement, denotes a certain episodic 
character that suggests a chronological dissipation of the importance of this brand of 
Christianity. I prefer to use the term “Campbellite” because it serves more efficiently as 
an organizing rhetorical tool. Campbell was certainly not the originator of the 
restorationist idea among Christians in America. But tens of thousands of Americans, 
restorationists and otherwise, followed his leadership and the institution, or even 
institutions, that emerged in this period and among these people, significantly bore his 
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making it, where it remained until an art student studying under him recognized 
Campbell’s likeness. The student notified his mother, Angeline Henry, who notified her 
friend Selina, Campbell’s widow. After learning of a mould that captured a relatively 
young image of her late husband, Selina commissioned Hart to create a bust out of Italian 
marble and donated it to Bethany College. Selina and W.K. Pendleton, the president of 
Bethany College and Alexander Campbell’s friend and son-in-law, solicited Justice Black 
for the unveiling address.  
Black’s address was full of the kind of praise that would be expected at such an 
occasion. When, for example, he said, “His pen was extremely prolific. His writings are 
so voluminous that we cannot but wonder how he found time to accomplish the mere 
mechanical labor,” the substantial crowd would have understood that Black was praising 
Campbell’s diligence, his industry, and his genius.2 The myth or idea of the “self-made 
man” was a useful one for Campbell. People living west of the Appalachians often felt 
that life was characterized by an isolating struggle that sifted the weak from the strong. 
Success, they believed, was best explained by a person’s diligence and commitment to 
hard work. Campbell used this cultural perspective to illustrate the difference between the 
“venal” clergy who preyed on their congregations and himself, a religious laborer who 
                                                                                                                                                 
imprint. For more on the Campbellite path from sect to denomination, see: David Edwin 
Harrell Jr., Quest for A Christian America, 1800-1865: A Social History of the Disciples 
of Christ, Vol. 1, (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 2003).  
 
2 Selina Huntington Campbell, “Home Life and Reminiscences of Alexander Campbell by 
His Wife, (St. Louis: John Burns Publishers, 1882), 277.  
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served his congregation for free.3 Although Campbell’s important claim to “preach for 
free” was complicated by the fantastic fortune that grew directly out of his religious 
movement and by his later call for preachers to be compensated, many Americans agreed 
with him and were compelled by him, in no small part, because he was industrious. Even 
a century and a half after his death, Campbell is remembered and celebrated by many of 
those who know of him as a “bootstraps” American, achieving success by sheer strength 
of will and personal fortitude. But for the historian, Black’s rhetorical contemplation 
poses a real question: How did Alexander Campbell accomplish what he did?  
Scholars of American religious history are generally familiar with Campbell’s 
success in building a religious following. Most, however, are unfamiliar with his success 
in business – or at least do not treat it as important. When Campbell died on March 4, 
1866, he was arguably the richest man in the newly created state of West Virginia. An 
assessment of his estate, ordered in August of the same year, detailed the amount and the 
varied sources of his wealth. He held over 1600 acres of land that stretched from his 
home in Bethany all the way to Illinois. He had nearly 2,000 sheep as well as other 
livestock and the necessary tools and implements for sheep farming. He owned several 
real-estate properties and an extensive library. He owned and operated multiple printing 
presses, possessed a large collection of highly profitable copyrights, and carried various 
bank notes and debts owed to him by a number of individuals. Campbell arrived in the 
United States from Ireland with very little but he died a very wealthy man.  
                                                 
3 These characterizations came to a very public head in the debate with Rice and will be 
discussed at greater length in chapter four.  
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Despite Campbell’s relatively immense fortune, scholars have focused almost 
exclusively on his religious endeavors. In Sidney Ahlstrom’s classic tome, A Religious 
History of the American People, he refers to Campbell as a Christian Restorationist. Mark 
Noll calls Campbell a “revivalist” and a “charismatic leader.” Nathan Hatch refers to 
Campbell as a “reformer.” He’s been called a prophet, a pastor, a priest, a patriarch, a 
disciple. Even studies that touch on his life as publisher, philosopher, teacher, and change 
agent – hew closely to his work in religion. Campbell’s leadership of an amorphous and 
populist group of Christians is the primary lens of analysis by which scholars of 
American religion view Campbell.  
This treatment is expected. Campbell saw himself as a philosophical and 
theological descendent of Christian reformers in the mold of Martin Luther. He 
prolifically wrote, edited, published, and distributed work on Christian reform and he 
publicly dedicated himself to manufacturing Christian unity. Some scholars argue, myself 
included, that Campbell’s movement became the largest American born Christian 
denomination. Others, such as Noll, agree with this argument in principle while 
maintaining that it was not a denomination “in the traditional sense” rather, it was “a 
number of interconnected networks” with Campbell as the de facto leader.4 Regardless of 
whether it is classified as a denomination or as a “system of interconnected networks,” 
the point is that hundreds of thousands of Americans – often characterized as “populist” 
Christians – came to associate with and follow the religious leadership of Alexander 
Campbell.  
                                                 
4 Mark Noll, America’s God: From Jonathan Edwards to Abraham Lincoln, (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2005) 242.  
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It is important to point out that scholars often mean different things when they use 
the term “populist”. Most scholars who characterize Campbell’s movement as populist 
are referring primarily to its anti-elitist ethos and not populism as any sort of political 
organization. Campbellite populism was clearly not a political organization – at least not 
in the technical sense – but the characterization of populism as simply anti-elite is 
incomplete and not useful for differentiating Campbellites from other anti-elite Christians 
in the trans-Appalachian West. I conceive of Campbellite populism by adapting the work 
of Jan-Werner Muller, who argues in his book, What is Populism?, that anti-elitism is a 
“necessary but not sufficient condition” to count something as populist. Muller proposes 
that populists also have a core claim of moralized anti-pluralism, a logic that sets apart a 
“morally pure and fully unified” – even if fictional – people against “elites.” I also 
conceptualize Campbellite populism as being in line with the argument of Bruce Palmer 
in “Man Over Money:” The Southern Populist Critique of American Capitalism, where 
he illustrates that populists were simultaneously traditional and progressive, hoping to use 
modern innovation to protect traditional ways of living.  
Campbellites embraced a Christianity that was anti-elite and that conceived of a 
morally or, at least, theologically pure and wholly unified Christianity. They were 
tolerant of differences within their group, but intensely intolerant of those outside. 
Furthermore, they were “restorationists” who used Christian innovations to restore 
traditional, or authentic, Christianity. Finally, Campbell himself, in many ways, fits 
Werner’s profile of a populist leader: he believed he was the right person, representing 
the right people, to make right judgments, and to do the right thing. As Werner explains, 
populist leaders provide the content of authenticity and argue that “there is a singular 
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common good, that the people can discern . . . it” and that it can be unambiguously 
implemented.5 
The history of Campbell’s pilgrimage to prominence as a populist religious leader 
has been fragmentary. Scholars for the most part have ignored vital components of 
Campbell’s success, namely the importance of startup capital, entrepreneurship, 
marketing and promotion, and business management. And success reveals important 
social, political, and economic structures in the nineteenth century trans-Appalachian 
west. It also illuminates a form of religious entrepreneurialism that continues to be 
important to American Christianity. 
In a real sense, Campbell was a bridge between the itinerants of the generation 
before him and the innovative non-profit corporations formed by cooperative Bible and 
Tract Societies. In the same way that itinerants, such as Lorenzo Dow, preached in the 
spaces available to them – in open fields, under trees, in private homes, or in town halls – 
Campbell travelled from town to town preaching where he could be heard. Campbell 
spent more than a decade, from 1811 to 1823, as a part-time itinerant. For the first few 
years, he spent much of his time working the farm with his father-in-law John Brown. 
After inheriting the farm in 1814, he managed it on his own and soon opened a school, all 
the while making mostly local preaching tours. But Campbell did more than preach when 
he traveled. Since the meetinghouses of other denominations were increasingly closed to 
him as his insurgency grew, Campbell would occasionally book a public space instead of 
                                                 
5  See: Jan-Werner Muller, What is Populism? (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania 
Press, 2016) 20, 19, 25.; Bruce Palmer, “Man Over Money:” The Southern Populist 
Critique of American Capitalism, (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 
1980).  
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preaching from a meetinghouse. He sent messengers door to door announcing his event to 
ensure that he would have a crowd. In 1815, while on a tour to raise money for building a 
meetinghouse in Wellsburg, Virginia (now West Virginia) Campbell milked cows and 
goats as an ostensible fundraising effort – an activity that garnered more attention than 
money.6 It is clear from the beginning that Campbell was an enterprising promoter.  
His methods proved most valuable when paired with print. The nearly instant 
success of his first printed debate in 1820 convinced him that public spectacle paired with 
print was far more profitable – for building a religious movement and a business – than 
was itinerant preaching alone. From that point on, Campbell’s tours were also about 
product marketing. In the next couple of decades, Campbell travelled tens of thousands of 
miles on preaching tours and sold hundreds of thousands of printed materials. 
Although life as a traveling preacher and printer was quite an undertaking in its 
own right, Campbell did more than travel and print. He built a business based on the logic 
of the free market and using the strongest arm of the central government, the postal 
system. Campbell increased the effectiveness of his already profitable business practice, 
pairing public spectacle with print, by harnessing an extensive distribution network for 
his mail-based business. Campbell used the U.S. Postal system from the very beginning. 
But, in 1828, when Campbell petitioned for and was granted a position as postmaster, he 
maximized both the efficiency and the profit margins of his business. Because he was a 
postmaster, he shipped his mail for free.  
                                                 
6 In reality, the purpose of Campbell’s trip was to travel to Philadelphia and 
complete the naturalization process so that he could be an American citizen.  
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While religious publishing societies were pioneering the modern, not-for-profit 
corporation, as David Paul Nord has argued, using the “visible hand” of organization to 
remedy the evils of the market, Campbell was pioneering the modern for-profit religious 
business.  Suprisingly, given the years of separation between them, Campbell’s model 
calls to mind twentieth and twenty-first century religious figures such as Billy Graham, 
Rick Warren, and Rob Bell. Campbell’s market share was eclipsed by the tremendous 
efforts of cooperative societies, efforts that often involved giving away religious 
materials for free. But not until the twentieth century did any one person combine 
religion, celebrity, and business in such a profitable way.  
There are several excellent books on Campbell, including recent works such as 
Peter A. Verkruyse’s Prophet, Pastor, and Patriarch: The Rhetorical Leadership of 
Alexander Campbell and J. Caleb Clanton’s The Philosophy of Religion of Alexander 
Campbell, that critically examine Campbell within the context of his role as religious 
leader or Christian thinker.7 Verkruyse’s work explains how Campbell used “discursive 
means” to become the primary leader of a populist Christianity. His work centers on 
Campbell’s rhetorical adaptability, explaining that as the context of his leadership 
changed, so too did his rhetorical approach. As his title implies, Verkruyse points to the 
various phases of Campbell’s career and how his rhetorical approach met the needs of the 
moment. In its insurgency, the movement required a prophetic voice, calling Christians to 
reform. As the movement consolidated into a discernible, if still fluid, denominational 
                                                 
7 J. Caleb Clanton, The Philosophy of Religion of Alexander Campbell, (Nashville: 
University of Tennessee Press, 2013); Peter A. Verkruyse, Prophet, Pastor, and 
Patriarch: The Rhetorical Leadership of Alexander Campbell, (Tuscaloosa: University of 
Alabama Press, 2005).  
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shape, Campbell became its paramount pastor, offering guidance for Campbellite 
congregations across the United States. And as the movement completed the transition 
from insurgent sect to established denomination, Campbell became the institutional 
patriarch. He was past his prime as a rhetorician at this point, but Verkruyse argues that 
Campbell emerged as “the great ‘father’ of the movement . . . and its preeminent 
storyteller . . . steward of its now crystallized heritage and as its chief visionary . . .”8  
Verkruyse claims that Campbell’s rhetorical abilities have been almost completely 
ignored in the historiography, a striking point given Campbell’s long career as a 
rhetorician.  
Similar to Verkruyse, Clanton offers an important historiographical corrective. 
While Verkruyse is concerned with Campbell’s rhetorical flexibility and skill, Clanton 
focuses on Campbell as philosopher and Christian thinker. Clanton is particularly 
interested in Campbell’s philosophical argument for the existence of God, his case for the 
resurrection of Jesus, and his apologetics. Clanton’s book builds on work by Richard 
Tristano, who argues that the origin of the American Restoration Movement was 
primarily an intellectual phenomenon.9 Tristano argues that Campbell’s movement was 
rooted in truth and unity motives that developed out of Enlightenment theories about 
                                                 
8 Verkruyse, Prophet, Pastor, and Patriarch, xvii.  
 
9 The American Restoration Movement primarily refers to groups of Christian who, 
rhetorically at least, placed “restoring the ancient order,” i.e. measuring contemporary 
practices against a rubric of first-century Christianity, as the fundamental task of modern-
day Christians. It is essentially synonymous with the term “Stone-Campbell Movement,” 
indicating those Christians who united under Barton Stone, the Christians, and Alexander 
Campbell, the Disciples. But it also includes other smaller groups and factions and 
occasionally refers to “restoration” ideology generally, which includes groups like the 
Mormons.  
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knowledge and individualism, even as it rejected Enlightenment conclusions regarding 
tolerance, relativism, and eclecticism.10 Clanton contends that Campbell is an 
underappreciated thinker, even among scholars affiliated with the Stone-Campbell 
Restoration tradition, and that notable Americans, people such as James Madison, Mark 
Twain, and Henry Clay, recognized his abilities.    
Despite deep connections to Atlantic world ideas and trends and several books 
that point to these connections, Campbell’s work and his movement are frequently 
characterized as a distinctly American phenomenon.11 Notably, Nathan Hatch has argued 
that “Whatever Alexander Campbell may have brought to America of Scottish and 
Presbyterian heritage, he found much of it convenient to discard for an explicit American 
theology.”12 James Gorman’s recent publication, Among the Early Evangelicals: The 
Transatlantic Origins of the Stone-Campbell Movement, offers a sorely needed 
historiographical correction from this long-held perspective by explaining that the 
“Stone-Campbell movement” was part of a broad-ranging evangelical enterprise to 
convert the world.13 Gorman resituates Campbell’s movement within the context of 
                                                 
10 Richard Tristano, The Origins of the Restoration Movement: An Intellectual History, 
(Atlanta: Glenmary Research Center, 1988).  
 
11 As far back as Sidney Ahlstrom’s A Religious History of the American People, scholars 
such as Ahlstrom pointed to the importance of placing Campbell within the context of 
Scottish Presbyterianism. See: Ahlstrom, A Religious History of the American People, 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1972), 448. 
 
12 Nathan Hatch, “The Christian Movement and the Demand for a Theology of the 
People,” in American Origins of the Churches of Christ, (Abilene: Abilene Christian 
University Press, 2000).  
 
13 James Gorman, Among the Early Evangelicals: The Transatlantic Origins of the Stone-
Campbell Movement, (Abilene: Abilene Christian University Press, 2017).  
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“transatlantic evangelical missions” and the religious culture of Ireland and Protestant 
Europe in the 1790s.14 Gorman is particularly interested in The Evangelical Society of 
Ulster’s emphasis on interdenominational cooperation – an idea Campbell would 
abandon for a time in America - and the centrality of Christian unity for shaping 
Campbell’s approach to evangelism in the United States. As I argue in my work, 
Campbell’s approach to religion and business was fundamentally shaped and informed by 
his upbringing and deep connections to Ireland and Scotland.  
 Finally, all work on Campbell and his religious movement is indebted to the 
scholarship of C. Leonard Allen, Douglas Foster, David Edwin Harrell Jr, Richard 
Hughes, Nathan Hatch, and D. Newell Williams. Several of these scholars, and others, 
recently published The Encyclopedia of the Stone-Campbell Movement and The Stone-
Campbell Movement: A Global History. Yet Campbell’s wealth is not a subject of inquiry 
in these authors’ large body of work nor in recent attempts to provide encyclopedic 
information and categorization of the Campbellite movement.  The best biography 
remains Richardson’s two volume tome written in 1870, though Foster is currently 
working on one that is sure to be more approachable and historically critical.  
Unfortunately, Campbell’s is a stubborn narrative that has frequently and easily 
wandered into a sometimes subtle and sometimes not so subtle form of hagiography and 
American exceptionalism. Much of the historiography is a celebration of sorts of 
                                                                                                                                                 
 
14 Gorman also explains that his focus is on “the Campbell tradition” at the expense of 
Barton Stone and others associated with what is often called the “Stone-Campbell 
Movement.” Gorman’s point is that the movement was shaped significantly by Campbell 
who was shaped significantly by the Irish context of his early life. See: Gorman, Among 
the Early Evangelicals, 14.   
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Campbell’s success in religious leadership and the “American” qualities of the 
movement. While most scholars have paid attention to the theology of his message, to the 
compelling nature of his ideas, to his intellectual capacity, to his abilities as a rhetorician, 
or to his motivations as a religious reformer, this project aims at drawing attention to 
other motivations and different successes.  
It is clear that Campbell had good ideas and that he applied himself. He was 
brilliant, well educated, talented, and a diligent practitioner of the life of the mind. As 
Clanton, Tristano, and Verkruyse have shown, Campbell’s abilities as a thinker and a 
rhetorician have been unappreciated.15 But Campbell’s success, an important point of 
emphasis for Verkruyse’s argument, was premised on more than his superior rhetorical 
flexibility and his intellectual capacity. Although the literature implicitly suggests that 
Campbell was singularly driven, focused solely on “restoration Christianity,” like all 
people Campbell had complex and nuanced motivations.  
Campbell lived a life of devout religious practice. He had an inestimable desire to 
discover “revealed truth.” And his actions reveal, as far as any historian can tell, that he 
was sincere in his desire to reform the church, to reform and expand access to general 
education, to reform the family, and, ultimately, to transform society. He was a good 
father and, twice, a dedicated husband. He seems to have been a good friend, even 
befriending his most polar-opposite foes, Catholic Bishop John Baptist Purcell and the 
famed skeptic Robert Owen. He was also shrewd in business.  
                                                 
15 See: J. Caleb Clanton, The Philosophy of Religion of Alexander Campbell, (Nashville: 
University of Tennessee Press, 2013) and Richard Tristano, The Origins of the 
Restoration Movement: An Intellectual History, (Atlanta: Glenmary Research Center, 
1988).   
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He was a hard worker who expected the same level of effort from those who 
worked for or alongside him. He could be condescending, both in private and in public. 
He was not above damaging the careers of people who were in his way or who he thought 
were less than capable. He had a mind toward profit and he exploited opportunities at the 
expense of other people, even people within his movement. In fact, it was his father’s oft-
repeated question “What will it profit?” that Campbell seemed to apply to everything he 
did. Profit was a primary motivation and the accumulation of wealth was a crucial 
indicator of success.  
Campbell’s wealth, and how it was acquired, cannot be dismissed as an 
unintended consequence of his success in religion nor even as the “natural” result of his 
success. The growth of Campbell’s landholdings, the increase in the size and quality of 
his sheep herd, the profitability of his real estate properties, and even the profit margins 
of his printing business have relatively little to do directly with the compelling nature of 
his religious ideas. Campbell’s wealth resulted from fortunate circumstances combined 
with diligent, if not obsessive, effort and substantial talent. But Campbell was not a 
profiteer; profit, in and of itself, is not incompatible with religious sincerity. In his private 
correspondence and in the record of his business dealings, there is no evidence, in 
business or religion, that he intended to swindle or dupe the people living in the trans-
Appalachian west. Rather, he saw himself as one of them. He believed that he had a 
worthwhile religious message and, at the same time, a product worthy of just 
compensation. If anything, Campbell’s most conspicuous flaw was hubris.  
Because my work is focused on asking how Campbell achieved success, it 
engages the historical discussion about the Second Great Awakening and revivalism, and 
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the origins, nature, and consequences of these phenomenon. It engages denominational 
historiography, particularly the historiography of Baptists in the Appalachian South. And 
it examines the history of religious entrepreneurialism, a phenomenon typically 
associated with the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries.  
Nearly thirty years after their respective publications, Nathan Hatch and Jon 
Butler continue to dominate discussions about American Christianity in the nineteenth 
century.16 Hatch’s Democratization of American Christianity posited that Christianity 
was both democratized and democratizing in this period. He emphasizes the freedom to 
choose a Christian identity in the decades after the Revolution and argues that Christian 
liberalism brought an egalitarian ethos with it. Butler, on the other hand, explains that 
American religiosity became less heterogeneous as it became increasingly Christianized. 
He argues that institutional instability and religious diversity in the colonial period, 
combined with the rupture of the prevailing establishment caused by the Revolution, 
compelled Americans to find structure and order in Christian churches like never before.  
These influential interpretations continue to shape even those works that turn their 
attention to specific elements of revivalism or increased Christianization. 
Lincoln Mullen’s recent work is an excellent example of a revision to Butler’s 
argument. His innovative consideration of religious conversion in American history 
explains that the tumult of disestablishment created a chaotic environment in which 
Americans were compelled to seek structure and order. He invokes Hatch’s 
                                                 
16 Nathan Hatch, The Democratization of American Christianity, (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1989) and Jon Butler, Awash in a Sea of Faith: Christianizing the 
American People, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1990).  
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interpretation, writing, “What religious historians, not uncommonly in a whiggish mood, 
celebrate as the spread of American religious freedom, Americans of the nineteenth 
century saw as a burdensome obligation to pick between multitudes of religions.”17 
Mullen explains that the free-market of religion in the nineteenth century was not 
welcomed as a new freedom; it was internalized as an anxiety-producing obligation. In 
other words, as Butler has argued, the disorder that erupted in the wake of the Revolution 
– which included the episodic but impactful completion of disestablishment – caused 
Americans to seek order in what they perceived to be stable institutions – their local 
churches. My work builds upon Mullen’s interpretive revision of Hatch and Butler, 
“obligatory choice.”18  
Like Mullen’s, newer works typically adapt and revise these interpretations rather 
than presenting new ones. These revisions and adaptations offer useful insight and more 
narrow interpretations of American Christianity in the nineteenth century.19 Ellen 
                                                 
17 Lincoln Mullen, “The Varieties of Religious Conversion: The Origins of Religious 
Choice in the United States,” (PhD Diss., Brandeis University, 2014), 24.  
 
18 I disagree with Mullen on at least one subtle but important implication of his argument. 
Mullen writes “Next to no one thought they were making a choice in the simplistic, 
consumer sense which our culture and economy fetishize." This implies that Americans 
make choices in the consumer market that were dissimilar to the ones they made in the 
religious marketplace. This ignores the compulsion of a consuming society and the 
readily available evidence that Americans frequently make choices that might feel free 
but are as compulsory – if not more so because of their subtlety – as choosing a religious 
identity. The importance of brand recognition and the increasing square footage of the 
average American home are two clear examples of how Americans (and other people too 
of course) feel compelled to purchase based on a similar sense of the “right kind of life.” 
See: Mullen, “Varieties of Religious Conversion,” 28.  
 
19 Criticism of Sam Haynes useful book, Unfinished Revolution: The Early American 
Republic in a British World, is an example of how historians continue to appeal to 
Hatch’s work. Hayne’s examines the anxiety Americans had after the War of 1812. They 
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Eslinger’s Citizens of Zion: The Social Origins of Camp Meeting Revivalism, for 
instance, operates within the confines of the Hatch-Butler discussion, falling closer to 
Hatch than Butler.20 She does a marvelous job of deconstructing the “frontier thesis,” 
convincingly explaining that Kentucky was no longer a frontier by 1800. It was a region 
with well-established governments, plentiful religious institutions, an increasingly stable 
agricultural economy, and no real threat from Indians. She argues that liberalism and 
intensifying market competition caused Kentuckians to sacrifice community for the sake 
of individual pursuit. In this tension – the community vis-à-vis the individual – the camp 
meeting fulfilled a need. According to Eslinger, the Kentucky camp meeting was an 
egalitarian response to a stratifying society. But as Christine Leigh Heyrman points out, 
this idea ignores the conspicuous inequality of camp meetings where competition was 
just as present as in secular society.21 Heyrman explains that at camp meetings “lay 
enthusiasts seized control of some meetings from a more restrained clergy; lay exhorters 
pitted their oratorical skills against those of ministers; young and older preachers in the 
same denomination vied for popular acclaim; Presbyterians sniped at Methodists and 
both took pot-shots at the Baptists.”22 Eslinger offers a valuable portrayal of the 
                                                                                                                                                 
despised and feared their former colonial masters but also envied British power, success, 
and ways of life. Haynes argues that this anxiety shaped the early national period of the 
United States.  
 
20 Ellen Eslinger, Citizens of Zion: The Social Origins of Camp Meeting Revivalism, 
(Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1999).  
21 Christine Leigh Heyrman, review of Citizens of Zion: The Social Origins of Camp 
Meeting Revivalism, by Ellen Eslinger, William and Mary Quarterly, Vol. 57, No. 4 
(Oct., 2004) 900-902. 
 
22 Heyrman, review of Citizens of Zion, 901.  
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unsettling structures of life in Kentucky in the nineteenth century while restating Hatch’s 
democratization thesis in her argument for the origins of the camp meeting.   
Even if Eslinger overstates the egalitarian nature of camp meetings, her work is 
particularly useful for framing the structure of the Appalachian context. Altering the idea 
of Appalachia as an intellectual, economic, cultural, social, or religious, rural backwater 
is a growing emphasis within a burgeoning Appalachian historiography. Campbell, like 
so many Appalachian figures, has frequently and recently been characterized as a 
“backwoods” preacher. The reality is that Appalachia was growing rapidly in this period, 
it connected and was connected to hubs of commerce, and the inhabitants were 
intellectually, politically, and religiously varied – among other demographic variations. 
In fact, by 1840, Campbell’s strongholds outside of Virginia – Ohio, Kentucky, and 
Tennessee – were the three states with the largest populations after New York and 
Pennsylvania; other Appalachian states were not far behind. Furthermore, this growing 
population was connected to eastern markets through the thriving steamboat industry on 
the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers. It was also connected to eastern markets overland 
through turnpikes and the United States Postal System, a communication network that, by 
1828, had an office in every location of even meager significance.23 Although people 
living in the trans-Appalachian West did not live in or near cities such as Boston or New 
York, they did live in and near thriving cities, such as Cincinnati, Lexington, and 
Pittsburgh, with increasing economic and cultural complexity.  
                                                 
23 Richard R. John, Spreading the News: The American Postal System from Franklin to 
Morse, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1995) 50. John refers to both Campbell 
and to this region as “backwoods.” See: John, Spreading the News, 7.  
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This project highlights the importance of the Appalachian context. Campbell’s 
Christian prescription was one thing that unified tens of thousands of people across the 
trans-Appalachian West. Campbell’s work illustrates the resonance of an anti-
establishment, staunchly independent, and individualistic Christianity, brilliantly 
packaged and effectively sold by a seemingly self-made man in the “rough and tumble” 
West. A key component of Campbell’s success was his familiarity with and his affinity to 
the people and culture of Appalachia. As Deborah Vansau Cauley argues in her 
Appalachian Mountain Religion: A History, Campbell’s “Restoration movement . . . 
[was] as much originally a product of Appalachia” as it was a product of Campbell 
himself.24 Evidence of this persists. Much of the ideology that made up Campbell’s 
prescription for Christianity resonates today in Appalachia, connecting the social, 
cultural, economic and political legacy of whiskey distillers, sheep farmers, Christian 
reformers, and independent “backwoods” publishers to present day Americans living in 
“coal country.”25  
While most of the attention has been paid to the seemingly intense and increasing 
religiosity in the period, some scholars, such as Christopher Grasso and Amanda 
                                                 
24 Deborah Vansau McCauley, Appalachian Mountain Religion: A History, (Urbana: 
University of Illinois Press, 1995) 64. For Appalachian history generally, see: Richard B. 
Drake, A History of Appalachia, (Lexington: The University Press of Kentucky, 2001) 
and John Alexander Williams, Appalachia: A History, (Chapel Hill: The University of 
North Carolina Press, 2002).  
 
25 McCaulaey argues that “despite claims to the major landmarks of Appalachia’s 
religious history by high-powered denominations . . . autonomy and free church polity, 
devoid of any hint of nationally based hierarchical institutionalism, continue to be the 
primary characterizing features of mountain church traditions. McCauley, Appalachian 
Mountain Religion, 65.  
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Porterfield, have argued that more attention should be paid to the role of doubt. Grasso 
and Porterfield reject Hatch’s democratization thesis but still refer back to his work, in 
conversation with Butler’s, as a primer on the Second Great Awakening.26 Porterfield 
introduces Hatch in the very beginning, explaining that “Hatch’s influential interpretation 
. . . overplayed the democratic aspects of evangelical religion and turned attention away 
from the larger political consequences of evangelical alignment with libertarian 
politics.”27 The basis of her argument is that intense political partisanship created an 
opportunity for Christianization as evangelicals unified against skepticism and, at the 
same time, became demographically more rural and poor. Porterfield names Hatch’s 
interpretation as the “standard interpretation of evangelicalism’s relation to democracy” 
and, though she elevates the importance of skepticism in American society, her argument 
parallels Butler’s. She explains in her third chapter that “as mistrust abounded and 
idealism about the new American government became more difficult to sustain, 
Americans became increasingly devoted to church governments . . . [thus] . . . religious 
communities supplemented – and in important respects superseded – local, state, and 
federal authority.”28  
                                                 
26 Amanda Porterfield, Conceived in Doubt, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
2012). See also Christopher Grasso, “Skepticism and American Faith: Infidels, Converts, 
and Religious Doubt in the Early Nineteenth Century,” Journal of the Early Republic, 
Vol. 22, No. 3 (Autumn, 2002), pp. 465-508. Grasso’s essay, along with his essay “Deist 
Monster: On Religious Common Sense In the Wake of the Revolution,” The Journal of 
American History, Vol. 95, No. 1 (June, 2008) pp. 43-68, are part of his larger study and 
new book Skepticism and American Faith: from the Revolution to the Civil War, to be 
released in July, 2018.  
 
27 Porterfield, Conceived in Doubt, 11. 
 
28 Porterfield, Conceived in Doubt, 113.   
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Grasso, like Porterfield, points to both Hatch and Butler as the standard 
interpretations of American religion in the nineteenth century. Grasso is more concerned 
with the private and individual doubts of Americans in the period. He explains that as 
individual Americans wrestled with unbelief or with which elements of religiosity to hold 
on to, they powerfully shaped American religion and American society in their responses 
to doubt. Campbell, like Grasso’s Orestes Brownson, was consumed with doubt as a 
young man. As a young person in Scotland, he doubted the Biblical validity of 
hierarchical and creedal churches and he doubted the validity of a state-backed church. In 
fact, doubt played a considerable role in Campbell’s approach to winnowing Christianity 
to what he believed were the fundamental issues - notably adult immersion instead of the 
infant sprinkling tradition he was raised in. As far as we know, Campbell did not doubt 
the existence of God but his doubts about the authenticity of his childhood Christianity 
facilitated the restructuring of Christianity that became so popular among Americans in 
the trans-Appalachian west.  
Regional and denominational histories have also been valuable additions to this 
historiography and, unsurprisingly, Hatch and Butler loom large in these interpretations 
as well. Since Campbell was loosely affiliated with the Baptist church for several years, 
Baptist histories, in particular, are important for examining his success. Gregory Wills’ 
Democratic Religion: Freedom, Authority, and Church Discipline in the Baptist South, 
1785-1900 is a revision of Hatch’s thesis.29 Wills shows the limits of an anti-creedal and 
anti-elite position within a denomination that appealed to “common sense” revelations. It 
                                                 
29 Gregory Wills, Democratic Religion: Freedom, Authority, and Church Discipline in 
the Baptist South, 1785-1900, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997). 
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was expected that Baptist church members would read the Bible and reach the same 
conclusions. Wills argues that “Democracy” in southern Baptist churches existed in “soul 
liberty,” that is freedom from state coercion and the general egalitarianism of church 
discipline – in other words, members freely consented to the authority of the church and 
expected to be treated equally by its authority. Church members who reached conclusions 
outside of Baptist orthodoxy were disciplined severely and even excommunicated, a 
judgment that had real-world consequences in a society increasingly constructed on the 
institution of church.  
Monica Najar examines Baptist disciplinary practices in greater detail than Wills 
and with an analysis that extends throughout much of the upper South instead of a single 
state.30 Najar’s work, Evangelizing the South: A Social History of Church and State in 
Early America, reveals that Baptists in Virginia, North Carolina, Kentucky, and 
Tennessee submitted to the authority of the local Baptist church, a disciplinary process 
that exhibited greater equality than institutions outside of the church. Nevertheless, Najar 
shows that the Baptist church was the primary institutional structure that ordered 
                                                 
30 Monica Najar, Evangelizing the South: A Social History of Church and State in Early 
America, (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008). See also: Jessica Madison, In 
Subjection: Church Discipline in the Early American South, 1760-1830, (Macon: Mercer 
University Press, 2014). Madison makes similar, though less convincing, arguments as 
Najar’s. Her innovation is a reexamination of “equity.” She argues against the idea that 
Baptist churches became inequitably aligned against femininity – taking issue with works 
such as Susan Juster’s Disorderly Women. She claims that “oppression” is involuntary 
and “subjection” is voluntary, and since Baptist women, like all members of Baptist 
churches in the South, voluntarily subjected themselves to the authority of the church – 
an authority that she, and others, argue was more democratic than civil society – they 
were not oppressed or treated inequitably. Madison’s book does little to address the claim 
in Janet Moore Lindaman’s Bodies of Belief: Baptist Community in Early America, which 
argues that members of the Baptist church were simultaneously oppressed and liberated. 
See:  Janet Moore Lindaman, Bodies of Belief: Baptist Community in Early America 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2008) 2-3.  
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members’ religious and civil lives. Baptists in Najar’s upper South did not embrace a 
free-market of religion. They sought to resituate power firmly in the hands of the Baptist 
church. According to Najar, the Baptist power structure was strikingly more democratic 
internally than power structures outside the church or than other churches. But outsiders, 
of course, were not privy to whatever democratic agency actually existed in the Baptist 
church. Najar’s work is excellent supplement to Eslinger’s since it illustrates the power of 
the church, long after the region was a “frontier.” She also situates her argument in the 
tension between Hatch and Butler. Najar does not argue that Baptist Christianity was an 
impetus for a general democratization. Rather, she claims that within the closed ranks and 
authority of the Baptist church, members exercised relatively equal participation in 
censuring and disciplining their co-religionists.  
Finally, Richard Traylor’s recent Born of Water and Spirit: The Baptist Impulse in 
Kentucky, 1776-1860, lands squarely on Butler’s side of the interpretive battle. Traylor 
argues that Americans in Kentucky turned to the institutional order of the Baptist church 
as they migrated away from colonial-era centers of authority. Unfortunately, Traylor 
ignores the bulk of the historiography which likely contributed to his implicit 
recapitulation of the “frontier thesis.” Still, his central idea, the “Baptist impulse” is a 
helpful tool for thinking about who these Baptists were and why the Baptists in Wills’ 
and Najar’s stories were so eager to remain within the fold.31 Traylor concludes that 
                                                 
31 Traylor’s “Baptist Impulse” is a four part conceptualization: 1. Baptism by immersion, 
2. ability of any individual to have a relationship with God, 3. the importance and 
autonomy of the local church, 4. that Baptist clergymen were first among equals and were 
accountable to both God and their church. See:  Richard Traylor, Born of Water and 
Spirit: The Baptist Impulse in Kentucky, 1776-1860, (Knoxville: University of Tennessee 
Press, 2015), 7 
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Baptist success led to denominational arrogance and greater institutionalization, which, 
according to him, “skewed the Baptist impulse.” Regardless of the catalyst – arrogance or 
otherwise – Traylor’s story repeats the well-trodden path of sect to denomination.   
My work shows that Baptists who followed Campbell (a significant percentage of 
his followers) moved from a denomination that was arguably more democratic to one that 
was less so. The growth of the largest American-born denomination then was not, for 
many of its members, a move toward democracy, but a move away from democracy. 
Campbell vehemently condemned the democratic power structure of Baptist churches 
and, at the same time, the confessional discipline of the Baptist Church.32 Although I 
agree with Butler generally that Americans sought to ally themselves with power 
structures and that those structures were increasingly Christian churches, Campbell’s case 
reveals the conspicuous anxiety about choosing “right.” As Grasso and Porterfield have 
argued, doubt was rampant, even if it was less about whether or not God existed and 
more about whether a given prescription for Christianity was the “correct” one. Campbell 
competed against Baptists while being loosely affiliated with them, and he compelled 
anxious Americans to choose his version, his vision, and ultimately, him.33  
                                                                                                                                                 
 
32 This was especially true after the creation of the General Association in 1837, a move 
that indicated the Baptists level of “denominationalism” to Campbell and his followers.  
 
33 This is akin to David Hempton’s concept in Methodism: Empire of the Spirit. Hempton 
argues that Methodism thrived like a parasite on the host organism of Anglicanism. He 
calls it a matter of “Competition and Symbiosis.” Similarly, Campbell siphoned Baptists 
away from Baptist loyalties and into groups that eventually became Campbellite 
congregations. See; David Hempton, Methodism: Empire of the Spirit, (New Haven: Yale 
University, 2005).  
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Of course, the historiography of revivalism generally is an important context for 
my work. Classic works, such as W.R. Ward’s The Protestant Evangelical Awakening 
and Leigh Eric Schmidt’s Holy Fairs: Scotland and the Making of American Revivalism, 
offer international perspectives and insightful discussions about the origins and nature of 
revivalism in American and abroad.34 Ward and Schmidt both locate the origins of 
revivalism in Europe. Ward offers an expansive survey of revivalism abroad while 
Schmidt is focused more narrowly on Presbyterian communion practices in Scotland. 
Still, both works lend themselves to helping explain the religious and cultural context that 
Campbell confronted in his move to the United States.  
Campbell’s story illustrates the intimate connections between the religious and 
cultural milieus of the trans-Appalachian West and the larger Atlantic world. These 
Atlantic world contexts played a conspicuous, if overlooked, role in nineteenth century 
Appalachia. Campbell’s move to the United States was part of a large migration of Ulster 
Presbyterians from Ireland to America. Among several other European transplants in the 
period, Ulster-Presbyterians in the trans-Appalachian west contributed substantially to the 
creation of the Appalachian milieu.35 The landscape and the people were remarkably 
similar to those green, sheep covered hills of northern Ireland and to the religious 
                                                 
34 See: W. R. Ward, The Protestant Evangelical Awakening, (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1992) and Leigh Eric Schmidt, Holy Fairs: Scotland and the Making of 
American Revivalism, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1990).  
 
35 Peter Gilmore and Kerby Miller’s essay “Searching for ‘Irish’ Freedom: Settling for 
‘Scotch-Irish’ Respectability, 1780-1810,” in Ulster to America: The Scots-Irish 
Migration Experience, 1760-1830, ed. Warren Hofstra (Knoxville: University of 
Tennessee Press, 2012), is particularly useful for examining the social, political, and 
cultural development of Ulster-Scots in the United States.  
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perspectives of Seceder Presbyterians in Ireland and Scotland who had long held anti-
establishment religious and political views. As Paul K. Conkin has explained, the 
legendary Cane Ridge Revival, was a Presbyterian communion service that “conformed 
to a two-centuries old, highly ritualized sacramental tradition that distinguished Scottish 
and Ulster Presbyterianism from other Reformed confessions.” Conkin also explains that 
previous communion services in Scotland and in Ulster dwarfed the Cane Ridge 
meeting.36 When the Campbells arrived to western Pennsylvania in 1809, it was a 
familiar place. 
Other more recent research, such as Thomas Kidd’s The Great Awakening: The 
Roots of Evangelical Christianity in Colonial America and Randall Balmer’s The Making 
of Evangelicalism: From Revivalism to Politics and Beyond, present new ways of 
thinking about old ideas.37 Kidd’s work blurs the line between the first and second Great 
Awakenings, questionably – if interestingly - using a long duree approach to illustrate 
continuity between two traditionally separate religious moments. Balmer articulates four 
distinct turning points to explain the history of evangelicalism in America. Neither work 
offers much in the way of a new interpretation, but they both illustrate the connectivity of 
several decades if not centuries of American religiosity. Generalized analyses of 
revivalism are useful for placing this story within the longer historical narrative. 
However, my work is less concerned with how Campbell fits into the traditional 
                                                 
36 Paul K. Conkin, Cane Ridge: America’s Pentecost, (Madison: The University of 
Wisconsin Press, 1990) 3-4.  
 
37 Thomas S. Kidd, The Great Awakening: The Roots of Evangelical Christianity in 
Colonial America, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2007) 
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discussion of American or even transatlantic revivalism and more interested in how 
Campbell exploited revivals and revivalism.  
Campbell was a religious entrepreneur who capitalized on the opportunities of 
American revivalism for personal and religious gain. Most of the research on religious 
entrepreneurs and religious entrepreneurialism is focused on those religious leaders in the 
late nineteenth and twentieth centuries that created the path for present-day televangelists, 
such as Joel Osteen, or on cooperative religious efforts to Christianize America, such as 
American Bible and Tract Societies.38 There are a number of good works available that 
consider religious entrepreneurialism and religious entrepreneurs in the twentieth century. 
Darren Dochuk’s From Bible Belt to Sunbelt: Plain-Folk Religion, Grassroots Politics, 
and the Rise of the Evangelical Right, Matthew Sutton’s Aimee Semple McPherson and 
the Resurrection of Christian America, and Philip Goff’s “’We Have Heard the Joyful 
Sound’: Charles E. Fuller’s Radio Broadcast and the Rise of Modern Evangelicalism” are 
three notable examples.39  
Dochuk’s book helps explain the merger between southern evangelicalism and the 
post World War II boom of Sunbelt business. As southerners migrated to California, they 
                                                 
38 David Paul Nord’s Faith in Reading is still the best source on cooperative religious 
entrepreneurialism. See: David Paul Nord, Faith in Reading: Religious Publishing and 
the Birth of Mass Media in America, (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2004).  
 
39 See: Darren Dochuk, From Bible Belt to Sunbelt: Plain-Folk Religion, Grassroots 
Politics, and the Rise of Evangelical Conservatism, (New York: W. W. Norton & 
Company, Inc, 2011); Matthew Avery Sutton, Aimee Semple McPherson and the 
Resurrection of Christian America, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2007); Philip 
Goff, “’We Have a Heard the Joyful Sound’: Charles E. Fuller’s Radio Broadcast and the 
Rise of Modern Evangelicalism,” Religion and American Culture: A Journal of 
Interpretation, Vol. 9, No. 1 (Winter, 1999), pp. 67-95. 
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brought with them evangelicalism imbued with an anti-bureaucracy, anti-big government, 
anti-elite, local rule ideology (populism). They made easy allies with anti-New Deal, pro-
business conservatives in their new state and formed what Dochuk calls a “vigorous 
cultural force, one that melded traditionalism into an uncentered, unbounded religious 
culture of entrepreneurialism, experimentation, and engagement.”40 Where Dochuk looks 
at religion and entrepreneurialism generally, Sutton and Goff focus on single religious 
entrepreneurs. Sutton’s work reveals Aimee Semple McPherson’s innovative use of radio 
and mass media, her knack for creating spectacle, and her high level of skill at public 
relations. Like Dochuk, Sutton is interested in the convergence of evangelicalism and 
conservative politics in America, and as for Dochuk, his story centers on the success or 
failure of entrepreneurial religiosity. Goff nods to the connection between postwar 
American religion and a “conservative resurgence,” but his primary focus is the 
innovative and revivalist methodologies of Charles E. Fuller and his radio program. Goff 
argues that Fuller used his remarkably popular radio program to help break down the 
walls of denominationalism and unite popular evangelicalism.41 All three works illustrate 
the subtle but important merger of religious revivalism of some kind with entrepreneurial 
business methods.  
In contrast to religious history in the twentieth century, religious history from the 
colonial period until the Civil War is rarely focused on entrepreneurs or on the business 
of religion. The best work on religious entrepreneurs is Frank Lambert’s “Pedlar in 
                                                 
40 Dochuck, From Bible Belt to Sunbelt, xviii.  
 
41 Goff, “’We Have a Heard the Joyful Sound’: Charles E. Fuller’s Radio Broadcast and 
the Rise of Modern Evangelicalism,” 87, 86-87.  
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Divinity”: George Whitefield and the Transatlantic Revivals. Lambert illustrates how 
Whitefield was a self-promoting, business savvy, market oriented entrepreneur who used 
the merchandising techniques he learned from his family business to establish himself as 
a religious celebrity and to create a thriving religious business. Lambert explains that 
Whitefield commercialized religion, selling himself through print and in person, to a 
public audience on both sides of the Atlantic.42 Lambert argues that Whitefield created a 
market as he exploited it. He is not arguing that reforming Christianity was less important 
to Whitefield than previously thought. Lambert’s work reveals that Whitefield, like 
Campbell and other religious entrepreneurs who followed, had complex and multifaceted 
motivations. 
Conspicuously entrepreneurial characters of nineteenth century American 
religion, such as Joseph Smith, William Miller, and Alexander Campbell, are commonly 
cast as more or less dissenting, deviant, or radical revivalist preachers in the same 
category – though of lesser stock – as famed example Charles Grandison Finney. More 
attention should be paid to the connections between religion and economics in this 
period. Examining those religious entrepreneurs who repackaged Christianity in the wake 
of the Revolution and as the disestablishment project was completed and who sold it to 
Americans who were increasingly compelled to find authentic religion is just a start.  
Finally, Campbell’s story reveals the vital importance of economic advantage and 
effective business methods for success in the ultra-competitive marketplace of religion in 
                                                 
42 See: Frank Lambert, “Pedlar in Divinity”: George Whitefield and the Transatlantic 
Revivals, 1737-1770, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994). It is important to 
point out that Lambert credits Whitefield and his collaborators – such as Benjamin 
Franklin – with creating the religious “public sphere.”  
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the nineteenth century United States. The spread of mass media into the west and the 
explosion of American print culture are crucial contexts of this investigation. David Paul 
Nord’s work, Faith in Reading, explains the important role religious publishers played in 
the emergence of mass media in America and Robert A. Gross’ introduction to A History 
of the Book Volume 2 – An Extensive Republic, outlines the reality of an “age of print,” 
enlisting Americans in a common practice – reading – even if they were not “gathered 
up” into a common life.43 Campbell entered the media business at an opportune time, 
from 1826 to 1850, a moment that Heather Haveman calls the “golden age of 
magazines.” Haveman aptly describes the United States as an “uneasy amalgam . . . that 
varied greatly in terms of religion, ethnicity, politics, and economic organization . . . 
loosely bound into a federation with a central government whose powers were quite 
limited.” Print itself was one of the few things that transcended these categories of 
separation – even if production and consumption were often localized – and the Postal 
System, which connected Americans geographically, was the largest arm of an otherwise 
modest central government.44 Campbell used the lessons of his upbringing in Ireland and 
capitalized on the fortunate circumstances of his arrival in the United States to effectively 
exploit and alter the religious marketplace in the trans-Appalachian West. This 
dissertation focuses on the business-building side of Alexander Campbell’s success.  
                                                 
43 See: David Paul Nord, Faith in Reading, 2004, and Robert A. Gross, “Introduction: An 
Extensive Republic,” in Robert A. Gross and Mary Kelley, eds., A History of the Book in 
America: Volume 2 – An Extensive Republic: Print, Culture, and Society in the New 
Nation, 1790-1840, (Chapel Hill: The University of North Caroline Press, 2010). 
 
44 See Heather Haveman, Magazines and the Making of America: Modernization, 
Community, and Print Culture, 1741-1850, (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 
2015) 34, 2.; Richard R. John Spreading the News, 1995.  
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The family business was education. Chapter one begins with the business lessons 
Campbell learned while helping his minister father and his uncles run private academies 
in Ireland. It also explains how the social, religious, and political context of Ireland in the 
late eighteenth century shaped Campbell’s approach to religion and business. These early 
experiences prepared Campbell to take advantage of the growing educational marketplace 
in the trans-Appalachian West and to shrewdly manage the significant capital that he 
inherited through marrying into a wealthy family.  
Chapter two details how Campbell paired his effectively promoted public 
spectacles with his print business, brilliantly expanding on the success of his first product 
– a printed debate – into a remarkably successful and long-standing monthly periodical as 
well as several other best-selling publications. Campbell’s innovative entrepreneurial 
skills were best illustrated in the serial articles he used to build publicity around 
upcoming projects, such as his New Testament, his hymnbook, and his debate with 
Robert Owen.  
Chapter three examines Campbell at the intersection of the golden age of 
magazines and the arrival of a nearly ubiquitous United States Postal Office. Campbell 
ran a printing business that resembled other print operations in the United States. He paid 
his employees a competitive wage and frequently used the services of printing firms as an 
attempt to make his business operations run more efficiently. Campbell’s printing 
business continued to grow in tandem with his religious movement. His appointment as 
postmaster in 1828 was a significant boon for both. As a postmaster Campbell was able 
to freely distribute his publications, removing a major cost of a mail-based business. He 
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hired a clerk to manage the day-to-day responsibilities of the post office, a small cost for 
access to largest distribution network in the United States.  
Chapter four focuses on Campbell’s attention turned toward institutionalization. 
The growth of Campbell’s religious following was far too great to be ignored by other 
religious groups on the national level. As the 1830s came to a close, the religious press 
increasingly paid attention to Campbell and his followers. Some groups, such as the 
Presbyterians, issued public statements of remorse, apologizing publicly for their failure 
to combat “Campbellism” in its infancy. Baptists, on the other hand, responded with 
disparate sentiments. Some urged a renewed commitment to destroying Campbell. Others 
called for old battles to be finished and for the groups to find areas where they agreed. 
Still others acknowledged the permanence of the Campbellites and called for watchful 
vigilance so that those who remained “within the fold” did not stray. The national 
attention signaled the transition that was taking place. By the early 1840s, the 
Campbellites finalized their move from insurgent sect to established denomination. As 
Campbell no longer needed the spectacle of public debates, in fact seeing them as 
dangerous to his reputation, he ceased to challenge others or to accept such challengers. 
Instead, he poured his resources and the remaining years of his life into organizing his 
followers. His prescription for meetinghouses served as the standard for representing 
Campbellite theology in concrete terms across the American landscape. Bethany College, 
his labor of love, was intended to be the institutional hub for his brand of Christianity.  
The conclusion explains that Campbell’s success was the result of embracing 
religion as a business and of responding to the distinct demands of the trans-Appalachian 
marketplace of religion. There were dozens of preachers, several notable itinerant 
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ministers, and religious publishers in several towns. Many of them had good ideas, 
compelling theology, and charismatic personalities. What separated Campbell from these 
others was his early experience in running an independent business, his substantial 
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CHAPTER 2 
GETTING A START – EXPERIENCE, EDUCATION, CAPITAL, AND EARLY 
SUCCESS, 1807-1823 
Alexander Campbell’s entrepreneurial approach to denomination building – an 
approach that paired for-profit publishing with well publicized debates and extensive 
preaching tours – was the product of three fundamental components: 1. The lessons he 
learned growing up in northern Ireland. 2. The experience he obtained from helping his 
father and his uncle run private academies. 3. The investment capital he inherited through 
marriage. These three advantages prepared Campbell to effectively exploit the business 
and religious market of the trans-Appalachian West. 
Campbell’s followers became the largest American born denomination, but it is a 
mistake to characterize Campbellites as a distinctly American denomination.45 
Campbell’s movement was characteristically trans-Atlantic. It exploited American 
markets and American opportunity using business lessons and philosophy/theology 
learned in Ireland and Scotland. It was a movement filled with transplants from the Old 
World, transplants who carried Old World baggage to their New World context. The 
religious, social, political, and economic contexts of Western Europe, and particularly 
                                                 
45 Nathan Hatch has argued that “Whatever Alexander Campbell may have brought to 
America of Scottish and Presbyterian heritage, he found much of it convenient to discard 
for an explicit American theology.” This idea disregards the significant impact of 
growing up in Ireland during a period of attempted Revolution and fierce political-
religious unrest, it ignores the lifelong influence of his Scottish-born and Glasgow 
University educated father, it doesn’t take into account the impression made on him by 
the Scottish philosophers in Glasgow, and finally, it doesn’t include the example of 
church governance provided by James and Robert Haldane and the Independents in 
Scotland. See: Nathan Hatch, “The Christian Movement and the Demand for a Theology 
of the People,” in American Origins of Churches of Christ: Three Essays on Restoration 
History, ed. Douglas Foster (Abilene: Abilene Christian University Press, 2000), 18.  
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Ireland and Scotland, played a substantial role in the shape and success of Campbell’s 
efforts.  
Like so many of his followers, Campbell was not born in America nor was he 
raised in the United States. He was born in Ireland to devout Christian parents and the 
move his family made to the United States, when Campbell was already twenty years old, 
was part of a large migration of Ulster Presbyterians, commonly called Scots-Irish, across 
the Atlantic. His father Thomas Campbell was a Seceder Presbyterian minister and his 
mother Jane Campbell was the only daughter of French Huguenots who fled to Scotland 
and then to Ireland.46 The Campbells lived in Ireland during an intense time of civil and 
religious unrest.47 Campbell lived in a region of Ireland that was more evenly balanced 
between Anglicans, Catholics, and Dissenters than most others and consequently one that 
offered an increasing opportunity for the growth and strength of public opinion.48 Dissent 
from the Church of England was more conspicuous and, at times, more acceptable in 
northern Ireland than in other parts of Ireland. Still, Catholics and Protestant Dissenters 
were  second-class citizens in a region controlled by England and the Anglican church.  
 Campbell grew up in the maelstrom of late eighteenth century Irish socio-politics 
and the inextricably connected civic and religious motivations for armed conflict. In 1798 
Irish rebels unsuccessfully attempted to follow the path of the Americans and the French 
                                                 
46 The Seceders were a group that separated from the Presbyterian Church after 
Presbyterians gained political power in Scotland.   
 
47 The most recent narrative of the Irish Rebellion of 1798 is Daniel Gahan, The People’s 
Rising: Wexford, 1798, (Dublin: Gill & Macmillan, 1995).  
 
48 See: Ultan Gillen, “Ascendancy Ireland, 1660-1800,” The Princeton History of Modern 
Ireland, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2016).  
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to establish their own republic, casting off the rule of the British. The contentious nature 
of civil society made Ireland a dangerous place to live; loyalties were potentially perilous. 
Campbell was aware of the Irish rebellion. He was ten years old when it happened and he 
watched his father as Thomas managed the difficult position he was in, no doubt 
preaching to rebels while maintaining social and professional relationships with members 
of the English establishment. But Thomas refused to be involved in any way, either in 
support of the rebellion or in support of the crown and English parliament. Because of his 
environment, Campbell developed the perspective that Catholics were loyal to the Pope, 
Anglicans were loyal to the British crown and Parliament, and Presbyterians were loyal 
to their own church-state conceptions of “good society,” conceptions that were 
commonly a distinct brand of Scottish or Presbyterian Nationalism. He abhorred what he 
perceived to be the desires and attempts of all of these groups to consolidate religious and 
civil power under a single degenerate roof.  
Like most Seceders, Campbell was critical of the power exercised by religious 
bodies. Like his father, he believed it was a power that was interested in self-perpetuation 
rather than universal Christian unity.49 Campbell’s biographer, Robert Richardson, 
explained that Campbell:  
. . . found the Catholics, numerous in his own country, for the most part an ignorant, 
priest-ridden, superstitious people, but that it was . . . when he came to consider the 
history of the Presbyterian Church, with its numerous divisions, in one of which he was 
himself a member, that he was enabled to form a clearer conception of the power and 
                                                 
49 Unlike the official Church of England, which was Anglican, the official Church of 
Scotland was the Presbyterian Church. These terms – Church of Scotland and 
Presbyterian – are relatively synonymous, though it is important to distinguish between 
various Presbyterian sects and the Church of Scotland, which they opposed.  
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prevalency of that party spirit which it became afterward the labor of his life to oppose 
and overthrow.50 
 
His criticism of the designs for power employed by Anglicans, Catholics, the Church of 
Scotland, and his own dissenting Presbyterian sect, were rooted in the Seceder ethos to 
eradicate party loyalty and his father’s teaching that individual Christians could be united 
through the power of the written word. 
In Ireland, like many places in Europe, land ownership was a critical determinant 
of power. The political topography of nineteenth-century Ireland was tied to the 
distribution of land and, as the authors of Troubled Geographies have argued, “the way 
that space interacts with religion . . . is central to an understanding of the ways in which 
the island has developed.”51 Campbell grew up in a place where religious affiliation 
determined power and where marginalized groups yearned for political and religious 
power. He yearned for a place where church was not synonymous with state and where 
“Christian” could be extracted from national ambitions for power.  
Finally, Campbell inherited a theology, learned from his Seceder Presbyterian 
father that placed a premium on the value of the printed word and on a popular reading of 
the Bible. When he arrived in the United States, he already believed, like the Puritans 
                                                 
50 Robert Richardson, Memoirs of Alexander Campbell: Embracing a view of the origin, 
progress and principles of the religious reformation which he advocated, Vol. 1, 
(Cincinnati: R.W. Carroll & Co. 1872) 49-50. The best biography on Campbell is still 
Robert Richardson’s Memoirs of Alexander Campbell, a two-volume tome, over one 
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51 Ian N. Gregory, Niall A. Cunningham, C.D. Lloyd, Ian G. Shuttleworth, and Paul S. 
Eli, The Spatial Humanities: Troubled Geographies: A Spatial History of Religion and 
Society in Northern Ireland, (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2013), 7. 
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before him, that reasonable people would read this foundational document and discover 
the same fundamental Christian principles or “revelations” that he had. It was a theory of 
reading that viewed the printed word as having inherent and intelligible meaning, a 
meaning that was accessible to all who would work to find it.52 This theory of reading 
was popular in a land populated by former rebels and protesters of a church-state power.  
Campbell’s experience growing up in Northern Ireland unquestionably shaped his 
approach to religion in the United States. Before he set foot on the initial ship to sail to 
America, the ill-fated Hibernia, he already believed in the power of print and in the 
superiority of the American socio-political system. Campbell’s aversion to church-state 
power, combined with the individualistic, Bible-first perspective that he inherited from 
his minister father and that he understood through the lens of Scottish rationalism 
provided a cosmography that was well-suited for success in the trans-Appalachian west. 
It was also in Ireland that Campbell learned how to successfully run a business.  
 
The Family Business 
Campbell got his start in the family business, education. His father was a teacher 
and started several schools. Perry E. Gresham explains that “Thomas Campbell . . . had 
the interesting habit of starting a private school wherever he happened to live.”53 
                                                 
52 As David Paul Nord has argued, Christians have always been a “people of the book” 
and biblical literacy was a foundational component of the Puritan community in colonial 
America. Nord also articulates the Puritan theory of reading, that “meaning flowed 
directly form text to reader; ordinary laypeople could get it . . .” See: David Paul Nord, 
Faith in Reading, 13, 25.  
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Thomas’ uncles ran a school in Newry, Ireland that Campbell attended and worked at and 
Alexander’s sister, Dorothy, started and served as principal at a long-standing female 
seminary in Pennsylvania. Campbell was responsible for two schools in northwestern 
Virginia (now West Virginia), first Buffaloe Seminary and then Bethany College. The 
business of education bookended Campbell’s life; he was born to an educator and he 
spent the last decades of his life building Bethany College. 
Thomas Campbell was one of the most influential figures in his son’s life and, 
among other things, he provided the template for working in the education business. 
Thomas’ template was a vital component of Alexander’s success in various market 
economies. Thomas was a private tutor and a farmer before and after Campbell was born. 
But recognizing his ineptitude as a farmer and having the need for more stable and better 
paying work to support a growing family, he began his own academy in the north of 
Ireland at Rich Hill. Rich Hill was not a random choice. As Campbell biographer Eva 
Jean Wrather explains, “Rich Hill . . . was an excellent place to start an academy. It was a 
prosperous town, an important part of Armagh’s linen industry . . . [and it had] an interest 
in education rooted in a centuries old-tradition.”54 Thomas selected a home in the most 
prominent part of town, atop the hill across from the mansion of William Richardson, a 
wealthy member of Parliament for county Armagh. The Richardson mansion and the 
three-story house that the Campbells moved to still stand in Rich Hill and, even today, 
it’s easy to see why Thomas considered this spot ideal. The town descends on all sides of 
the hill and the house and mansion sit on the perimeter of a triangular plaza. Neither the 
                                                 
54 Eva Jean Wrather, Alexander Campbell: Adventurer in Freedom – A Literary 
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town nor the location of the home were happenstance. They were calculated decisions, 
intended to ensure the viability of a new academy.  
Thomas marketed his new school, which was held in the home on Rich Hill, as a 
school for both day learners and for students from further away who needed room and 
board. He also boldly claimed that this new academy would prepare students for business 
or University twice as fast as was typical. Just how Thomas planned to prepare students 
so quickly is uncertain, but it was at the least a bold and attention-grabbing claim. 
Finally, he announced that “Rev. Thomas Campbell and son” would direct the school.55  
Thomas was relatively well known in the region as an excellent teacher and Rich 
Hill Academy was not the first school he started. After finishing school, Thomas moved 
to western Ireland, a part of the country with little access to education, and started an 
English academy. All evidence suggests the school was running well, but Thomas was 
called home by his father, a request he obeyed, and he took a teaching position at a 
school near Newry.56 In both cases, it is clear that Thomas had a good sense for the 
educational market of a given region and that he believed his product was superior to 
others – a confidence that was inherited by and expanded in Alexander. He also knew 
when to protect what he had rather then venturing out to something new.  
Thomas was known to test everything with the biblical phrase “What will it 
profit?” a test that kept him from joining the attempted Revolution of 1798 but also that 
kept him from accepting a high-paying position as the private tutor for the family of Lord 
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Gosford, Arthur Acheson, the Governor of County Armagh.57 Thomas’ test was premised 
on the practical utility of a given decision. He was a moderate in most cases, a 
perspective that was common among Ulster Presbyterians negotiating the fault lines of a 
dangerous world, and it became the defining characteristic of David Edwin Harrell Jr.’s 
interpretation of the Campbellite movement generally.58 Campbell’s choices show the 
influence of this upbringing in a dangerous world in which a careful weighing of risks 
was valuable. 
Thomas refused to accept the high-paying position that Lord Gosford offered for 
several reasons. Richardson claimed that Thomas feared that his children would “be 
ensnared and fascinated by the fashions and customs of the nobility.”59 Although it is 
accurate to say that Ulster Presbyterians, especially a Seceder like Thomas, would have 
been hesitant to embrace a life of splendor, it is likely that Thomas also refused the 
position because it was unnecessarily risky on multiple levels. His concern for protecting 
control over his livelihood and for his reputation in the community that he ministered and 
taught in was stronger than the appeal of gaining, potentially fleeting, wealth; wealth that 
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58 Thomas’ moderate position is reflected significantly in the characteristic makeup of 
Campbellite Christianity in the United States. Although it is not usually attributed to 
Thomas, the moderate Christianity of Campbellite Christians is directly correlated to 
Thomas Campbell’s thinking. David Edwin Harrell Jr. explained the entire history of the 
movement as a successful consolidation of moderate Christians. See David Edwin Harrell 
Jr., Quest for A Christian America, 2003. See also: Warren R. Hofstra, editor, Ulster to 
America, xxv. 
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was contingent on the status of a single individual.60 In fact, Thomas’ decision couldn’t 
have been based solely on “fashions and customs of the nobility” since he later permitted 
Alexander to take a very similar position, tutoring the three daughters of William 
Richardson at Rich Hill, without any noted concern for the “fashions and customs” that 
might be transferred. The reality is that Thomas had already experienced the invasion of 
his church by Royalists searching for rebels, several of which were likely in attendance, 
and he had no interest in taking sides either way – a difficult position to maintain if he 
became the private tutor of a noted official of the king. Instead, he chose to remain, as 
Richardson characterized it, in “comparative poverty” working as a minister and running 
his own school.61  
Although Acheson became an important member of British Parliament and 
Thomas would have potentially profited greatly from taking the position as the Acheson 
family tutor, his decision to remain independent was at least mildly profitable and didn’t 
carry the same risks that accepting the position with the Acheson family did. The 
Campbells lived in a region permeated by sectarian violence and, despite preaching for 
rebels and, at the same time, being held in high regard by a notable arm of the English 
government, Thomas was committed to keeping his family outside the lines. He 
maintained his moderate position, between royalists and rebels and between Catholics, 
Dissenting Protestants, and Anglicans, and continued to run an independent school. The 
school in Rich Hill flourished and provided Thomas approximately two hundred pounds 
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per year, an amount that substantially supplemented the fifty or sixty pounds per year he 
garnered as a Seceder preacher.62  
The Rich Hill School was the training ground for Alexander, who at seventeen 
became his father’s assistant. Richardson described the school as a “public academy” but 
in the contemporary language of education market historiography “public” and 
“academy” imply an incorporated school with public support through tax currency and/or 
a community charter with a board of trustees. Thomas’ school in Rich Hill was more 
characteristic of what is commonly called a “venture school.” It depended entirely on 
tuition and was the business of an independent teacher in his home.63 It was this venture 
school, an independent business venture, where Campbell gained his first experience 
managing a business.  
When Thomas began his school in Rich Hill, Campbell was old enough to 
observe and appreciate his father’s efforts to build relationships, to construct a 
respectable reputation, and to use his personal charisma to enroll students whose families 
paid tuition for his services. He was also old enough and had enough educational 
experience to assist his father, a role that he thrived in. Richardson wrote, “Alexander 
entered into the work with so much spirit and success that he proved a most valuable 
assistant.”64 He was so valuable, so capable, that in 1807, when Thomas was instructed 
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by his doctor to sail to the United States for his health, he left the academy in Alexander’s 
competent hands – a responsibility that carried with it an enormous weight as this was the 
primary source of income for the family whom Thomas also left behind. Alexander 
seems to have managed the school well until the end of the term, but his uncle Archibald 
requested support for his school in Newry in the wake of Alexander’s other uncle, Enos 
Campbell’s, death.65 Alexander took charge of several private classes for his uncle but 
returned to Richhill often to care for his family and perhaps with a mind toward enrolling 
students in the next term if Thomas gave instructions do so.66 In March of 1808, the 
family received a letter from Thomas calling them to follow him to Pennsylvania.  
This early experience in Ireland’s education economy, watching and working for 
his father – a skilled promoter of his own abilities – was invaluable for at least two 
reasons. It gave Campbell the requisite skill and experience to take advantage of the 
growing demand for education in the trans-Appalachian west. When the Campbells 
arrived in western Pennsylvania, a nascent middle-class culture was increasingly 
searching for educational institutions that would expand opportunities for their children 
and perpetuate a lifestyle that, at least rhetorically, separated them from the moral 
degradation of both elites and the lower classes.67 The second, and more important, 
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reason was that it provided Campbell with an entrepreneurial toolbox of skills that 
combined the ability to assess and respond to markets, to effectively self-promote, and to 
create demand where only potential existed. He arrived in the United States as a young 
immigrant with the talent and experience to exploit a growing market economy. The only 
thing he lacked was startup capital.  
 
$1.00 and Love and Affection 
 The Campbells left Ireland’s northern shores in the ship Hibernia on a fine 
morning. But as the day grew late, the winds rose steadily and the Captain decided the 
safest action was to take in the sails to keep from fighting the wind or being cast too far 
in the opposite direction. They drifted through the night and when they awoke found 
themselves in a dangerous bay off the coast of Scotland near Islay.  Despite being warned 
of its danger the Captain decided to cast the anchor and stay in the bay until the weather 
would permit him to make his way to the Atlantic. The ship stayed in the bay for three 
days, its passengers waiting for the wind to calm. Late in the evening on the third day the 
wind pushed the ship, dragging its anchor with it, toward the rocky shore. At around ten 
                                                                                                                                                 
Markets,” 58-62. A complement to her chronology is Stuart M. Blumin’s, The Emergence 
of the Middle Class: Social Experience in the American City, 1760-1900, (New York: 
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o’clock the passengers, who had retired to their cabins, were startled by a powerful crash, 
the sound of a splintering hull, and water rushing into the ships main hold. As they made 
their way to the main deck, the passengers discovered that the ship was stuck on a 
submerged rock. They were ordered by the Captain to help cut away the sails in the hope 
that the Hibernia would remain stuck on the rock and not sink.  
Like so many others, trauma evoked a religious commitment for Campbell. As he 
sat on the deck of the ship with the other passengers, wondering if the ship would sink 
and if they would sink slowly with it, Campbell concluded that if he were saved, he 
would dedicate the rest of his life serving as a minister, a vocation he had not concluded 
was what he wanted. Richardson claimed that Campbell “sat on the stump of the broken 
mast, and, in the near prospect of death, felt as never before, the vanity of the aims and 
ambitions of human life . . . The true objects of human desire and the true purposes of 
man’s creation now appeared to him . . .” 68 The ship was rescued and after a year spent 
in Scotland, another harrowing ship journey, and a trip from Philadelphia to Pittsburgh, 
Campbell reunited with his father and began his efforts to become a minister. 69  
 Unlike many, if not most, of his Seceder Presbyterian contemporaries he also 
resolved to “never receive compensation” for preaching, a resolution, strictly speaking, 
that he maintained. His father, who was a paid minister for much of his adult life, 
worried.  “ My dear son,” he wrote, “I fear that you will have to wear many a ragged 
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coat.”70 Campbell spent a few years without a clear path forward and there was certainly 
no indication that he would achieve either fame or fortune.   
Campbell’s first love was Hannah Acheson, a friend from Ireland who 
accompanied Thomas Campbell on his trip to America. She had a stalwart and curious 
devotion to Robert Emmett, an Irish martyr of the 1808 rebellion, and a serious 
disposition that, as Eva Jean Wrather noted, didn’t delight in Campbell’s childish pranks. 
When Campbell tipped up her glass one day while she was drinking, spilling water down 
her dress, she promptly called off their engagement. According to Wrather, Acheson 
lived the rest of her life single and continued to languish over the death of Robert 
Emmett, while Campbell, brokenhearted for a time, moved on to someone else.71 If his 
first marriage engagement had been successful, Campbell may have been a relatively 
poor minister like his father, or he may have accepted the well-paying teaching position 
that was offered to him in Pittsburg.   
Campbell declined a well-paying position as the principal at an academy in 
Pittsburgh in order to devote his time and effort toward preaching, a decision that his 
father was proud of but also concerned about. Thomas worried that his son was making 
decisions that would potentially damage his own future prospects as well as limiting his 
ability to take care of Thomas later in life.72 Since he reportedly took no pay for 
preaching and turned down any offer to work for someone else, Campbell likely 
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depended on his father’s finances in this period, which could not have been much. It must 
have come as some relief to Thomas then, when his son proposed to family friend 
Margaret Brown and she accepted.  
Campbell’s marriage to Margaret took place only 18 months after the family’s 
arrival in the United States. Margaret Brown was the daughter of John Brown, an 
Appalachian elite who owned several hundred acres in the panhandle of Virginia. Their 
home was what has been called a “white house,” a dwelling that signaled elite status in 
the Appalachians as it was designed to proclaim a stark contrast with the iconic symbol 
of Appalachia’s storied past, the log cabin.73 It sat on good land next to running water, 
perfect for Brown’s milling operation – he owned a sawmill and a gristmill – and for 
farming, all considerations for land speculators as they looked for the best locations to 
expand their landholdings into the Appalachian west.74 Brown was younger than 
Campbell – Acheson was three years older – and from all accounts she was infatuated 
with Campbell from the beginning. Margaret’s father, an independently minded 
Presbyterian, enjoyed having long conversations with Campbell and Campbell quickly 
became a frequent guest in the Brown home. Margaret was well-educated for a girl in 
western Virginia and she was described as being “tall, slender, and graceful . . . [having] 
piety and industry beyond reproach.”75 Campbell seems to have surprised Margaret with 
his proposal even though, according to Richardson, they were nearly inseparable by that 
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time.76 She accepted and the two were married on March 12, 1811. Two weeks later, the 
new couple returned to live on the Brown farm and Campbell became his father-in-law’s 
assistant, helping to manage the farm, the gristmill, the carding mill, and the sawmill.77  
Campbell’s marriage to Margaret is arguably the most important component of 
his success and, up to this point, has been undervalued in the historiography. His timely 
marriage to Margaret solved the principle roadblock to financial success, capital. He used 
the inherited capital to transcend the educational marketplace of his father and to 
dramatically expand his speculation and investments into other markets. It was also the 
vehicle that gave Campbell a distinct advantage in the religious marketplace.   
 In May of 1811, two months after marrying Margaret in in the parlor of the 
Brown mansion, Campbell embarked on his first preaching tour. His marriage to 
Margaret put Campbell on firm financial ground to travel and preach, especially since his 
father-in-law was sympathetic to Campbell’s ideas about reform.78 The tour lasted one 
month, from May 16 to June 16, and seems to have occurred mostly in the general 
vicinity of his home. Campbell lists Wheeling and Steubenville as two stops. Campbell 
used the financial stability provided by his marriage to preach the way he desired – 
without censure from a managing body – and to spread his prescription for Christian 
reform throughout the region. He worked for John Brown from 1811 until 1814 when the 
threat of a move to Ohio forever altered his financial future.  
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When Thomas Campbell arrived in western Pennsylvania, many of the people in 
his church were transplants from his congregation in Ireland. But Thomas also preached 
to independent churches in the area. He was censured for his independence by the local 
Presbytery who submitted his case, of not adhering to the “Secession Testimony,” to the 
Associate Synod of North America. Thomas renounced the authority of the Synod and 
formally withdrew from any connection to it. Because his ministerial role was, in large 
part, not tied to any Synod or governing body, but rather to his own personal connections, 
his role did not change. In the wake of these decision, Thomas, Alexander and their 
fellow congregants decided to form the Christian Association of Washington. On this 
occasion Thomas wrote and disseminated The Declaration and Address of the Christian 
Association of Washington, a document that articulated the formation of the Christian 
Association of Washington, it addressed the Association’s ultimate desire to achieve 
universal Christian unity, and it offered an apologetic of the Association itself.79 They did 
not see themselves as a church but as a society of Christians who supported the 
fundamental idea of Christian union.  
 The “movement” they hoped to ignite was not growing. Similar “societies” did 
not spring up in other locations and the Christian Association of Washington seemed to 
be subtly becoming a de facto church. Seeing the need to be connected to a larger body, 
Thomas applied to be accepted into the Presbyterian Synod of Pittsburgh. The Synod 
ruled the following: 
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After hearing Mr. Campbell at length, and his answers to the various questions proposed 
to him, the Synod unanimously resolved, that however specious the plan of the Christian 
Association and however seducing its professions, as experience of the effects of similar 
projects in other parts has evinced their baleful tendency and destructive operations on 
the whole interest of religion by promoting divisions instead of union, by degrading the 
ministerial character, by providing free admission to any errors in doctrine, and to any 
corruptions in discipline, whilst a nominal approbation of the Scriptures as the only 
standard of truth may be professed, the Synod are constrained to disapprove the plan and 
its native effects.80  
 
When Thomas pressed the Synod to offer a further, clearer reason for rejecting his 
application, the Synod explained that it was based on Campbell’s non-acceptance of 
creeds, his position on infant baptism, allowing his son to preach with authority, and his 
divisiveness – they were aware, of course, of his renunciation of the Secession Synod.  
After the Presbyterian Synod of Pittsburgh rejected Thomas Campbell’s proposal 
to join his Christian Association of Washington with their religious organization, the 
Campbells decided it was time for this particular body of Christians to become an 
independent church.81 The Brush Run congregation began in 1811 with only a couple of 
dozen people. For the first few years, growing the church proved remarkably challenging. 
The converts Alexander and Thomas did gain were often newly arrived immigrants who 
did not have established connections in the region. Not being established in the 
community – religiously or financially – meant that there was a good chance these 
congregants would leave. Migration further west, due in large part to the defeat of 
Tecumseh, and the wide ranging geographical dispersion of converts, caused the 
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congregation to decrease instead of grow in those first years.82  In April, the congregation 
selected Campbell and four others to lead a move to the west to establish a new 
community. They decided in June that the region around Zanesville, Ohio would be the 
new site and that the selected members should begin preparing to leave. Ohio was 
familiar to both Brown and Campbell. Shortly after the marriage, Campbell and his 
father-in-law took a trip into Ohio to look for cheap land to purchase as an investment. 
Campbell proposed they purchase land near the site of present-day Cleveland but Brown, 
worried that it was too accessible to English invaders, decided they should travel further 
and look for something else. They eventually settled on land near Millersburgh, which 
Brown purchased and added to his already substantial landholdings.83   
Despite being familiar with Ohio and even owning property there, John Brown 
had obvious reasons for opposing the decision to move the Brush Run church to Ohio. 
Brown had no intention of joining the group and leaving Virginia for Ohio. He also did 
not want his only daughter living so far away. As Richardson recorded it, Brown was 
ready for an easier life than farming, so he offered his land in Virginia, all three hundred 
acres and the property therein, including the three-story mansion built on the property, to 
his son-in-law on the condition that he decide not to move.84 As Wrather explained the 
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terms of the deal, Campbell fundamentally altered his future prospects for “$1.00 & love 
and affection.”85  
While Campbell’s agreement with his father-in-law is frequently described as a 
relatively passive placation of John Brown’s wishes, the discernible details suggest it was 
the first notable example of Campbell’s shrewd business dealings and in line with the 
“what will it profit” approach he took with most things. The plan to move the entire 
church up to two hundred miles west was discussed for several months in the Brush Run 
Church and from April to June it was carefully planned. Because Campbell was the 
leader of the congregation, there is no doubt that he was a major advocate for this move 
and the plans sound strikingly like the kind of plan that Campbell would have authored. 
Campbell was one of the five men who were selected to scout the location. They visited a 
large portion of the adjacent area of Ohio and selected Zanesville as the ideal location.  
The recorded motives for moving were fourfold. First, they hoped to find a place 
that would gather their scattered church members together, an effect of limited 
opportunity near Brush Run. They also hoped to escape local opposition from Methodists 
and Presbyterians, two powerful groups in the area that exercised significant control over 
the community. The Brush Run church members lacked access to good schools because 
they were not Presbyterian or Methodist and because they lacked the financial means to 
send their children away to school. Having access to quality education and to “good 
teachers” was the third motive of their move. Finally, they hoped to address their relative 
poverty (social and financial). All four of their motives were inextricably tied to restricted 
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opportunity.86 The group hoped to move to a place that would allow them to establish 
themselves religiously, educationally, and financially, a place, Richardson explained, that 
“would not only afford better opportunities for public usefulness, but furnish employment 
. . . while all could have the benefit of a school for their children . . .”87 Like so many 
before them, the members of the Brush Run church believed there was opportunity in 
moving further west. And Campbell, no doubt, played a central role in supporting, if not 
crafting, the plan to move.  
Campbell was also close to his father-in-law and would have known how 
staunchly opposed John Brown was to the plan. Campbell became good friends with 
Brown before he married Margaret and there is no indication that the relationship ever 
changed. He made his living working alongside John on the Brown farm for those first 
three years of marriage and he would have known better than anyone excepting Brown 
himself, the extent of the Brown farm’s value. There is no evidence that Campbell 
initiated the move to Ohio as a ploy for securing the farm, but it must have come as a 
surprise to his fellow church members when he decided not to go to Ohio. On June 8, 
1814 it was decided that the move should take place as soon as the individual members 
could be prepared, but Brown’s offer put a permanent and unexpected roadblock in the 
way. Campbell accepted his father-in-law’s offer and neither the Campbells nor the rest 
of the church ventured “west,” as they had planned. Regardless of Campbell’s 
motivations, his decision not to move may have been devastating, emotionally and 
financially, to those church members looking for a new start. At the same time, his 
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inheritance of the Brown farm was such a substantial change of fortune that perhaps they 
found renewed hope in staying where they were.  
Laurence Iannaccone has argued that “individuals act rationally, weighing costs 
and benefits of potential actions, and choosing those actions that maximize their net 
benefits.”88 Although there are other considerations for why people do things, thinking 
about Campbell’s actions in the context of “maximizing net benefits” helps explain why 
he chose to stay in Virginia. Land ownership in Appalachia, or even the potential to own 
land, was not as common as is often imagined. As many as one half of Appalachian 
households had no prospects of owning, inheriting, or buying land.89 This was especially 
true of good land. Local, single family owners held fertile land in Appalachia for 
generations, while infertile land changed hands more frequently and was more likely to 
be owned by people from outside of the local community.90 Brown’s land was fertile and 
was already part of the commercial economy, an economy premised on converting 
natural resources or agricultural goods into commodities that could be exported. Brown 
operated a gristmill and a sawmill and, as Copenheaver, et al. have argued, converting 
grains to flour and wood to lumber were two of the most important manufacturing 
systems in the Appalachians.91 Campbell inherited land that both produced agricultural 
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goods and converted those goods and nearby natural resources to exportable commercial 
commodities. Brown moved with his wife to Charlestown and opened a grocery business, 
and Campbell, accepting the terms, was instantly one of the wealthiest men in the region 
and positioned to finance his own reform movement.  
Richardson explained that Campbell “immediately set to work with his 
accustomed energy, to put the farm into good repair, and to make such changes as would 
enable him to be more abroad.”92 It is difficult to say what “changes” and “repairs” 
Campbell made to the farm, though Richardson recorded that it was rumored Campbell 
put up “one hundred panels of rail-fence” in a single day with his own hands. It is known 
that Campbell spent the next couple of years mostly caring for his new land and keeping 
to his preaching schedule. In an article written in The Christian Baptist in 1824, in 
defense of his business practices, Campbell claimed that in 1815 he traveled to New 
York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Washington, milking sheep and goats to raise money 
for building a meetinghouse in Wellsburg. How many sheep and goats Campbell actually 
milked is up for speculation, and the real purpose of the trip was to travel to Philadelphia 
for his naturalization ceremony, but his rhetoric about the trip illustrates Campbell’s 
business-like approach to denomination building. He was wealthy enough to finance the 
trip himself (and should have given the actual purpose) and, had he wanted to, he could 
have fronted the capital or even the materials to build the meetinghouse in Wellsburg. 
But paying for the building out of his pocket with little to no fanfare was an unsustainable 
model for growth. Instead, he created a spectacle: a wealthy man, milking sheep and 
goats from one large city to the next to draw attention to his message. This spectacle is 
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one example of Campbell’s promotional and marketing approach. He used his wealth to 
travel extensively and to draw attention to his religious reform efforts, and he used the 
fact that he took no pay, even milking animals for support if he had to, as evidence of his 
integrity and commitment to the cause.  
The wealth that Campbell acquired by marrying Margaret and deciding to accept 
her father’s offer raised his status in the community and in the region. It placed him at the 
center of the region’s economy and it allowed him to build on his reputation as an 
independent and unpaid preacher. He no longer had to worry as much about local 
opposition, especially as it related to economic access and opportunity, and he gained 
respect. His newfound wealth also allowed him to go back in to the family business and 
simultaneously to address one of the four concerns of the Brush Run Church, education.  
 
Buffaloe Seminary 
Nancy Beadie explains, in her essay “Toward a History of Education Markets in 
the United States,” that denominations could organize demand and supply, recruiting 
students from their congregations and staffing schools from the same “broad geographic 
base.”93 Campbell did not have the institutional support of an established denomination 
but he was becoming well known in the region and his newly acquired wealth elevated 
his status in the Ohio River Valley. He hoped to establish an educational institution that 
would support his efforts toward Christian and social reform.   
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Campbell’s first school, Buffaloe Seminary, opened in early 1818 and its appeal 
was based on Thomas Campbell’s reputation in the area as an educator and on 
Alexander’s reputation for having “energy and talent.”94 Wrather recorded that Campbell 
entered a relatively crowded market, with at least four “academies” within twenty miles 
of Campbell’s farm. It is likely that other religious institutions operated these schools. 
Campbell’s financial position in the local economy would also have been a considerable 
and attractive reason for parents to send students to his school. Making connections with 
regional elites was an important factor for Appalachian families given the cost of 
education. Like the school at Rich hill, Buffaloe was a day school and a boarding school, 
with male boarders and male and female day students. Lessons were held in Campbell’s 
house from January to June and from August until Christmas break in December. 
Students came from a handful of prominent Pittsburg families, from Buffaloe Creek’s 
outlying area, and even from families in the more distant parts of Ohio. Room and board 
was $1.50 per week and tuition was $5.00 per quarter.95 Responding adequately to the 
market demand in the region, the school addressed a panoply of educational needs, 
offering coursework in mathematics, geography, history, grammar, composition, English 
literature, science, and language studies in Latin, Greek, French, and Hebrew. Campbell 
characterized his school as “a classical and mercantile academy.”96  
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Beadie explains that attending schools like Campbell’s was part of a broad 
expansion in educational demand during the early national and antebellum periods, 
especially among the growing middle class in rural areas and as part of a growing, but 
volatile, commercial farming economy. She argues that the relationship was “both 
representative and formative.” Middle class families increasingly sent their children away 
to school to expand their networks, to encourage a kind of “self-improvement” rooted in 
evangelicalism – particularly for female students – and to address the demand in 
commercial markets for skills such as “penmanship, bookkeeping, surveying, and 
navigation.” This impetus perpetuated the further development of a “middle-class 
culture.”97 Somewhat to his dismay, several of Campbell’s students used the education 
they received and the connections they made at Bethany and became lawyers, doctors, 
businessmen, and politicians – not preachers.98 Campbell marketed the school in such a 
way that the end result was to be expected, but he was still disappointed that so few 
students took an interest in preaching.99 
Even with the existence of several other schools nearby, Campbell’s venture 
flourished. The experience of serving as an assistant for his father and his uncle served 
Campbell well. It prepared him to have success in the educational marketplace of the 
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trans-Appalachian West where venture schools were the norm. From the beginning, there 
was not room for every student who applied for admission.100 Although the original size 
of the Campbell mansion was not small, it was not large enough to house all of the 
boarders who enrolled in Campbell’s school. The school was so successful that by the 
second year the Campbells moved their bedroom to the basement and doubled the size of 
the house with the addition of a new wing. The new walls were framed in Pittsburgh then 
shipped down the Ohio River to Wellsburg and sent to the Campbell farm by oxcart.101 
The old house-front became an entryway hall that separated the new wing, where 
students would stay and take classes, from the rest of the house, where the Campbell 
family resided. Campbell’s decision to add a new wing to the house was a testament to 
the near immediate success of his school but also an indication of the wealth Campbell 
was acquiring. 
Campbell’s success is striking when framed in the context of what Kim Tolley 
has called “schooling in a free-market.” Tolley explains that privately funded schools 
were ephemeral institutions in most communities. This was especially true of schools like 
Campbell’s that were not connected to any established sectarian institution.102 Like any 
business, the essential component was funding. Without ties to broad support many 
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venture schools were not sustainable even if they had early success. Surviving beyond the 
initial hype was rare without some kind, or multiple kinds, of institutional support. 
Campbell’s was self-financed and, for the five years it was open, it was never in want 
financially.103 Campbell did not necessarily envision the rapid success of his school nor 
his simultaneous rise to prominence as a religious figure. Looking back over thirty years 
later, he wrote that the school “succeeded greatly beyond all my expectations.”104 Despite 
its success, his school was not bringing about the regional religious influence that he 
hoped for. He wanted his students to become evangelists and most of them were working 
and moving toward professional trades and business. Perhaps because the school was not 
achieving the ends he hoped for, Campbell continued to divide his attention and efforts 
among several activities.    
In 1820 Campbell participated in a public debate in Ohio with John Walker, a 
Seceder Presbyterian. The debate, over the Biblical validity infant baptism, catapulted 
Campbell into regional notoriety and the popularity of the printed version of the debate 
convinced Campbell that success in business and religion would be found in print. By 
1820, Campbell was already an obvious bibliophile.  In his unpublished manuscript, 
Bishop Alexander Campbell: Editor, Printer, Publisher, Bookseller, Herman Edmund 
Matheny argues that Campbell’s “entire life was built around his books, bookselling, 
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printing and publishing.”105 Campbell developed an emotional attachment to books in his 
teens, evidenced most clearly by the water-stained books still in the Campbell collection 
that he rescued from the shipwreck on the first attempt to sail to America. But debate, not 
his love for books, compelled Campbell to invest in print.  
Matheny explained that Campbell realized that “printing was not only the 
permanent thoughts of man, but also the method whereby human thoughts could be 
distributed widely throughout the world and preserved for future generations.”106 To a 
certain extent, Campbell was late to this realization. As Nord has argued, Americans, 
especially after the War of 1812, saw print as the key to salvation. Nord explains that 
evangelical publishers operated under the belief that American victory in the war, 
simultaneously the outcome of providence and human agency, presented a new 
opportunity to save American civilization and American souls by “marshal[ing] the 
organizational strength of Christian American and [bringing] it to bear on the production 
of the printed word.”107 Campbell entered a competitive market of religious publishers 
who believed that American society should be shaped by Christian print. Where Nord’s 
publishers were innovators of the American not-for-profit organization, Campbell saw 
the potential for reform and profit.  
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Campbell’s first public debate demonstrated the value of investing in a printing 
press.108 The printed debate was an instant best seller in the Ohio River Valley and, 
despite being relatively expensive to produce – it was bound in leather and printed in 
Steubenville - it was highly profitable. Campbell printed three thousand copies of a 
second edition of the debate, an edition that included an appendix of an essay written 
against him after the debate, and it too sold out quickly.109  
In 1822, with his mind turned toward a new publishing venture, Campbell 
announced that he would limit the number of students at Bethany to only fifteen and at 
the end of the fall session he closed the school completely. Campbell felt as though he 
had to choose between running a successful school or venturing into the printing business 
and the ambitious printing project he had planned. He chose the latter option and 
abandoned the venture school, even though it operated at capacity for all of its five years. 
Despite ending his solo venture-school experiment after a relatively short time, it was an 
invaluable experience for Campbell. He learned a great deal about his local community, 
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he created lasting bonds with important people, both locally and broadly, and he got his 
first taste of entrepreneurial success.  
 
“If you knew me better“ 
Campbell saw that pairing debate with print was the way forward but it took a few 
years for him to put this plan in to action. In the meantime, he continued to work toward 
expanding his farm and increasing its value. In the same year as the Walker debate, 
Campbell purchased three Merino sheep, one ram and two ewes. He also bought one 
hundred thirty six acres of adjacent land to the land he already owned.110 In the 1892 
Special Report on the History and Present Conditions of the Sheep Industry of the United 
States, western Virginia was described as a region suited to sheep farming where “every 
farmer that could do so engaged in it and many of them grew rich.”111 Visitors to western 
Virginia in the early nineteenth century remarked how fit the land was for livestock.112 
Campbell was especially profitable. His investment in sheep was a major source of 
income for him and at the end of his life his flock had grown from those three original 
sheep to nearly two thousand. He invested in his wool farm throughout his life and even 
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brought shepherds from Scotland to manage his herds. The wool farm, like his other 
business investments, was an early and important protection against over-investment in a 
single industry. His diverse portfolio allowed him to invest heavily in the print business 
and his debates were the primary vehicle, especially in the early days, he used to promote 
his publishing.  
In 1823, Baptists in Kentucky hailed themselves the victors as their champion, 
Alexander Campbell, disposed of his foe, W.W. McCalla in public debate. So many 
people attended the debate that it had to be moved from its planned location, the 
Washington Baptist Church, to the Methodist camp meeting grounds. Kentucky Baptists 
believed that Campbell was one of them, promoting and defending their cause in the 
bluegrass. But Campbell had been a hesitant Baptist at best and to avoid the 
embarrassment of not being selected as a “messenger” for his own congregation and, 
potentially, the humiliation of excommunication at the upcoming Association meeting, he 
had recently orchestrated his own dismissal from the Brush Run Church, a congregation 
loosely affiliated with the Red Stone Association in Pennsylvania. So when Baptist 
preachers and lay members cheered Campbell’s success against McCalla, many of them 
did so without the knowledge that he was in the middle of a growing controversy. 
Campbell showed skills as an entrepreneur and self-promoter as he shrewdly used this 
moment to increase awareness of his cause and to draw attention to his newest venture, 
his monthly publication the Christian Baptist. 
Campbell’s skills as a debater are relatively well known. What is less known is 
that Campbell’s debates, like so many of his ministerial activities, were an important 
component of his economic success, a component that fed his wallet and grew his 
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subscription rolls as they fed his religious movement. The Walker debate convinced 
Campbell to invest in public debate as a promotional opportunity for his printed products. 
He exclaimed that “a week’s debating is worth a year’s preaching . . .” and Richardson 
remembered that “the presence of a large audience always roused him to his best efforts 
and seemed to wake up his latent powers.”113  
Baptists commended Campbell’s victory against McCalla and thanked providence 
for his arrival in Kentucky. Walter Warder, the minister of the Washington Baptist 
Church, exclaimed “It seemed . . . that God had raised up Alexander Campbell for such a 
time as this.”114 On the fifth day of the debate, Campbell, realizing the precarious 
position he was in and claiming to be “overwhelmed” by Baptist support, decided to 
reveal his perspective to prominent Baptist preachers and members in his private room. 
He told them, “Brethren, I fear that if you knew me better you would esteem and love me 
less. For let me tell you that I have almost as much against you Baptists as I have against 
the Presbyterians. They err in one thing and you in another; and probably you are each 
nearly equidistant from original apostolic Christianity.” He paused and, in his telling of it, 
experienced “a silence . . . [and] a piercing look from all sides of the room, I seldom 
before witnessed.” The blows Campbell delivered to McCalla, in some regard, paled in 
comparison to the ones he dealt his Baptist supporters in that room. Reeling and stunned, 
it was Campbell’s selected moderator and supporter, Jeremiah Vardeman, who broke the 
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silence. He implored Campbell, “we want to know our errors or your heterodoxy. Do let 
us hear it. Keep nothing back.”115  
The evidence is compelling that Campbell earnestly believed the message he 
preached and that his actions were not the work of a swindler. Nevertheless, the moment 
that followed Vardeman’s request gives the impression of a well-calculated, business 
strategy. Campbell replied that he was tired from the debate and lacked the energy to 
attempt a task so immense as to orally explain the numerous Baptist errors. Instead, he 
suggested an alternate solution, “I am commencing a publication called the Christian 
Baptist,” he said, “to be devoted to all such matters, a few copies of which are in my 
portmanteau, and, with your permission, I will read you a few specimens of my 
heterodoxy.”116 Those present agreed to listen and, in fact, desperately wanted to know 
what their erstwhile champion had against them.  
Campbell went upstairs to his room and returned with ten copies of the Christian 
Baptist. He distributed the copies, in his words, “among the ten most distinguished and 
advanced elders in the room.” Campbell first read his essay on clergy, followed by an 
article on “Modern Missionaries,” two issues that grew increasingly controversial in 
Kentucky Baptist churches in the 1820s. Baptists in this period were divided about the 
role and position of clergy. Some thought lay people were perfectly fit to fulfill this role, 
while others pushed for more educated and prepared clergymen in Baptist churches. As 
Traylor points out, Baptists, in large part, had taken John Tyler’s position about 
missionary societies and missionaries – which opposed missionary societies out of fear 
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about “loss of piety and local autonomy.” The beauty of Campbell’s strategy here was 
that he knew most of them already agreed with his anti-missionary, anti-clerical position. 
Traylor argues that Campbell appealed to Baptists because “they had actually already 
come as close to implementing his vision as was possible, but many were disappointed 
with the results.”117 He asked them to read the rest of the periodical during the recess of 
the debate and to discuss it with him after.  
Some of those present agreed with Campbell’s perspective, others remained 
resolutely opposed, while some vacillated. Vardeman exclaimed, “Is that your worst 
error, your chief heterodoxy? I don’t care so much about that . . . If you have anything 
worse, for my part I wish to hear it?”118 Richardson records that several of the Baptist 
leaders requested further copies of the publication to disseminate to people in their 
communities and that they hoped Campbell would make an immediate return to 
Kentucky on a preaching tour. This was a signal moment in the beginning of Campbell’s 
successes as an insurgent among the Baptists and as a publisher. 
In the Baptists, especially those west of the Appalachians, Campbell found an 
accessible and sympathetic market. As historian Frank Masters points out, there was no 
state organization, no school, no comparable denominational paper, an untrained 
ministry, and only a loosely unified group of twenty-five Baptist Associations to combat 
Campbell’s efforts and teaching.119 In fact, the unity they did have served Campbell’s 
ends more than they inhibited them. Before the McCalla debate, Campbell did not have a 
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single subscriber in Kentucky, though several people had already read the Campbell-
Walker debate. After the debate, he garnered several and Kentucky became a stronghold 
for subscriptions to Campbell’s monthly periodicals.120 So in 1823, Campbell, who knew 
nothing about the printing business except that it could be profitable, brought Solomon 
Sala’s printing firm from Canton, Ohio to his farm in Buffaloe Creek and began his 
career in the printing business.121 He quickly set to promoting himself in print as a 
religious reformer and Christian champion. 
Although Campbell never identified as a Baptist, he used the close 
approximations of their theology and practice as an avenue of support and access. 
Campbell continued his association with Baptists throughout the 1820s – he, and his 
congregation, joined the Mahoning Association after leaving Redstone – and the lack of 
any substantial institutional organization to oppose him, allowed him to symbiotically 
gain religious followers – followers that may or may not have had any idea that he was 
not “one of them” – at the same time that he built a growing readership.   
 
                                                 
120 Based on my own hand counting of Campbell’s Millennial Harbinger ledgers from 
1833-1837 and from 1842-1843, Kentucky was always the state with the highest number 
of subscribers. It averaged between 1,500-2,000 out of a total of roughly 6,000-8,000 
subscribers between these years. See: Ledger CC – Millennial Harbinger Subscribers, 
1833-1837 and Ledger DD – Millennial Harbinger Subcribers, 1842-1843 in the 
Campbell Collection, T. W. Phillips Library, Bethany College, Bethany, WV.  
 
121 Solomon Sala was an expert printer from a family of printers. He worked in 
Campbell’s print shop for three years before Campbell dissolved the partnership. The 
ledger he kept while working for Campbell is in the collection of the American 
Antiquarian Society in Worcester, Massachusetts. Matheny suggests that the split 
between Sala and Campbell happened because Campbell was “reluctant to share anything 
with anyone else” and that the press had become profitable. See: Matheny. Bishop 
Alexander Campbell, 17-19. 
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Conclusion 
Campbell delivered an anti-institutional, anti-elite, “common-sense” rhetoric that 
resonated with the population in the Ohio River Valley. Many of them were Campbell’s 
countrymen and Ulster Presbyterians. Even those who came from other places and other 
Christian perspectives, though, often shared a distrust of institutional religiosity and a 
disdain for clergy who, in their assessment, produced little more than a sermon on 
Sunday morning. In Campbell, they saw a person who embodied the hopeful promise of 
the West. It was a promise that affirmed immigrant ideals that hard-work, thrift, and right 
living would lead to relative prosperity. But, in so many ways, Campbell was not like the 
average Appalachian. He was highly educated, experienced in business, and, because of 
his marriage to Margaret, he was very wealthy. These were the foundational advantages 
of Campbell’s success, advantages that he obscured when it suited him to do so.  
The financial foundation of the Brown inheritance afforded him the liberty to 
experiment with how to best promulgate his Christian system. Campbell spent the first 
several years of his marriage experimenting with how best to spread his message, at times 
doubting that it would ever lead to the kind of reform he hoped for. Itinerant preaching 
alone was disappointing and unsustainable and the seminary did not produce the 
impassioned young evangelists he envisioned. He put substantial promotional effort into 
both projects but they simply did not yield the expected return on his investment. Public 
debate, on the other hand, surprised him. It generated tremendous incidental interest and 
the opportunity to capitalize on the enthusiasm of the moment and to sustain it to some 
degree through print. Campbell had the experience, education, and financial wherewithal 
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to recognize the potential of this new product and to realize its potential for the next 
several decades.  
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CHAPTER 3 
INSURGENCY - EXPLOITING THE AMERICAN PRINT MARKET  
 From 1823 to 1830, Campbell used his new business venture to alter the 
economic value system of religious print. He fused a self-made narrative with a common 
sense philosophy and deployed it in an increasingly popular monthly periodical at a time 
in American history when monthly magazines reached their “golden period.” More than 
that, he embraced religious print as a business and argued implicitly and explicitly that 
his labor deserved compensation, thus altering the dominant economic value system for 
religious print in America at the time. Finally, he positioned himself as the champion of 
outsiders and of authentic living, simultaneously challenging religious institutions and 
secular society. Despite his pugilistic tone, he sold himself as a defender against the 
attacks from papists and junior papists (Protestant clergy) on authentic Christianity and 
from the incursions on right living by secular, atheistic reformers. He gained thousands of 
followers, thousands of dollars, and, by 1830, he was truly independent, financially and 
religiously, for the first time.  
 By 1823, Campbell had already demonstrated his ability to gauge and respond to 
market demand through his experiment with Buffaloe Academy. His wealth, reputation, 
and experience allowed him to engage this early venture with little risk. When he closed 
the doors of Buffaloe in 1823 it did little to his bottom line and it freed him to invest time 
in his newest venture, print. The printing business, however, was demanding on a number 
of levels. As Beth Barton Schweiger points out, maintaining a printing office was 
expensive, it was physically taxing work, and it was exacting work, requiring careful 
attention to detail. Schweiger explains that Campbell’s projects, even early on, would 
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have required multiple sets of type, as well as all of the necessary tools, chemicals, and 
materials, and regular maintenance.122 He also had to pay employees and partners, such 
as his first partner Sala or his printmen like William Cooper Howells. 
 A former employee of Campbell’s, Howells wrote about his time in Buffalo 
Creek in a way that framed the contours and challenges of the printing business in the 
region. He described what it might be like to work and live under Campbell’s authority 
and helped illustrate the challenge of doing what Campbell did.123 Like so many others, 
Howells was “induced” to launch a monthly periodical. He wrote that magazines were 
everywhere, that “the country was full of them [and] every man who had a mission or 
hobby, or was beset with the idea that he had ‘a call’ to literary work, would get together 
a few printing materials and start a monthly.”124 Heather Haveman’s work reveals that 
this was especially true of religious magazines. By the 1820s religious magazines 
outnumbered general-interest magazines in the American marketplace.125 But, also like so 
many others, Howells experienced the challenge of succeeding in this exploding market. 
 Howells explained that he began his monthly, The Gleaner, because of his “own 
vanity and the flattery” of some of his acquaintances. He started publishing in the autumn 
                                                 
122 Beth Barton Schweiger, Alexander Campbell’s Passion for Print: Protestant 
Sectarians and the Press in the Trans-Allegheny West. (Worcester: American Antiquarian 
Society, 2008) 134. 
 
123 William Cooper Howells was the father of the writer, William Dean Howells, and 
went to work for Campbell as a last ditch attempt at finding work. William Cooper 
Howells, Recollections of Life in Ohio, From 1813 to 1840, (Cincinnati: The Robert 
Clarke Company, 1895)  
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of 1828 and after making it through the first year decided to end this venture. He 
explained that he “should not have trusted [himself] to undertake it, if [He] had been a 
proper judge of [his] own abilities.”126 Howells’s admission of “inability” is striking 
given his effort and considerable abilities. Howells had done the legwork of establishing 
a distribution network. He explained that only after he issued a prospectus, solicited 
subscribers, appointed agents in “sundry places,” and authorized postmasters to act as 
agents, did he issue his first number of The Gleaner. He also used a homemade press, 
part of which he had constructed by himself, and he did the printing on his own. 
According to Howells, it was relatively well received and even praised on occasion. But 
subscriptions did not grow much beyond the small number he started with and he decided 
to stop production. Howells did all the right things in the right time, as has already been 
mentioned, 1826 to 1850 was the “golden age” of magazines.127 Toward the end of his 
life, Howells observed that, even after adding fifty years of experience, starting a monthly 
would be more challenging in the present day (the late nineteenth century).128 Howells’ 
failure helps to explain and contextualize Campbell’s success. 
 To begin, Campbell had what Howells did not, capital. Schweiger argues that 
running a print office was monumentally challenging; even for someone “capable and 
enterprising” like Campbell. She explains that Campbell financed this operation through 
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127 Haveman’s research shows that long-standing success was rare (less than 10%), even 
in the “golden age” of magazines, from 1826-1850. See: Haveman, Magazines and the 
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book sales, selling dry goods, his position as postmaster, and tuition from his school.129 
Schweiger’s description isn’t entirely accurate - Campbell closed his school to free up 
time for focusing on his printing business and his position as postmaster did not begin 
until a few years after he began The Christian Baptist – but it illustrates how important 
Campbell’s diverse investment portfolio was. Beyond his book sales, Campbell had 
acquired substantial land holdings, had a growing wool farm, and received rent from real 
estate properties. He also ran his businesses with an eye to maximizing profit, by being 
both thrifty and demanding. Howells, again, is one of the best sources for insight into this 
piece of Campbell’s story.  
 Howells walked from where he was living in Ohio to Campbell’s farm across the 
Virginia-Ohio border looking for work. He found the printing office on the bank of the 
creek “so near the water’s edge that the pressman wet the paper for presswork by dipping 
it directly into the stream . . . “ He described Campbell’s printing office as “a single 
room, about sixteen feet square, unconnected with any other building, and it had in it two 
double composing stands, a bank and a hand-press [which] made it pretty close quarters . 
. . “130 Campbell hired Howells to work in his little print shop and he rented a room in a 
house that Campbell owned and that was managed by a Mr. Young, a member of 
Campbell’s church. Howells explained that Campbell extracted board from the pay of his 
print workers and that the manager, Mr. Young, complained a great deal about his 
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working relationship with Campbell.131 According to Howells, locals viewed Campbell 
differently than the people who met him on preaching tours, saw him debate, or 
purchased his printed works through the mail. Howells recalled “at home and among his 
neighbors he was regarded as greatly disposed to lord it over his poor and dependent 
friends. He was pretty hard in dealing, as I found out, and had little sympathy with those 
who had not or could not acquire a worldly competence.” But Howells also explained 
“his manner was amiable, and socially he was always accessible to the man who 
understood the conversational art of listening, especially if that man liked to hear Mr. 
Campbell talked of.”132 Campbell was a savvy businessman who kept money in his 
pockets by renting rooms to his own workers and by employing a poor member of his 
congregation to manage these boarders.  
 Even at the beginning of his foray into the print market, Campbell had a diverse 
investment portfolio and a shrewd way of doing business that enabled success where 
others, such as Howells, failed. Campbell operated his printing business with the same 
approach he took with other ventures. He exploited those opportunities that arose and he 
held on to profits and advantage with clenched fingers.  
 
 Campbell’s investment in print, considering effort and capital, was large but it 
was a market demographic he was familiar with – even if the business was new to him. 
His debate with Walker revealed that there was a substantial market demand for his 
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rhetorical product. He arrived on the scene during a time in Appalachian history when 
national religious institutions were commonly in cooperation through Bible and tract and 
societies.133 But, on the ground, they were frequently competing against each other, 
especially against the disorder caused by their own evangelistic methods, notably revival 
meetings.134 The so-called “Awakenings” and the influx of religious material production 
generally, were part of an increased Christianization in the Appalachians, but it was a 
Christianization that was divided and diversely constructed. Methodists had their 
“conferences,” Baptists had their “associations,” and Presbyterians continued using 
“synods” to unite disparate and far-flung congregations. Revivalist preachers with varied 
institutional affiliation were everywhere and Campbell could have been just another 
protester, his distinct voice muffled by the sheer volume of other reformers.135 But 
Campbell’s product was well suited to siphon members from established groups and to 
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135 The concept of Campbell as “protester” is taken from Edmund Morgan’s 1983 essay, 
“The World and William Penn.” Morgan argues: “Christianity has vibrated uneasily 
between what its founder prescribed and what the world demands. When the church 
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Protestants, with a capital P, against whom new prophets must in turn raise the flag of 
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foster a kind of brand loyalty that most independent preachers could not. Campbell 
realized and worked to capitalize on what several others had already concluded and 
invested in, that the printed word had remarkable power in the West.  
 Nord explains that after the War of 1812 Americans, especially in the West, 
believed that “America stood at the dawn of a new age, its destiny to be fashioned by the 
grace of God through the work of man.”136 Increasingly, in this period, the “work of 
man” was done through print. Harnessing the power of the printed word, for Campbell 
and so many others, was a way of controlling – to varying degrees – the shape of 
American destiny. Missionaries such as Samuel Mills saw the value of disseminating 
religious print in the region, describing it as “the first dawning rays of the Sun of 
righteousness, soon to arise and bless the nations.”137 Mills sent thousands of Bibles and 
religious tracts into places such as the Ohio River Valley through the help of Bible, tract, 
and missionary societies. Nord explains, “If Mills’s spiritual mission was to save souls, 
his chief practical work was to marshal the organizational strength of Christian America 
and to bring it to bear on the production of the printed word.”138 Mills was part of a 
Protestant Christian enterprise that Nord calls “the visible hand” of organization. 
Borrowing Alfred D. Chandler’s concept from The Visible Hand: The Managerial 
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Revolution in American Business, Nord argues that religious publishers pioneered the 
not-for-profit corporation as an attempt to counteract the poisonous problem of the free-
market. They believed that they could work against the market by providing and 
delivering a product to all Americans “regardless of ability or even desire to buy.”139 
Campbell was not one of them. He used the print market revolution and its accompanying 
“reading revolution” to undermine not-for-profit religious publishers to his religious 
advantage and financial gain.  
Campbell’s rapid success in print caused an almost immediate response from the 
religious community. Criticism came from many sides, but perhaps more than anything, 
it was his business model that offended. As Salim Rashid has argued, social values 
contribute to the construction of economic systems and therefore help to explain the 
contours of a given system.140 Campbell’s business model challenged the dominant 
economic value structure of mass media in America. He printed religious material as the 
individual proprietor of a for-profit printing business, and he challenged the theological 
legitimacy of Christian organizations – such as Bible and tract societies – that were not 
sanctioned by biblical text. Campbell’s model took advantage of the shift from religion as 
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140 Salim Rashid, “Christianity and Economics: Is There a Lacuna?,” Anglican and 
Episcopal History, Vol. 60, No. 1, (March 1991). Rashid also points out that “the 
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- is not, historically speaking, innocuous . . .” Instead, Rashid argues, scholars should 
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system must come to grips with the problem of order and that religious beliefs are the 
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an inheritance to religion as an obligatory choice and monetized it.141 He condemned the 
inherited religion of Catholics as a mindless adherence, he criticized the not-for-profit 
associations of Protestant collaborators as extra-biblical heresy, and he lambasted 
evangelical pastors and preachers who were paid to be clerics. All the while, he profited 
handsomely by selling his own version of Christianity in print, arguing explicitly and 
implicitly that authentic Christianity was for sale and that it was worth the cost.    
 
The Serial Article as a Marketing Tool 
 As he had done with the Walker debate, Campbell published the McCalla debate, 
a four hundred-page volume that provided a transcription of the debate over the 
legitimacy or illegitimacy of infant baptism. Also like the Walker debate, the McCalla 
debate increased the vitriol between the Presbyterians and Campbell.142 But Campbell 
had already disassociated himself and his people from the Presbyterians, so their criticism 
was something he expected and, since controversy garnered attention, something he 
                                                 
141 Mullen’s dissertation The Varieties of Religious Conversion, argues that Americans 
were forced to make a choice, even if they rejected Christianity. He describes this choice 
as one that “Americans of the nineteenth century saw as a burdensome obligation,” not 
the celebratory moment of American religious freedom that many historians of American 
religion refer to. Mullen goes as far as saying “Religious choice was . . . new kind of 
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economy . . . the expansion of capitalism in the United States brought with it new 
markets, and new markets meant new choices.” See: Lincoln Mullen, “The Varieties of 
Religious Conversion: The Origins of Religious Choice in the United States.” PhD diss., 
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probably desired. The Baptist response, for the time being, was the more important one. 
Although Campbell maintained that his association with the Baptists was loose, his 
success depended, in large part, on access to the Baptist community in Appalachia. So 
when Baptists attacked him, especially as it pertained to his business practices, it was 
important to defend himself carefully and vigorously.  
In Letters to Alexander Campbell, by a Regular Baptist, published in 1824, 
Lawrence Greatrake, a minister working at a Baptist church in Pittsburgh, anonymously 
and somewhat presciently attacked Campbell’s business model. Greatrake claimed that 
Campbell was interested in starting a “party” of his own and that the debates with Walker 
and McCalla combined with his publishing efforts were part of a plan to “wheedle the 
Baptists and others of the community out of as much money as would cover the salary of 
nine out of ten at least of the Baptist ministers.”143 Campbell’s response to this attack is 
telling. He gave enough information to show that Greatrake’s figures were exaggerated, 
but he never claimed to have made no profit. In fact, he exclaims that he only profited 
from that which he was “legally entitled to” and that beyond the risk he assumed by 
printing his own copies for sale, he also incurred the risk of others who wished him to 
print copies for them – “as any person having a printing establishment would do.”144 
Campbell concluded by proclaiming that the opposite was true, that he intended to create 
no new sect – a position that he maintained throughout his life and that Campbellite 
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denominations still maintain - and by demanding a published recantation of the entire 
pamphlet. 
Campbell also had to defend the debate itself. Greatrake claimed that Campbell 
desired fame and that his chosen method to get it was public debate. Campbell’s response 
to this charge was, intentionally or not, misleading. Campbell contended that he only 
begrudgingly entered the debate arena. He explained that he relented and accepted the 
call to debate Walker only after being challenged three times. Since it was Walker who 
was responsible for the first debate, Campbell sarcastically quipped, “To Mr. Walker I 
am, then, indebted for so much fame and money – for everyone knows that the second 
debate grew out of the former.”145 But he failed to mention that after the Walker debate, 
seeing the effectiveness of the public debate in tandem with the printed transcript, 
Campbell issued a public challenge to debate any “paedobaptist minister of any 
denomination of good standing in his party”, a challenge that William McCalla 
accepted.146  
Campbell’s challenge and pugilistic tone was part of his marketing strategy. As 
Schweiger has argued, print was critical for new American religious movements and 
Campbell used his attacks on well-known opponents to raise the prominence of both his 
reputation and of his publications.147 Matheny aptly claimed “a preacher without 
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opposition was a dead duck” and that, even early on, “a good ‘Campbellite killer’ was 
looked on with reverence by other sects.”148 The conflict with Greatrake was an example 
of how Campbell’s strategy worked. Campbell claimed it brought him two hundred 
additional subscribers.  At a time when national benevolent societies used print to work 
toward Protestant consensus, Campbell positioned himself at odds with their “sedate 
pieties.”149 His position garnered readers for his monthly periodical who identified with 
his “outsider” status and, as Schweiger has explained, “approved of the rank insults he 
rained upon his enemies.”150 
 
A Vernacular Bible 
 The Christian Baptist, which ran from 1823 until 1830, is the most extreme 
example of Campbell’s sustained hostility toward other Protestant groups and an 
articulation of his independent position. In these years, Campbell operated as a religious 
insurgent, maintaining his loose and frequently contentious association with the Baptists 
while traveling on preaching tours, writing profusely, participating in public debates with 
prominent people, and printing extensively. He paired an insatiable work ethic with an 
appealing ideology.  Campbell’s common sense philosophy provided relatively 
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progressive solutions to ecclesiastical problems and, at the same time, offered a 
meaningful but conservative critique of secular rationalism. His religious ideology 
appealed to conservative and progressive impulses. Richard M. Tristano, in his book 
Origins of the Restoration Movement: An Intellectual History, explains the intellectual 
component of the Campbellite ethos as a reaction to modern philosophy, particularly 
secular rationalism, explaining that Campbell “sought to preserve the integrity of the 
sacred against the secular” by appealing to reason.151 Even though Scottish Common 
Sense philosophy has traditionally been described as “genteel conservatives bringing 
reason to the service of a decadent orthodoxy,” as religious historian Sidney Ahlstrom 
argued long ago, it was actually, in some sense, “a liberal vanguard” that challenged “the 
old Calvinistic tradition in both the Established Church and in the universities,”152 
Campbell’s case is a striking example of common sense philosophy employed 
conservatively in secular society and used progressively against ecclesiastical tradition.  
 For the first seven years of his printing business, Campbell used The Christian 
Baptist to condemn the self-indulgence of secular society and to emphasize the extra-
biblical extravagances of traditional Christian institutions. He used the printed word to 
simultaneously attack religious and social institutions. What often goes unnoticed, 
however, is that Campbell used the Christian Baptist as an effective tool to market his 
other projects. The most conspicuous example of this strategy was Campbell’s version of 
the New Testament.  
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Campbell’s marketing campaign for a new translation of the New Testament 
began in February of 1825 in the first printing of a serial article in the Christian Baptist 
entitled “History of the English Bible.” His seminal article on the English Bible explained 
that “all the noted reformers from Popery . . . gave a translation of the Scriptures in the 
vernacular tongue.” This first article described the power of the vernacular translation in 
the days of John Wycliffe. He claimed that excommunication for Bible reading might 
separate the reader from the church, but not from God. Campbell explained that Bible 
readers continued to have productive and moral lives even without the church. Campbell 
played on common Protestant tropes, arguing that Bible readers were “more intelligent 
than their neighbors” and that “This much light was . . . dangerous” in a society that 
condemned enlightenment. Nothing about the bulk of this article was controversial, but 
Campbell’s conclusion opened the door for future controversy. He explained that 
Wycliffe’s translation was made from the vulgate New Testament instead of from the 
Greek and because of this oversight it was little better than the New Testament read in the 
Catholic Church. The first English New Testament then, according to Campbell, was an 
important step in the right direction, but it was also fundamentally flawed. This flaw 
begged the reader to ask the question, “Is there a correct translation? Tell me more.” This 
is one example of many that illustrates how Campbell included himself, often implicitly, 
in the line of Protestant reformers. More importantly, it positioned Campbell, as an 
authority and a reformer, with the platform to answer his own question and with a 
product that solved a serious issue in the history of Christianity – as Campbell phrased it 
– the incomplete “progress of the English Bible.”153 
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In the following months, Campbell continued to print his “History of the English 
Bible” serial using the same arguments: the importance of vernacular translations, the 
associated danger, and the unfinished final product. In March of 1825, Campbell 
explained that Tyndale’s Bible, like Wycliffe’s, was translated from the Vulgate Latin 
and not the Greek. Thus, also like Wycliffe’s version, it was flawed.154 In April, 
Campbell subtly explained the problems with the Geneva Bible (numerical verses and 
marginal notes). He articulated the “false glosses” and mistakes of the Bible translated by 
Catholic exiles in the year 1852. Finally, he noted the problems caused by King James’ 
regulations for his translators (essentially, that they were to adhere closely to the 
“Bishop’s Bible”). He concluded by pointing out that the King James Bible was printed 
in 1611 and that it remained the common version for “all the churches.”155  
The fourth, and final, installment of the series, “History of the English Bible IV” 
was issued in June of the same year. It explained in greater detail the problems with the 
King James Version. Campbell used the arguments from the preface of James 
Macknight’s commentary on the Apostolic Epistles to point out the seven most important 
problems: that adopting Robert Stephen’s chapter and verse organization “mangled” the 
text, that terms from the Vulgate Latin were adopted, that using unfamiliar Hebrew and 
Greek idioms made the text obscure, that it lent authority to the Anglican church, that 
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poor translations were chosen over superior ones, and that there were several examples of 
negligence or incompetence.156 This section concluded with a statement that again 
begged the reader to wonder about an answer. Campbell claimed that these objections 
were offered as historical facts and whether these facts mattered or not was up to the 
reader. Essentially, Campbell asked his readers whether or not it was important to have a 
properly translated Bible and, if it was important, where would it come from?157 
The final paragraph, when considered in the context of this four-part series, reads 
like a modern sales pitch. Campbell explained the value and the importance of a proper 
English Bible. He gained the trust of his readers by praising the work of Protestant 
reformers from the past. But there were problems, Campbell claimed. He pointed out that 
even these valiant and important steps were insufficient to restore the “ancient order of 
things.” He proclaimed that there were problems with the organization, problems with the 
language of translation, problems of sheer carelessness, and problems with incompetent 
translators. Despite the best efforts of Protestant reformers, according to Campbell, a 
proper Bible could not be found. In the light of this centuries-long struggle, he concluded, 
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157 Campbell’s rhetorical methodology is reflects both his embrace of Scottish common 
sense philosophy and the modern “common sense” pitch of advertising campaigns. 
Schweiger explains the somewhat paradoxical but effective connection between these 
two things in Campbell’s perspective on the Bible: “By repeatedly declaring that the 
Bible was self-evidently true, the Campbells laid bare their conviction that people needed 
to be persuaded of this self-evident truth.” With every product Campbell sold, he 
explained the “common sense” reason for its production and for its value. He argued, 
essentially, that if a person would only appeal to reason, they would agree with him. 
Schweiger, Alexander Campbell’s Passion for Print, 124.  
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“To remedy those evils, so long and so justly complained of, we have issued proposals 
for publishing a new translation of the New Testament . . .”158 
In an article by the Connecticut Observer titled “Religious Error in the West” the 
author explained that “Mr. Campbell, and I believe it is characteristic of his followers 
generally, at least I know no exception, is opposed to all the efforts of our Bible, Tract, 
Missionary, and Sunday School Societies . . . [and] . . . he has published what is called 
his Translation of the New Testament, which perverts a good many texts . . .”159 The 
author also claimed that Campbell sold his Bible at a good price and that each year 
thousands were purchased. Criticism of Campbell’s New Testament endured more than a 
decade after its printing. In November of 1842, the New York Evangelist printed an article 
about “The Campbellite New Testament” that claimed “A volume has been recently 
published at Bethany, Va. under that auspices of the celebrated Alexander Campbell, 
professing to be a translation . . . [but] . . . it is garbled mass.” It concluded, “this is not 
the gospel of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. It is another gospel – a doctrine of devils, 
dressed up in some tattered fragments of the garb of true religion.”160  
There has been a long history of adapting the Bible to a common audience, 
starting with Saint Jerome’s Latin Bible commissioned by the Pope in 382. As Paul C. 
Gutjahr argues in his essay “The Bible-zine Revolve and the Evolution of the Culturally 
Relevant Bible in America,” Americans joined this tradition in the early nineteenth 
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century, producing twenty-one new versions of the Bible. Gutjahr points out that 
Campbell’s was the most successful version by far, selling over forty-thousand copies by 
the time of his death and coming in second to the King James for Bibles sold in 
America.161 This is a striking statistic since the American Bible Society and their itinerant 
colporteurs distributed the King James Version at a low cost, subsidizing it for people 
who couldn’t afford it even at cost.  
Despite religious leaders’ condemnation of his Bible, Campbell’s effort was in 
line with the history he told and the purpose he – and so many others – claimed, but it 
was also innovative. Aside from establishing a for-profit precedent for religious print – a 
legacy that lives on in the Revolve version of the Bible – Campbell’s product was itself 
novel.162 Campbell paid attention to the ways in which format altered function. He knew 
most Americans did not speak using Old English and that many phrases in the King 
James lacked the same meanings in common parlance. He remarked in the preface to the 
fourth edition, that “we . . . have as far as was practicable in one effort, removed from the 
sacred writings the obsolete  verily, ye, unto, liveth, keepeth, heareth, doth, hath, thou, 
thee, and thy . . . “ He explained that using antedated words was akin to showing up for 
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162 Gutjahr explains that Revolve, a magazine version of the Bible released in 2003, sold 
forty-thousand copies in the first eight weeks, matching what most versions sold in a 
year. The Bible was designed on the basis of market research and the finding that young 
American women “had little or no interest in reading the traditional Bible” and that they 
needed a version that would be “accessible.” Revolve has been subject to similar 
condemnation from religious leaders and groups who believe a magazine version of the 
Bible is void of a serious approach to the text. See Gutjahr, “The Bible-zine Revolve,” 
326. 
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worship “with long beards, in Jewish or Roman garments . . .”163 Campbell removed 
these awkward phrases and words, he got rid of the chapter and verse structure, and he 
adopted a single column instead of the traditional double column. He also made 
adaptations that reflected his theology and were in line with Baptist thinking. The story of 
Jesus’ Baptism, for example, is translated in the following way:  
In those days appeared John the Immerser, who proclaimed in the wilderness of 
Judea, saying, Reform, for the Reign of Heaven approaches . . . Now John wore 
raiment of camel’s hair with a leather girdle about his waist; and his food was 
locusts and wild honey. Then Jerusalem, and all Judea, and all the country along 
the Jordan, resorted to him, and were immersed by him in the Jordan, confessing 
their sins. But he seeing many Pharisees and Sadducees coming to him to receive 
immersion said to them . . . Then came Jesus from Galilee to the Jordan, to be 
immersed by John.164 
 
Campbell translated the Greek word for “baptize” as “immerse,” a translation that 
pleased Baptists and infuriated groups such as the Presbyterians who baptized infants by 
sprinkling water over them. Campbell made the Bible marketable in a way that had not 
been tried before and, according to Gutjahr, was not tried again with any substantial 
effort until the latter half of the twentieth century.165    
Campbell’s New Testament, like his other printing projects, gathered readers and 
drew attention to Campbell’s work. It also offended local, regional, and national religious 
establishments and contributed to a change in the economic value system of religious 
print. When other Protestant groups were pioneering the non-profit corporation as an 
effect of their efforts to disseminate the Bible, Campbell was profiting handsomely from 
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selling a new version. Matheny argues  that Campbell’s Bible was bought mostly for 
comparing it to other versions, not for general Bible reading. Whether this is true or not is 
hard to say but seems unlikely given the substantial number of Bibles sold. Either way, it 
was heartily condemned in the religious press and non-Campbellite ministers who used it 
could be censured or brought to religious trial. Nevertheless, it sold well enough to go 
through several editions. Furthermore, it was part of a business strategy that consolidated 
a market of readers into a single group. Christians who followed Campbell gained 
monthly instruction from his periodical and had access to daily Bible reading from his 
Bible. His next project – a hymnbook  - sketched the contours of their weekly meeting for 
worship.   
 
A Proper Hymnbook 
 In December of 1827, Campbell issued an extract in the Christian Baptist from 
the preface of his forthcoming hymnbook.166 The excerpt was placed in one of 
Campbell’s serial columns titled “A Restoration of the Ancient Order of Things,” a 
column that raised important issues for readers’ consideration and that framed the 
essentials of Campbell’s prescription for authentic Christian living. Campbell claimed 
that “Psalm and hymn singing, like every other part of Christian worship, has been 
                                                 
166 The historiography of hymnbook printing is scant. Though two chapters in 
Christopher Phillips forthcoming book may be of use for considering the function of 
hymnbooks in forming a new denomination. Regardless, it is clear that Campbell 
intended to control what his followers sang on Sunday mornings which, as with 
seemingly everything else, served two purposes – it separated “Campbellites” from other 
Protestant groups and it compelled them to purchase the requisite materials for a proper 
weekly meeting – his hymnbook. 
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corrupted by sectarianism. This demon, whose name is Legion, has possessed all our 
spirits, and given a wrong direction to almost all our religious actions.” He explained, “A 
methodistic sermon must be succeeded by a methodistic hymn, and a methodistic mode 
of singing it. And so of the Presbyterian. There is little or no difference in any sect in this 
one particular. Even the Quaker is not singular here; for he has no regular sermon he has 
no regular song, hymn, nor prayer.” Campbell argued that a “hymnbook is as good an 
index to the brains and to the hearts of a people as the creed book . . .” He concluded this 
section with a few examples of hymns followed by a series of questions intended to 
compel the reader to think about what a more appropriate selection of hymns might look 
like. He informed the reader that the subject would be raised again in the next issue.167  
 In the first issue of 1828, Campbell resumed his serial article. He returned to 
criticizing well-known hymns and the suitability of available hymnbooks. Campbell 
argued “Our hymn books are, in general, a collection of every thing under the sun in the 
form of religious rhyme. Not one in ten, or, perhaps, in twenty, of any selection, are 
usually sung by any individual from choice or approbation. And, indeed, the religious 
communities seem to be destitute of any fixed standard by which to judge of what is 
comely and suitable subject matter of social praise.” He again offered a number of 
examples, dissecting their words and themes and explaining inconsistencies, sinful errors, 
and outright heresies. He concluded that, “These verses, as well as the general scope . . . 
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are not accordant with the spirit of the Christian religion.”168  For the next two months, 
his serial article addressed other topics. But in April of 1828, he announced a new 
selection of “psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs” that was just out of press.  
 Campbell’s announcement was plainly titled “Psalms, Hymns, and Spiritual 
Songs.” It repeated several of the arguments and themes from the previous articles, but it 
also added the cost and means of purchasing, as well as an explanation for the limited 
number of selections. This first edition was priced at $3.75 per dozen – revealing the 
assumption that congregations would purchase them en masse – and could also be 
purchased at 37 and ½ cents per copy from agents at commercial locations with large 
demand. The first printing included only one hundred twenty songs and a long preface on 
psalmody. Campbell explained, “We could find but very few songs adapted to the genius 
of the Christian religion and of pure speech,” and added that he was “fully of the opinion 
that a few evangelical songs on the proper themes, memorized by a whole congregation . 
. . will be sung with much happier effect, than the vague and random choice of some new 
and unexplored song, selected as the spur of the moment, from the heterogeneous 
superfluity of some volume, the merits of which are estimated by the hundreds it 
contains.” Campbell’s argument, then, was that his hymnbook, like his broader 
prescription for Christian living, was more authentic, composed after careful criticism 
and included only those selections that met the standards of the “ancient order.” He 
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concluded with the hope that “wise and discerning Christians” would see the worth of a 
hymnbook such as this one.169 
 In this article, and in the one that followed, Campbell announced the success of 
his first edition of the New Testament and of the printing of the second. These two 
projects sold well for Campbell. Matheny, a rare book collector and cataloguer, claimed 
that Campbell’s hymnbook was “carried by backwoodsmen until worn to shreds” and 
that, over its lifetime, more than one hundred editions were printed – Campbell printed 
over fifty in his press at Bethany.170 It is difficult to prove the first of these claims, but the 
latter claim is a close approximation to the number of editions Campbell’s hymnbook 
went through and we know from Campbell’s own accounting that, even in its first few 
editions, each printing sold several thousand copies. The hymnbook remained a valuable 
tool, in religion and business, throughout Campbell’s life. In fact, the hymnbook was a 
vital tool for consolidating Barton Stone’s “Christians” with Campbell’s “Disciples.”171 
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171 In an 1834 article Campbell explains that his most recent edition of the hymnbook 
sold between 6,000 and 8,000 copies. The article was purposed with announcing the 
merger between Campbell’s hymnbook and the hymnbooks of Barton Stone and J.T. 
Johnson. Campbell convinced Stone and Johnson to combine their respective hymnbooks 
into a single publication in an effort to remove confusion from Disciples congregations 
who wondered “Should they use Campbell’s or Stone’s hymnal?” and, apparently, 
several congregations had both. However, it is also important to make the obvious point 
that Johnson’s and Stone’s hymnbook, along with several others, competed with 
Campbell’s for market-share. The consolidation of multiple hymnals into a single a 
publication eliminated competition, potentially increased Campbell’s market share – even 
though his percentage of the copyright was only a third – and, because Campbell used his 
print shop to print multiple editions of the book, it brought income through printing. See: 
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In 1852, Campbell bought the other interests out and became the sole owner of the 
copyright. In the January, 1852 issue of the Millennial Harbinger, he explained that he 
also bought the copyright for “all the books first used amongst us.” Campbell claimed 
that a printing house in Cincinnati had violated the copyright and diminished sales for the 
book. He explained that once this violation had been remedied and after all other 
hymnbooks had been withdrawn from use in Disciples churches, he would give the entire 
net proceeds to Bethany College and the Missionary Society.172 As far as we know, this 
issue was never resolved, but the copyright to the hymnbook, one of his most valuable 
possessions, was left to the American Missionary Society in Campbell’s will.  
 
Manufacturing the Spectacle  
 Campbell closed the decade with an event that garnered him national, and even 
international, renown, his debate with famed industrialist and social reformer, Robert 
Owen. Owen was well-known for his mill-town reforms in New Lanark, Scotland and for 
his utopian community in New Harmony, Indiana. As a partial owner of the New Lanark 
mill town, he worked to reduce hours for mill workers, to increase the age of workers, 
and to improve working and living conditions generally. His experience with New 
Lanark convinced him that society could be transformed through manufacturing the 
appropriate community. He became frustrated with the challenges of trying to reform 
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British society through Parliament and saw the United States as a place of opportunity.173 
Despite the rapid failure of his New Harmony project in Indiana – it failed in less than 
three years – he was nationally recognized as a social reformer and a successful 
industrialist. He was particularly interested in exposing what he perceived to be the error 
of religion and explaining how such errors inhibited utopia. While visiting New Orleans, 
Owen issued a challenge to all clergy in the town to debate him and his proposition that 
“all revealed religion is based on ignorance and has the pernicious consequence of 
making men live in fear.” None of them accepted Owen’s challenge.174 But Campbell 
heard about the challenge and took up a campaign to compel Owen to debate him.  
  Like his other projects, his new translation and his hymnbook, Campbell’s 
campaign to gain Owen’s attention began with a serial article, “Mr. Robert Owen and the 
Social System.” In the first article Campbell challenged Owen’s concept of “mental 
independence,” an idea that Campbell did not explain but that he used to poke fun at 
Owen. He claimed that someone who believes as Owen did must truly have “mental 
independence.” But he also used the article to distinguish himself from Owen’s other 
opponents and to position himself as the apparent champion of the Christian stance. 
Campbell wrote that “[Owen] has not been treated . . . with over much courtesy by many 
editors, both political and religious . . . For my own part, I have felt some degree of 
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sympathy for him, and of mortification too, at the nibblings of his opponents.” He 
concluded that that he would wait a few weeks and consider the argument as Owen’s 
published work progressed but that “If no abler hand will appear on the side of the Bible, 
I shall be compelled to volunteer in the service, for I am indebted more to the light which 
it contains than to all the circumstances else which surrounded me from infancy to man . . 
.”175 In a single article, Campbell announced the error of Owen’s thinking, elevated 
himself above other would-be challengers, and framed his participation in this contest as 
a duty rather than desire.  
 Campbell published two more articles discussing Owen’s system of thought as he 
tried to gain the attention of the notable skeptic. Owen did not respond to Campbell’s 
attacks in the lines of his New Harmony Gazette, nor in any other way, but Campbell had 
a strategy and he was not easily dissuaded. When Campbell received a letter from a “Mr. 
A.” imploring him to debate a supposed disciple of Owens, “Doctor Underhill,” he 
printed the letter and responded “I will not draw a bow, save against the king of the 
skeptics . . .” Campbell knew that the value of debating Owen was high, whereas the 
value of debating a relative unknown was low and it came with substantial risks. He 
explained to the author of the letter that if he “lived in the neighborhood” he would be 
happy to dispose of this challenger but “to go out of his way” was incompatible with his 
“views of propriety.” Rather, he suggested, if “[Doctor Underhill’s] great master, Robert 
Owen,” would agree to debate, Underhill could be disposed of in the wake of the defeat 
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of Owen’s system.176 Campbell’s patience was rewarded and, not too long after 
dismissing Underhill, he saw an opportunity to draw his bow against the king.  
 Around the same time that Campbell spurned the prospect of debating the 
unknown Doctor Underhill, Owen issued a challenge to clergy in New Orleans to 
publicly defend religious belief. In the weeks that followed, the challenge was extended 
to clergy in the United States generally and was published in the New Harmony Gazette. 
In May of 1828, Campbell published both Owen’s challenge and his willingness to meet 
the challenge, stating “I . . . will engage Mr. Owen any time within one year from this 
date, at any place equidistant from New Harmony and Bethany, such as Cincinnati, Ohio; 
or Lexington, Kentucky . . .”177 Campbell’s location suggestions were carefully selected; 
both regions were growing and they would expand his readership into important markets.  
 In May, Owen responded in the New Harmony Gazette and accepted Campbell’s 
proposal. The public posturing, in contrast to the private organization of the event, is 
interesting and deserves attention. In Owen’s letter accepting Campbell’s proposal, it is 
clear that Owen believed that Campbell was the aggressor. It is also clear, both from the 
letter and from how Owen participated in the debate – choosing to restate his twelve 
principles rather than address any of the issues brought up by Campbell, that he saw this 
as an opportunity to use Campbell’s growing notoriety and the public spectacle of the 
debate as a way of resuscitating his fading reputation. Similarly, Campbell, in his 
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response to Owen’s acceptance, was quick to point out that Owen was not accepting a 
challenge from Campbell. Rather, Campbell was accepting the challenge that Owen 
made. Consistent with his first article on Owen’s system, Campbell articulated a position 
where he was a humble, servant of truth, defending it against the attack of the heathen, 
atheist, Robert Owen. The reality is that both men wanted the spectacle and in early July, 
before Campbell sent out his periodical correcting Owen’s perception about who was 
challenging whom, Owen stayed overnight in the Campbell home and the two men 
planned and organized the debate.178  
 They agreed that the debate should take place in April and that Cincinnati was the 
best location. As Earl Irvin West has explained, it was known as the “Queen City of the 
West” and “Next to New Orleans, Cincinnati was the chief city of the western country.” 
It had a growing population, several newspapers, two dozen churches, a few dozen 
schools, and one of the best theaters in the United States.179 Owen and Campbell also 
made a financial agreement about the printing work and copyrights, hiring a Mr. Charles 
Simms for the price of five hundred dollars to report the debate and deciding to print it 
themselves. Campbell alone owned the copyright for the printed transcript of the 
Campbell-Owen debate. Owen claimed he had no interest in the business of printing it 
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and he sold his share to Campbell.180 Campbell brilliantly used the printed transcript of 
the debate, a publication he knew would be profitable, to announce the launch of his new, 
independent, monthly periodical, the Millennial Harbinger.  
 He printed his two-page prospectus for the Harbinger in the Bethany edition of 
the Debate as a “proposal . . . for publishing by subscription, a monthly paper, to be 
denominated The Millennial Harbinger.”181 The name of the periodical was both a nod to 
Campbell’s theology and a marketing move. Unlike many revival preachers, Campbell 
was not a millennialist in the literal sense. For Campbell, the Millennium was a 
metaphorical amount of time that named the period of “that ultimate amelioration of 
society” when all things were put to order.182 As Matheny pointed out, Campbell paid 
almost no attention to the Millennium in the four decades that the Millennial Harbinger 
was in print.183 But he knew the popularity of the millennial idea and he wanted a name 
that both captured the attention of would-be readers and that had no denominational 
association.184 He claimed in the prospectus that this new work was of “greater 
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magnitude” than the Christian Baptist and that “there is not, perhaps, in the Christian 
world, any work published with the same design and embracing the same outlines.” He 
was also careful to explain the value of this new project by detailing his own investment 
in it. Campbell explained that he bought a “first rate new printing press” as well as “a 
large fount of beautiful new type,” and he promised to print it on “super-royal paper.”185 
As Campbell’s relationship with the Baptists continued to deteriorate through the 1820s, 
the Owen debate offered an opportune platform to move toward an official separation, 
marked conspicuously by the release of this new, and non-Baptist, monthly periodical.  
 In February of 1830, a Unitarian newspaper in Boston, The Christian Register, 
picked up a story from the Southern Religious Telegraph that explained how Campbell 
and his followers opposed all of the “great national institutions.” The point of The 
Christian Register article was to illustrate the “sectarian” thirst for unlimited power as 
evidenced by the Southern Religious Telegraph’s defense of the National Tract Society, 
the Sunday School Union, the Education Society, and other cooperative Protestant 
associations. But the article showed Campbell’s relative place in the national spotlight. 
Campbell was referred to as “the late antagonist of Mr. Owen, we suppose” and the editor 
of The Register suggested that, though they knew “nothing of the peculiar views and 
principles of Mr. Campbell . . . If he be honest and practically upright, why may he not 
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express his doubts and impart them to his followers.”186 Campbell’s debate with Owen 
expanded his celebrity to people outside of Appalachia and outside of the Evangelical 
Protestant sphere. It gave him opportunity to finally break away from the somewhat 
restrictive bonds of associational denominationalism and to venture out wholly on his 
own. A year later, in January, an independent paper, The Gloucester Telegraph, recorded 
that Campbell, “the man who . . . held a long a discussion on the subject [of 
Campbellism] with Mr. Owen, has lately started a NEW religion in the west . . .”187   
 The debate drew thousands of spectators from up to several hundred miles away 
but the printed version reached many more than the actual debate did. Campbell’s edition 
of the transcript went through at least eight editions and was printed in London as well as 
in the United States.188 In the same way that Campbell used the Christian Baptist to sell 
his new products and to build interest about his debate with Owen, he used the wildly 
popular debate transcript to introduce his new monthly to thousands of readers.  
 
Conclusion 
 These three items – the new translation, the hymnbook, and the debate with Owen 
– combined with a growing readership of his monthly periodical, expanded Campbell’s 
wealth and fame. Campbell detested the disorganization of revivalism but he used the 
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opportunity that it provided to build a new religious institution, gathering converts from 
old-line denominations as well as from evangelical groups such as the Methodists and 
Baptists. According to Richardson, The Christian Baptist had between two and three 
thousand subscribers at the close of the decade and thousands of Baptists were convinced 
of the “need for reform.”189 Although Campbell never claimed it, in fact he and his 
followers vociferously denied it, his new periodical coincided with the start of a new 
denomination, or as his detractors and other observers alike described it, a new religion – 
Campbellism. In 1830, Campbell became the sole leader of a new, if still amorphous, 
Christian denomination and the powerful editor and publisher of its primary unifying 
ingredient, a monthly periodical.  
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CHAPTER 4 
AN EXTENSIVE REPUBLIC - CAMPBELL AT THE INTERSECTION OF PRINT 
AND POST  
Campbell’s success in the 1830s was striking. He grew his monthly subscribers to 
nearly ten thousand and established a network of agents and booksellers throughout the 
United States. He was a savvy businessman, a compelling apologist, and a clever 
opportunist. He used his experience in the business of religion, his growing knowledge 
and effective management of the print business, and his overlooked position as a 
postmaster to dominate Trans-Appalachian markets and to extend his brand into Canada 
and across the Atlantic. It is clear that Campbell was not merely a “backwoods 
evangelical,” a characterization used in his time that persists to today. Rather, he was an 
astute businessman and the leader of a new and growing Christian denomination.  
Traditionally, the term denomination refers to a distinct sub-group within 
Christendom generally. These groups are classified as having a particular name, a 
particular theology and orthodoxy, and an expressed idea about church structure and 
authority. The problem with the Campbellites was that they had no name and that they 
publicly recognized no authority beyond the local congregation. Nevertheless, by 1830 
the Campbellites were a distinct entity; they were no more Baptist than Lutherans were 
Catholic or than Methodists were Anglican. When Campbell officially broke from 
association with the Baptists in 1830, he and his followers did not see it as a moment in 
which they divided from a larger group, they saw it as an announcement of Christianity in 
its long-standing and proper form being made more conspicuously known. Despite their 
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beliefs about themselves, they were moving along a path that is well-worn in Christian 
history.   
David Hempton’s Methodism: Empire of the Spirit provides a good model for 
conceptualizing a “denomination” among complex and frequently contradictory groups 
of people. Hempton argues that the growth of Methodism as denomination was a process 
of “competition and symbiosis” where Methodism was a parasite preying on its host 
environments (notably Anglicanism) and, at the same time, helping to build the 
environments “from which it took its nourishment.190 Because Methodism might look one 
way in one region and different in another, Hempton compares Methodist historiography 
to a pointillist painting where the eye is drawn to the spots instead of to the picture as a 
whole.191 Hempton argues that the individual dots of Methodist historiography are 
brilliant but that a history that considers the dots as part of a recognizable canvas helps 
reveal the broad contours of a Methodist denomination.  
Campbellites have been similarly treated. Even the preferred moniker by 
historians who write about them – the Stone-Campbell Movement – indicates two of the 
more significant points within a “movement” of other points. Campbellites looked 
different in different places and they self-identified by a number of names: Christians-
only, Disciples, Restorationists, etc. None of these terms was used ubiquitously and all of 
them were articulated as a description of the person or persons in question rather than a 
denominational title. However, their refusal to be named, paradoxically, was a central 
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component of their populist denominational construction. They did not see themselves as 
another one of “the denominations.” They considered themselves the pure contingent of 
Christians left in the world, uncorrupted by creeds, clergy, and extra-biblical practices. 
And regardless of regional differences, Campbellites shared a theology and an orthodoxy, 
they shared an expressed idea about church structure and authority, and even though they 
had no shared name – an effect of their theology – outsiders predominately called them 
“Campbellites.” As an article from the Unitarian newspaper the Christian Register 
explained, Campbellites, “who have no settled belief” are known primarily through the 
publications of Alexander Campbell, “to whom this sect owe much of their present 
importance and the success of their doctrines, and from whom they receive their name as 
given by their opponents.”192 
 Although there were many points that made up this group of Christians, some 
that shone more brilliantly than others, they coalesced around the writings, the teachings, 
and the authority of Alexander Campbell. Campbell’s celebrity and success brought 
opposition on the national scale. In December of 1830, the same year Campbell began 
publishing his Millennial Harbinger, he was featured in a short article in the long-running 
Baptist periodical Christian Watchman.193 The article, titled “Campbellism,” was 
occasioned by the minutes of the Muscle Shoal Baptist Association in Alabama, an 
association that found this growing religious trend troubling. It listed the “errors” 
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Campbell was reportedly teaching to Baptists in Alabama and characterized him as a man 
of “mushroom distinction” who gave old errors, new dressings.194 This phrase 
“mushroom distinction,” which was often used to refer to medical practitioners who 
“[catered] to the prejudices, the ignorance, and the caprices of the public” and who had 
the “intellectual and moral constitution of . . . quacks,” implied that Campbell was 
nothing more than a swindler.195 As his fame spread, Campbell was characterized in 
nationally read newspapers as an insignificant bamboozler, preaching a system of 
quackery. The Christian Watchman article concluded, “We confess, that when we first 
heard this article as being the creed of a man of professed learning, we were so 
astonished as not to be able to give it our credence. But the Bible assures us that some 
men are left to judicial blindness, and to ‘believe a lie.’”196 Despite these early 
proclamations of meager significance and chicanery, Campbell’s movement grew, 
making the well-worn path from sect to denomination. As he gained national and then 
international notoriety, the oppositional religious press reduced comparing him to 
hornswogglers and vertically challenged fungi and began to plead for a skilled and tested 
giant-killer.  
The first year that “Campbellism” or “Campbellites” were discussed in the 
religious national press was 1830. Several editors claimed that Campbellism was a 
sensational but short-lived phenomenon and that, according to reports from agents in the 
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field, it was going away on its own. An article printed in the Boston Recorder, a 
Congregational newspaper, that year, based on reports from the Southern Religious 
Telegraph, explained that the “’ancient gospel’ preached by Alexander Campbell, is 
losing its power in the churches of [Kentucky]” and that “Two months have scarcely 
elapsed and Campbellism is extinct.”197 The same report was referred to in the Christian 
Secretary and the editor exclaimed, “I am gratified to learn, that Campbellism is rapidly 
on the wane in Kentucky, and, that vital piety, and consistent faith and practice, are 
resuming their empire in the public mind.”198 Campbell responded to this report in his 
February printing of the Harbinger, explaining that “Mr. Noel writes that Campbellism is 
extinct in Kentucky . . . Then [the report] goes to the Vermont Telegraph. Then the 
Christian Secretary of Connecticut tells it.” He listed the journey of the report from 
Kentucky to New York and back to Kentucky and claimed that, “By the time it gets back 
to Kentucky, Messrs. Noel and Chambers believe it themselves.” Campbell then posed a 
meaningful question followed by a bold proclamation, “By what means has it been 
extinguished? By argument? No one pretends to say so . . . nothing can be said with much 
less regard to the truth, than to say that the cause which we plead is on the wane in 
Kentucky, or any where else of which we have heard.”199  
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Campbell’s “Mr. Noel” was Silas M. Noel, a Baptist lawyer-preacher from 
Kentucky and an early and staunch opponent of Campbell’s teaching.200 Along with other 
Baptist leaders, Noel spearheaded a movement among Baptist Associations in Kentucky 
to excommunicate Campbell and his followers from Baptist churches. Campbell had been 
a thorn in the side of several Baptist leaders for as long as he had been associated with 
them. His publication of an extra – a common practice that was often the equivalent of 
another entire issue - in the Millennial Harbinger, titled “Extra on the Remission of 
Sins,” infuriated Baptist leaders from Virginia to Texas. It argued against Baptist 
orthodoxy regarding salvation and, because Baptists made up a substantial portion of 
Campbell’s readers and because the extra was free, it was widely distributed among 
Baptist populations.201 A special session of the Franklin Association was called in July of 
1830 with the express purpose, as articulated by Noel in his circular letter, to divest 
Baptist churches “of the last vestige of Campbellism.”202 This letter was disseminated to 
all the Associations of Kentucky and within months Campbellites were being expelled 
across the bluegrass state.  
The North District Association, led by Campbellite “Racoon” John Smith, divided 
in a split that favored the Campbellites, with only 800 of the 2,265 members deciding to 
remain associated with the Baptists, several others followed suit. In many cases, Baptists 
Association meetings recognized the Baptist contingent, whether it was a minority or a 
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majority, and expelled the others from the Association. Many of the Associations in 
Kentucky published resolutions condemning the heresy of Campbellite beliefs and 
encouraging churches to ban these teachings in congregants’ homes and meetinghouses.  
Of particular note was Campbell’s insistence that a conversion experience was 
unnecessary for salvation and that any extra-biblical confession was a corruption of 
orthodoxy – many Baptist Associations accepted the Philadelphia Confession.203 
Historian Frank Masters recounts the expulsion of Campbellites from nearly a dozen 
Kentucky Associations. But he also explains that the net effect was a substantial 
reduction in the overall Baptist population and the beginning of a rapidly expanding new 
Christian form. For example, in 1830 the Tate’s Creek Association had sustained such 
attrition from members becoming Campbellites – down to near 500 members from 2,000 
a couple of decades before -  that they voted unanimously “to drop correspondence with 
any and every association or church, where the heresy of Campbellism is tolerated.”204 
Similarly, Traylor argues, by 1832 as many as 25 percent of Kentucky’s Baptists had 
become Campbellites.205 Masters records that between 1830 and 1832, reports show 
Baptists in Kentucky lost nearly 10,000 members to the conflict with Campbell and that 
in 1835, the Baptist population in Kentucky was almost 7,000 members less than it had 
been in 1829.  
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In 1832, the notable absence of Campbellites in Baptist churches may have 
caused Noel and other Baptists to legitimately believe that Campbellism was dying. 
Nevertheless, Campbellites were not disappearing, even if they were no longer sitting in 
Baptist churches. It is clear that Baptist efforts in 1830 to expel Campbellites from their 
ranks had the unintended effect of creating new Campbellite congregations. And 
Baptists’ optimism about Campbellism’s demise soon faded. In the following years, 
Baptist, Presbyterian, and several other religious publications on the national level 
confirmed that Campbell’s influence was not gone, least of all in Kentucky. 
As early as 1833, editors and church leaders at the national level noticed the 
effects of Campbell’s separatist efforts. One of Campbell’s preaching tours in 1833 
included stops in New York and Philadelphia, where former friends – Baptists and 
Presbyterians - refused to allow Campbell the use of their meetinghouses. In New York, 
Archibald McClay, a friend of Campbell’s and a Baptist, informed Campbell that because 
“he was not in full fellowship with the Baptists” he could not hold a meeting in the 
Baptist building. And in Philadelphia, at a Presbyterian congregation that had adopted a 
similarly anti-creedal theology to Campbell’s, he was informed that the Baptists had 
warned the Presbyterians not to allow him the use of their building. Despite the sincere 
desire by the Presbyterian minister, Mr. Chambers, to have Campbell speak, Campbell 
was banned from the meetinghouse.206  
Word of “Campbellism” frequently came from religious newspaper 
correspondents working west of the Appalachians, due in no small part to the access 
provided them by an expanding postal system. For several editors, the danger of 
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Campbell was confusing and a surprise, since in 1828 he had received attention and 
acclaim as a champion of the Christian cause for his debate with skeptic and socialist, 
Robert Owen. The official separation from the Baptist church caused a shift in the way 
other Christian groups and leaders thought about Campbell.  
In April of 1833, a Congregationalist paper, the Connecticut Observer, printed an 
article lamenting their lack of attention to the “errorist . . . corrupt[ing] the church” in the 
west. The article, printed in Hartford, Connecticut stated, “The name of Alexander 
Campbell is probably well known to most who will take up this paper” and “we write 
with some diffidence and ourselves subject to correction,” for failing to address “the 
ravages which the Campbellites have committed upon orthodox Baptist churches of the 
south and south west.”207 The Observer described Campbell and his system in the style 
that local opponents had been using for years. They argued that Campbell’s system “was 
exceedingly subtle, and his character admirably suited to a work of public delusion.”208 
According to this Connecticut paper, Campbellism’s distinguishing characteristic was a 
simple system for simple people.   
Congregationalists in Connecticut believed that the simplicity of Campbell’s 
system and the duplicity of his methods worked to dupe western Americans. Based on 
reports from the west, the Observer described Campbell’s method in the following way:  
A shrewd follower of Campbell comes to a certain village where these errors are 
unknown. He at first calls himself a Baptist, and no one suspects the contrary. He 
professes great liberality of sentiment towards other denominations, preaches so 
as to please all, and appears full of zeal. After a little he announces, that on such 
a day he will preach a sermon on Christian Union. At the appointed time, he 
portrays in glaring colours the evils of sectarism, and traces them all to creeds 
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and confessions. He then proposed a plan in which all can unite, viz. to lay aside 
all creeds and take the Scriptures as the only guide. The only question to be asked 
in order to church membership, is, “Do you believe that Jesus is the Christ? and 
are you willing to be governed by his laws alone?” A simple affirmative is the 
only reply.  
 
This characterization, which strikingly resembled Campbell’s salesman-like approach to 
evangelism – i.e. present a problem that everyone listening can agree on (sectarianism) 
locate the problem (creeds and confessions), offer a solution (Bible-only Christianity) -  
illustrated the two fundamental positions that Congregationalists held about Campbellite 
teaching: 1. it was deceitful and 2. it reduced the complex theology of atonement to a 
simple plan for salvation.209 In a “private letter to a friend,” published in the Southern 
Religious Telegraph, a Virginian man explained that the obvious culprit was laziness. 
There were several Christians, he argued, who were self-righteous and worldly, and when 
they saw an easier way to heaven they took it. He declared that sometimes “God may . . . 
leave a church exposed to errors without a pastor or spiritual guide, in order that it may 
be sifted, that the chaff may be separated from the wheat.”210  
Unitarians had a different way of explaining the importance of simplicity to the 
growth of Campbellite churches. The author of an article in the Unitarian newspaper, the 
Christian Register, signed “W,” explained that because Campbellites rejected all creeds 
and confessions, they could only be known through Campbell’s Millennial Harbinger, 
through his translation of the Bible, and through a few lesser publications. He argued that 
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Campbell’s system was a simple but hardly illogical approach to understanding salvation. 
He concluded that Campbellites were “as various as there are different individuals” with 
“everyone pursuing his own peculiar views,” but they were united by the basics of 
Campbell’s system, reaffirmed through reading his Millennial Harbinger.211  
As Harrell Jr. has argued, the variation among Campbell’s followers was in fact 
wide and Campbell’s brilliance was best illustrated by his ability to unite these disparate 
Christians into a coherent and substantial denomination. His flexible congregationalism 
and his simple yet sophisticated theology coupled with his effective mobilization of 
American print culture, allowed him to amass a following that swelled dramatically in 
this period and increasingly – to outsiders at least – bore his name, the Campbellites.  
The latter half of the 1830s marked a turning point in how established 
denominations perceived the group of Christians who followed Alexander Campbell. 
They stopped seeing Campbellism as a temporary pest that might go away on its own or 
be easily vanquished. Instead the group seemed like a potentially dangerous foe. Eastern 
Christians, reading about Campbellites in their religious newspapers, believed that 
Campbellism was especially dangerous for those “simple-minded” folk on the other side 
of the mountains.  
The Christian Register article from 1833 had been proven correct. Campbell’s 
simple system provided a flexible yet durable structure for building unity, even though it 
seemed like his followers had too little in common to unify. Campbell used his Millennial 
Harbinger to connect, sustain, and shape these communities across the American 
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landscape. Campbell’s friend, coworker, and biographer, Robert Richardson, evocatively 
captured the tone of this period, saying, “ . . . Mr. Campbell not only maintained his 
position against all assailants, and made successful raids into the territories of his 
opponents, but cultivated with assiduity the wide domain already possessed.”212 The 
engine that drove Campbell’s success was his print shop.  
 
The Print Shop 
 
Robert A. Gross has argued that publishing remained tied to traditional ways up to 
1840.  Changes came when not-for-profit religious publishers shifted to paid staff instead 
of volunteers and when government invested substantial capital in creating a nation of 
readers.213 But Campbell used paid staff to operate his religious press and exploited 
government infrastructure long before 1840. Campbell’s operation was a legitimate, for-
profit business venture from the beginning that, unlike benevolent societies, did not 
depend on a volunteer network for distribution. Instead, Campbell gathered agents, such 
as the booksellers in major eastern cities, other postmasters, and even co-religionists who 
otherwise may have participated on a voluntary basis, into a steadily growing network of 
marketers and distributors. He compensated them for growing subscription lists and 
collecting dues and he employed them as representatives to far-off places. Campbell’s 
enterprise merged the content and goal of religious printers – to share the gospel with 
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every American and then the world – with the contemporary practices of both printers 
and booksellers, financing his own publishing projects, printing contract jobs, and 
building a vast distribution network premised on agents’ interest in both financial and 
religious incentives.214 Campbell did not oppose volunteer or unpaid help. In fact, several 
times he printed pleas to his readers to recruit more subscribers, using the same “spread 
the gospel to all” rationale that benevolent societies used. But the structural framework of 
his business was built on effective marketing, incentivizing business support, exploiting 
the most efficient distribution network, and harnessing any available advantage.   
As Gross has pointed out, numerous cities in the trans-Appalachian west, such as 
Wheeling, Virginia, a town only fifteen to twenty miles from Campbell’s home in 
Bethany, were communities on the rise. But the apparent cultural gap deterred most 
booksellers, centrally located in the East, from making substantial inroads.215 “Frontier” 
printers like Campbell were better positioned, culturally and geographically, to capitalize 
on western markets. Nestled in the hills of western Virginia’s panhandle, Campbell used 
print to gather his own set of “diverse people from far-flung lands,” mimicking the 
national goal of enlisting a broad swath of diverse people in a common life. As Gross has 
argued, to varying degrees print joined far-flung individuals into communities with 
“mutual awareness, collective sentiments, and emotional bonds,” even if they were not 
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the homogenous nation that some hoped for.216 Campbell’s print enterprise was one of 
these communities and perhaps one of the most successful.  
Campbell’s efforts unified tens of thousands of people throughout the United 
States, into Canada, and across the Atlantic. In the first known accounting of Stone-
Campbell adherents, Alexander Wilford Hall stated that in 1848 there were 118,000 
members (an increase of over 100,000 in less than 20 years) with only 2,400 of those 
being outside of the United States and a with a significant concentration in Kentucky, 
Ohio, Indiana, and Tennessee.217 Although Campbell was viciously critical of the 
methods and the worth of this study, stating that “Brother Hall has too much time on his 
hands,” and that he was “inexpressibly mortified” by the waste of time and effort, Hall’s 
assessment gives a rough but useful sense of the patterns and reach of Campbell’s work. 
As inchoate groups of independent Christians began to recognize themselves as part of a 
distinct movement, Campbell created a religious community that transcended state and 
national lines.218 In fact, many – if not most – of them perceived Campbell as one of 
them, rather than they being “of him,” an idea Campbell strongly endorsed.  
In a letter to the editor of The National Republican and Ohio Political Register, 
signed by “An advocate of the ancient order of things,” the author wrote “Mr. Campbell 
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is one of us. We acknowledge no leader but Jesus, and no infallible teachers but his 
Apostles.”219 The seemingly unintended brilliance of Campbell’s system was that it grew 
his business and his religious following even while he vehemently denied having or 
wanting followers. A large portion of the population that read his work and coalesced 
into his movement bristled at the thought of following someone. They believed they had 
tapped into authentic Christianity respective of no name except the one of Christian and 
of no hierarchy or institution except the one that resulted when individual Christians 
came together, the church of Christ. Had Campbell announced himself the leader of a 
discernible denomination, it would likely have all fallen apart. Regardless of the direction 
of affiliation, they were pleased to discover, especially through reading the Millennial 
Harbinger, a theology that instantly felt authentic and kindred and a sense there were 
thousands of others who felt the same way. The more they read, the more “Campbellite” 
they became, reading his debates, buying his translation of the Bible, singing from his 
hymnbook, appealing to his guidance in congregational matters, and building 
meetinghouses according to his prescription.  
Campbell’s print shop, which held three presses, was often producing at capacity 
– printing Campbell’s projects as well as contract jobs. His business and subscription 
ledgers reveal that his shop ran comparably to print shops in the Northeast. At the turn of 
the century, journeyman printers in Philadelphia expected .25 cents for every 1,000 ems 
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and .30 cents for every token.220 Campbell’s publishing ledger from 1833-1836 shows 
that he paid slightly less than that for press work and slightly more for composition. One 
of his compositors, William Llewellyin was consistently paid .3125 cents per token and 
his pressman, Robert Buchanan, was consistently paid .20 cents for every 1,000 ems. The 
terms “ems” and “token” refer to the number of pieces of type set and to the number of 
copies made of the signature, respectively. A signature is a complete set of type for a 
single side of a printed sheet.  Campbell had at least two other print employees in the 
1830s, T.J. Davis and R.S. Jones, who were paid on the same scale.221 His print shop was 
small in comparison to shops in places like Philadelphia and New York, and occasionally 
they ran behind or made mistakes, but he paid his pressmen, compositors, and proof 
editors a competitive wage and they, in turn, generated an acceptable quality and quantity 
of product.   
Business was good for Campbell in the 1830s, so good in fact, that in 1834 
Campbell announced that he would bring in another publishing firm, M’Vay and Ewing, 
to run things so he could travel and preach.222 Booksellers and agents continued to stock 
and sell Campbell’s New Testament, his book Christianity Restored, his hymnbook, his 
debates with Owen, Walker, and McCalla as well as The Millennial Harbinger and 
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reprints of the discontinued monthly The Christian Baptist.223 As Campbell’s print 
business and celebrity expanded, so too did his readership. In 1838, Campbell wrote that 
over 24,000 copies of his New Testament had been issued and he urged all “children, 
families, and communities” to “read daily and devoutly the New Version, and diligently 
compare it, as everyone can for himself, with the common version.”224 As Campbell’s 
New Testament and hymnal sold out and as the postal system expanded his market reach, 
the backbone of his operation continued to be his monthly magazine.   
As Haveman has explained, magazines such as Campbell’s circulated more 
widely than most newspapers and they were serial publications, which allowed them 
interact with their readers in ways that books could not. Religious magazines 
outnumbered general-interest magazines by the 1820s and the convergence of a 
population boom, a growing postal system, and improved print technology made the 
period from 1826 to 1850 the golden age of magazines.225 Nevertheless, success did not 
come easily and most magazines failed to last. Less than ten percent of magazines 
founded between 1821 and 1840 survived twenty-five years or more, which was a 
                                                 
223 In 1838, Campbell announced that the partnership between his print ship and the 
M’Vay and Ewing publishing firm was dissolved. The Panic of 1837 and M’Vay and 
Ewing’s apparent lack of attention to financial detail led to a new partnership with a 
printing firm in Pittsburgh, a partnership between Forrester and Co. and Enos Campbell, 
to publish and sell his books.  
 
224 Alexander Campbell, “New Version,” The Millennial Harbinger, Vol. II, No. II, 
(February: 1838) 94.  
 
225 Haveman, Magazines and the Making of America, 4, 15, 16, and 34. Most historians 
attribute the communication revolution to steam, rail, and the telegraph but Haveman 
rightly includes the postal system as a fundamental component.  
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dramatic increase from decades prior.226 Even though The Christian Baptist and the 
Millennial Harbinger were different magazines – the Harbinger had a less critical tone – 
they had the same readership and the same editor in the same print shop published them. 
If the two magazines are taken as one project – Campbell actually published both 
simultaneously in 1830 to hang on to loyal readers during the transition – Campbell’s 
publishing project lasted forty-seven years, 1823-1870. On its own, the Harbinger was 
published for forty years.227 
By the middle 1830s, subscription rolls for the Millennial Harbinger totaled 
between six and seven thousand subscribers. Campbell had subscribers in every state 
except for Delaware, he had subscribers in the Florida territory, and he had over one 
hundred subscribers in various parts of Canada. Naturally, his subscribers were 
concentrated in the states that surrounded his print shop – Kentucky, Ohio, Virginia, and 
Pennsylvania – but he also had substantial numbers in Tennessee, Indiana, New York, 
and Illinois.228  Campbell’s readership continued to grow steadily even into its second 
and third decades. By the first years of the 1840s, Campbell had between eight and nine 
thousand subscribers and in areas such as Kentucky and Ohio, his subscription rolls rose 
by over fifty percent. In 1843, Campbell had over two thousand subscribers in Kentucky 
alone.  
                                                 
226 Haveman, Magazines and the Making of America, 29. 
 
227 Campbell died in 1866 but Pendleton, having already been the acting editor for several 
years, continued to publish the magazine until 1870.  
 
228 Millennial Harbinger Subscribers, 1833-37, Ledger CC, in the Campbell Collection, 
Bethany College, T.W. Phillips Memorial Library, Archives and Special Collections, 
Bethany, West Virginia. 
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The Post Office 
It is not a stretch to describe Campbell’s business at this point as a national 
operation. The postal system, which utilized the United States’ growing transportation 
infrastructure, was a central piece of Campbell’s business logistics. The U.S. Post Office 
managed the largest distribution network in the early United States and it offered 
valuable incentives to men who were selected as postmasters.  
The success of Campbell’s business, like all printers in what Robert A. Gross has 
called the “Age of Print” – an age characterized by the colossal expansion of print 
consumption in an increasingly national print culture – required access to a distribution 
network to disseminate his product to various markets.229 Historians usually point to 
innovation in print technology, the completion of the Erie Canal, the spreading of 
railroads, ocean travel by steam, and the telegraph to explain the communication 
revolution that Campbell was very much a part of. But this descriptive equation ignores 
the institution that significantly connected Americans to each other before steamboats, 
that transmitted information from the East Coast to the western side of the Appalachians 
long before the railroad, that remained vital long after the telegraph, and that people, such 
as Alexander Campbell, used to their tremendous economic advantage, the United States 
Postal System. Like so many others, Campbell used the postal system to extend the 
business of his print shop to locales well outside his regional economy. If the print shop 
was Campbell’s engine, the postal system was, quite literally, the open road.  
                                                 
229 Gross, “An Extensive Republic,” 4. 
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As Richard R. John argues in Spreading the News: The American Postal System 
from Franklin to Morse, the postal system in the nineteenth century was a massive arm of 
the central government. According to John, it was the only institution in the early 
republic that “had the capacity to transmit such a large volume of information on such a 
regular basis over such an enormous geographical expanse.”230 By 1828, the U.S. postal 
system had nearly twice as many post offices as Great Britain, five times as many as 
France, and even greater discrepancies between non-western countries such as Russia. 
For every 100,000 inhabitants, the United States had 74 post offices, whereas Great 
Britain had 17 and France had only 4.231 The post office and its regular delivery extended 
the “linear logic of the mechanical clock” to even the “farthest reaches of the trans-
Appalachian West,” incorporating “backwoodsmen,” as John calls them, into the 
construction of an organized and extensive republic.232  
Gross explains that even though Americans consumed a significant amount of 
foreign print as well as increasingly diverse material printed in the United States, they 
still fashioned a “distinctive literature and culture.” But he cautions his readers against 
imagining that this distinctive culture implied a homogeneous America. He questions the 
capacity for any “inclusive ‘imagined community’ [to] encompass so sprawling and 
heterogeneous a people.” Instead, he articulates the contours of an “extensive republic” 
made up of “diverse readers and communities, moving in no single direction and 
                                                 
230 John, Spreading the News, vii.  
 
231 John, Spreading the News, 5. 
 
232 John, Spreading the News, 7. 
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sustaining a host of interests, identities, and loyalties.”233 According to Gross, the 
production and consumption of print in the United States separated its people, to varying 
degrees, from the various institutions of print culture in the Old World, unifying them as 
a part of something new. But the decentralized construction of this new American print 
culture precipitated local and regional print cultures that undermined any hope of a 
comprehensive “America” in print. American print culture weaved readers, editors, 
printers, and booksellers into a growing American community even as the content being 
read reflected deep divisions.234   
Print material varied widely in the early United States and, like the printing world, 
the postal system divided Americans even as it connected them.235 Still, rhetorical themes 
arose to describe the importance and awe-inspiring task of the relationship between print 
and post. Among these themes was the idea, expressed potently by political theorist 
                                                 
233 Gross, “Introduction: An Extensive Republic,” 13.  
 
234 See also: Trish Loughran, The Republic in Print: Print Culture in the Age of U.S. 
Nation Building, 1770-1870, (New York: Columbia University Press, 2007). Loughran’s 
work reinforces the idea that print culture in the early national period was local, regional, 
disorganized, and incoherent. She argues that the institutional success of the United 
States depended on the lack of a coherent “public sphere” or “national print culture.”  
 
235 Rather than unifying a growing and geographically dispersing popultion, the Post 
Office divided it along familiar lines - north and south, black and white, slave and free, 
men and women, urban and rural, etc. John points specifically to the controversy that 
arose when northern abolitionists tried to send anti-slavery periodicals to the South and to 
the presumption that women who used the post office were considered deviant.  Congress 
decreed in 1802 that only a “free white person” (a white man) could carry the mail and 
free blacks were often intimidated at the post office by postmasters who might open, 
destroy, or simply refuse to deliver their mail. Women who used the post-office were 
frequently characterized as “prostitutes or loose women” because their visit implied that 
they had no male relation who could carry a letter to the post office for them. See: John, 
Spreading the News, 139, 140, and 164-167.  
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Francis Lieber, that the post office was the “truest handmaid of writing and printing.”236 
Before the telegraph, the railroad, or the steamship laid claim to a communication 
revolution, the postal system had long been transmitting printed information across the 
American landscape, from its eastern urban center to the Appalachian hinterlands. The 
demand for reading material in the United States was rapidly expanding and for many 
printers and editors, the postal system was the most effective distribution network 
available. An extensive republic was being built on the infrastructure of the federal postal 
system and through the creation and consumption of print, even if the foundation was 
cracked and unstable. And there, at the intersection of these nation-making institutions, 
sat Alexander Campbell.  
If marrying into the Brown family money is the most underappreciated 
component of Campbell’s success, his role as postmaster is the second. Before the post 
office was established in Bethany, distributing The Christian Baptist had logistical 
challenges. Campbell travelled from Bethany to Wellsburg, just over a seven-mile trip, to 
send his Christian Baptist and he made a twice-weekly trip to West Liberty to deliver and 
pick up his mail correspondence. The trip to Wellsburg was usually a straightforward 
journey but Selina Campbell remembered that at times it could be a worrisome trek. 
Sometime after 1823 and before the death of Campbell’s first wife Margaret in 1827, 
Selina visited the Campbells from her home in Wellsburg. She noticed that Campbell was 
preparing an extra of the Christian Baptist and she offered to carry them with her and 
deliver them on her return home later that day. Selina recalled that both “Mr. Campbell” 
and “Mrs. Campbell” urged her “not to venture across the creek (presumably Buffalo 
                                                 
236 John, Spreading the News, 12. 
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Creek), as it had risen rather high.” But Selina, a self-proclaimed “good equestrian” 
explained that she promised to return home at a certain time and she was determined to 
make good on her promies. So Campbell and his farm hand, James Anderson, 
accompanied her to the creek to ensure that she would be rescued if she fell in to the 
swollen and fast-moving water. Selina safely crossed the river that day and, as she 
described it, secured the delivery of those “precious numbers of The Christian 
Baptist.”237 But her story reveals that Campbell’s monthly trip to Wellsburg and the 
twice-weekly trips to West Liberty could be inconvenient and occasionally dangerous. So 
Campbell petitioned Congress that a new post office should be established and he 
volunteered himself to serve as the new postmaster.  
Petitions like Campbell’s were extremely common. In fact, this process was, by 
and large, the method Congress put into place to expand the postal network. After passing 
the Postal Act of 1792, which gave Congress the power to establish new postal routes, 
thousands of petitions poured into the House. It is impossible to know how many were 
actually denied but, given the growth of the postal system in the decades that followed, it 
is reasonable to assume that a large percentage of petitions were granted. Congress 
established 2,476 new post routes between 1792 and 1828 and placed a post office, as 
John explains, “in every locality of any consequence in the United States.”238 Campbell’s 
petition was granted and he became the postmaster of the new office in Bethany in June 
                                                 
237 Selina Huntington Campbell, Home Life and Reminiscences of Alexander Campbell, 
321-322. 
 
238 John, Spreading the News, 112.  
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of 1827.239 This new position tethered Campbell to an enterprise that officially connected 
small villages in the trans-Appalachian West to the broader Atlantic world in tangible, 
practical, and profitable ways.240  
Campbell set up the first Bethany post office in his home, reducing the distance 
between his print shop and the post office, previously a miles long horseback ride to West 
Liberty, to nothing more than a short walk up from the river to the house.241 He was a 
local postmaster, the lowest level of a three-tiered division of labor in the American 
postal system, but his new position, was one of the most powerful positions he 
wielded.242 Although postmasters in small towns seldom profited directly from the 
                                                 
239 John, Spreading the News, 50.  Prior to establishing the post office, the town was 
called Buffalo, but the name had to be changed since there was already a Buffalo in the 
same postal district with a post office. Multiple sources state that Campbell became the 
first postmaster of Bethany in 1827, but the post office was not listed in the Table of Post 
Offices in the United States until 1829. See: Virginius Cornick Hall Jr., “Virginia Post 
Offices, 1798-1859,” The Virginia Magazine of History and Biography, Vol. 81, No. 1 
(January, 1873) 54.  
 
240 John argues that no other law that Congress passed in the 1790s did has much to 
“hasten the establishment of a national market to link the Atlantic seaboard and the 
transappalachian West as well as the creation of a public sphere to link the national 
capital to the rest of the United States” as the Post Office Act of 1792 did. He contends 
that “no event – not the introduction of male suffrage, not the rise of the mass party, not 
the advent of industrialism, and not even the settlement of the transappalachian West – 
did more to divide the neoclassical world of the Founding Fathers from the romantic 
world of Jacksonian Democracy. See: John, Spreading the News, 53-57. 
241 Post offices were not generally housed in buildings designed with postal purposes in 
mind until after the Civil War. See: John, Spreading the News, 113.  
 
242 John explains that the U.S. Postal System division of labor was unusually complex for 
the period, by far the most elaborate in the early national period of the United States. It’s 
three-level hierarchy was organized in the following way: 1. Senior clerks who staffed 
the headquarters in Washington, 2. Distributing postmasters who staffed distribution 
centers where the sorting was done, and 3. local postmasters who staffed branch depots.  
See: John, Spreading the News, 6. 
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position – rarely making more from the postmaster salary than an unskilled artisan might 
make and sometimes making less than ten dollars annually – even in small villages like 
Bethany the postmaster was a commanding figure.243 John explains that the “average 
postal officer enjoyed a social standing that was higher not only than many of the royal 
placemen of the eighteenth century, but also than all but the most senior government 
officers today.”244 For many American communities, the postmaster was the primary 
representative of the federal government.  
It was also a position that required little actual work. Richardson recorded that 
Campbell employed a “deputy” to attend to the post office business for most of the nearly 
four decades that he held the title.245 Although women were rarely chosen for the 
position, it was common for family members, including wives and daughters, to be 
deputized and to do most, if not all, of the actual work. The postmaster’s job performance 
was less important than merely being the right kind of person. It was expected that a 
postmaster came from a good family, was financially independent, had social grace, and 
had “a certain flair for literary exposition.”246 Like so many other things in Campbell’s 
life, his marriage into the Brown family positioned him to be “the right kind of person” 
for the job.  
                                                 
243 According to John, “Of the almost eight thousand post offices in 1829, a mere 3 
percent earned the incumbent more than $300 annually, roughly what an unskilled artisan 
might expect to earn.” John, Spreading the News, 122-123.  
 
244 John, Spreading the News, 115.  
 
245 Richardson, Memoirs of Alexander Campbell, vol. II, 181.  
 
246 John, Spreading the News, 129.  
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The paltry salary, if anything, was an incentive for some but the vast majority of 
men selected for the job had other reasons for wanting it. Postmasters in every 
community enjoyed the social standing of the position even if the salary was nothing 
substantial. In urban areas, money could be made from renting post office boxes to 
customers. Outside of commercial centers, where it was more difficult to make money by 
renting boxes, the compelling value of being the postmaster was the franking privilege. 
Franking allowed postmasters, just like members of Congress, to send their mail for free. 
Anyone who did business outside of his own town would benefit from such a privilege, 
but a person such as Campbell, whose printing business depended, in no small portion, on 
the mail, benefitted immensely. Campbell sent and received an enormous amount of mail, 
including but not limited to the magazines he shipped every month. It would be difficult 
to calculate the exact amount of money that Campbell saved or made by taking this 
position, but given the number of letters he sent and received, something he occasionally 
complained about in print, it was no small sum.  
Campbell took advantage of his new position immediately. In July of 1827, 
writing to P.S. Fall, a Campbellite preacher in Nashville, Tennessee with whom 
Campbell frequently corresponded, Campbell explained that Fall should address his 
letters to Campbell as postmaster so they would come for free. In fact, from the very 
beginning, Campbell felt guilty about the massive amount of mail he franked and in the 
same letter to Fall he wrote that he occasionally marked some of his mail as paid.247 It’s 
                                                 
247 Alexander Campbell to P.S. Fall, July 28, 1827, Alexander Campbell Papers, in the 
Campbell Collection, Bethany College, T.W. Phillips Memorial Library, Archives and 
Special Collections, Bethany, West Virginia.  
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unclear exactly what he meant by this, whether he actually paid for it or not, but his 
record of using the privilege as postmaster indicates that he attempted to use it honestly. 
It was common to abuse the franking privilege; Congressmen and postmasters alike, for 
instance, took liberties with the exemption, but letters in the Campbell Collection show 
that Campbell paid the postage for his wife and children even though he could have sent 
them for free with almost no possibility of recourse.248 He took advantage of the 
remarkable opportunity of his new position while staying relatively within the limits of 
the already convenient law. Most of his mail, from that point forward, was franked and, 
therefore, free.  
The franking privilege provided a striking competitive advantage for building a 
mail-based business and for maintaining relationships with co-religionists, readers, and 
followers. Indeed Campbell’s periodical, a monthly magazine, is often mistakenly 
categorized as a religious “newspaper.” The distinction between newspapers and 
magazines, as it pertained to the mail, was important. After the Post Office Act of 1792, it 
was almost free to send newspapers through the mail but magazines required a moderate 
fee.249 Editors could prepay the postage for magazines or pass the cost off to their 
subscribers. Campbell’s new position eliminated this cost, and given the fact that 
Campbell had thousands of subscribers by 1828, many who ordered back volumes of his 
magazines, it was a substantial benefit that must have easily outweighed any costs 
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Campbell incurred from hiring a full-time deputy to do the actual post office work.250 For 
most ministers, the financial burden of letters alone was financially taxing and even 
Campbell complained about the cost of letters sent to him that were not prepaid.251 The 
postmaster position removed the financial burden of ministerial letter writing and 
provided a nearly free distribution network for an already large, and growing, number of 
subscribers to Campbell’s monthly magazine.  
 The benefits that Campbell received from being the postmaster went well beyond 
the franking privilege. The postal system connected Campbell to other post offices, an 
increasingly common place for public gathering, and other postmasters, officials who 
controlled the spread of information into a given community. From the beginning, 
Campbell sought to take advantage of his new fraternity and its associated free network. 
In the prospectus for The Millennial Harbinger, Campbell explained that post masters 
who acted as agents would receive a ten percent commission.252 The ten percent that 
Campbell offered replaced the hypothetical loss of income due to the franking exemption 
and could amount to a substantial sum, especially for postmasters in the Ohio River 
Valley where Campbell’s readership was large. A postmaster acting as an agent in a town 
such as Lexington, Kentucky, which serviced all of Fayette, County and where in the mid 
                                                 
250 See: “Millennial Harbinger Subscribers” Ledgers CC, DD, EE, FF, and HH, in the 
Campbell Collection, Bethany College, T.W. Phillips Memorial Library, Archives and 
Special Collections, Bethany, West Virginia.  
 
251 John, Spreading the News, 159.  
 
252 Alexander Campbell, “Prospectus,” The Millennial Harbinger, No. 1, Vol. 1, 
(January, 1830).  
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1830s Campbell had over one hundred subscribers, might make twenty dollars a year just 
from The Millennial Harbinger.253  
Campbell also worked to make his books available with these agents, an 
especially important component of his business since post offices were frequented by 
merchants, tradesmen, and the well-to-do, as well as anyone sending or receiving mail.254 
Campbell frequently listed agents and booksellers in the Harbinger, which served the 
interest of both parties. It gave Campbell’s readers a place to buy his books and it sent 
new customers to agents and booksellers. Postmasters, who acted as agents and kept 
Campbell’s books and published debates on hand, had the potential to substantially 
bolster their salary. Businesses such as Campbell’s were one of several variants that made 
being a postmaster profitable.  
Finally, managing the information that came in and went out of a given 
community gave postmasters such as Campbell valuable insight into the business and 
goings on of their region. It is clear from Campbell’s correspondence that he was attuned 
to affairs of his community. In the 1850s it seems that someone, or perhaps a faction of 
people, requested Campbell’s removal from the office. Two letters and a draft in the 
                                                 
253 “Millennial Harbinger Subscriptions” Ledger CC, in the Campbell Collection, 
Bethany College, T.W. Phillips Memorial Library, Archives and Special Collections, 
Bethany, West Virginia, 133-136. 
 
254 It is not clear whether Campbell used his franking privilege to send packages of books 
through the mail or that he simply used post offices as consignment shops essentially and 
sent the books another way. Books could not be sent through the mail until the 1850s but 
members of Congress and postmasters could send things that others could not. Since it 
was common to frank items that average citizens could not send through the mail, it is 
reasonable to assume that Campbell used his franking privilege to send books.  
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Campbell Collection provide evidence of the enduring importance of the post to 
Campbell but also the extent to which he was willing to go, early on, to secure it.  
Sometime after 1852, when president Franklin Pierce selected James Campbell as 
his Postmaster-General, Campbell wrote him concerning the situation in Bethany. 
Campbell began the letter by explaining the situation at hand, stating, “I do not wonder at 
the very great effort that has been made by a considerable number of my religious 
enemies, Presbyterians, Methodists, Episcopalians, and even Old School Baptists and 
their friends over the county, for my removal from the post office department. Not 
because of their anti Know [No]thing views or feelings but on account of my religious 
principles.”255 Campbell was not a Know Nothing but he had supported his son-in-law, 
W.K. Pendleton, who was presumed to be one, in a recent election and there were rumors 
that a secret meeting was held on the Bethany College campus. Campbell denied 
knowledge of or interest in secret meetings and he spent much of the letter explaining his 
disinterest in political affiliation of any kind.256 In fact, Campbell used his lack of any 
single political party affiliation as a negotiation tool, warning Postmaster General, “ . . . 
my removal from the office would be a loss rather than a gain to whatever party should 
do it . . . We have Democrats, Whigs, and Know Nothings by the thousands who will not 
                                                 
255 “A. Campbell to My Very Dear Sir,” in the Campbell Collection, Bethany College, 
T.W. Phillips Memorial Library, Archives and Special Collections, Bethany, West 
Virginia, 1.  
 
256 In the letter, Campbell proclaimed “I have no faith in mere political hacks in any 
party. I stand aloof from them all. I should be very sorry to be affiliated with Know 
Nothings as such or ante [sic] Know Nothings as such.” This moderate position is 
consistent with Harrell’s general characterization of Disciples of Christ. See: David 
Edwin Harrell Jr., Quest for a Christian America, 2003.   
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thank the general Postmaster for such an act”257 Campbell explained that he had been 
postmaster through multiple administrations, going back to Monroe’s nominee John 
McLean, and that his continuance in the position was “preferred to all interested in the 
office.”258  
Campbell also took the opportunity to explain his role and his personal investment 
in the establishment of the office in Bethany. He stated, “I created this post office before 
it was on a post road and paid the expense of transportation for several years until a post 
road was created to it.”259 By stating his investment in the founding of the office in 
Bethany, a point that was clearly intended to impress the Postmaster General, Campbell 
revealed how valuable it must have been. If Campbell had not created the post office in 
Bethany, he would still have transported the bulk of the mail from Bethany, since it was 
his periodical, primarily, that constituted it. But the position provided all of the 
aforementioned benefits and only a marginal financial liability and occupational 
responsibility, even if he was required to transport all of the mail from Bethany to the 
nearest post road.  
                                                 
257 “A. Campbell to My Very Dear Sir,” 3.  
 
258 In his other letter to Postmaster General Campbell, A. Campbell explained that “the 
citizens of the village of Bethany and its environs” who, along with the “Trustees, 
Faculty, and students of Bethany” have “a considerable pecuniary interest in the fidelity 
and indispensability of [the] incumbent” and that “these all . . . being of both political 
parties and having the greatest interest in the proper discharge of its duties most 
respectfully remonstrate against a change of postmaster.” See: A. Campbell to James 
Campbell, Postmaster General, in the Campbell Collection, Bethany. 
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From the beginning, and for decades after, the postmaster position was 
profoundly valuable to Campbell.260 The postal system supplied a free and large 
distribution network, it presented able, willing, and well-placed agents, it eliminated the 
enormous cost of shipping thousands of pieces of mail, and it positioned Campbell, even 
more so, at the center of his local community. It also happened at perhaps the most 
opportune time. Campbell’s petition for a post office in Bethany was granted around the 
same time that he began challenging Owen to debate him. The debate with Owen opened 
new national and international markets and the postmaster appointment allowed 
Campbell to reach these markets with significantly less financial burden. Thus, in the 
1830s Campbell found himself at the intersection of and profiting from perhaps the two 
most dominant state-building projects in this period of American history. He controlled a 
single node on a vast and growing postal system network that connected Americans far 
and wide in literal and figurative ways. And, through his participation in Gross’s “Age of 
Print,” he joined together an ever-growing body of followers, a distinct but diverse group 
of independent Christians, fundamentally connected to one another by the print they 
consumed and the actions that it elicited.  
 
 
                                                 
260 Campbell was also intimately involved with the Sabbatarian controversy and he 
argued against closing the post office on Sunday. This was a position he held long before 
he became postmaster and it contributed substantially to his conflict with the 
Presbyterians. For more on the Sabbatarian controversy, see: Richard R. John “Taking 
Sabbatarianism Seriously: The Postal System, the Sabbath, and the Transformation of 
American Political Culture,” Journal of the Early Republic, Vol. 10, No. 4 (Winter, 
1990) 517-567.  
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CHAPTER 5 
INSTITUTION – A FINAL DEBATE, MEETINGHOUSES, AND BETHANY 
COLLEGE  
By the late 1830s, it was clear that the Campbellites were not simply an 
ephemeral plague. Christian leaders, churches, and denominational organizations had to 
accept they were not going away. The Campbellite position was a compelling one. As 
David Edwin Harrell, Jr. has argued, on a number of levels the Campbellites were 
moderates, losing more radical members to various upstarts such as Shakerism and 
Mormonism.261 In a number of ways, Campbell proposed a middle position to established 
denominations. Rather than focusing heavily on ritual and doctrine, like the Presbyterians 
and Anglicans, or focusing on the conversion experience and emotional worship practice, 
like the Baptists and Methodists, Campbellites adopted Campbell’s controversial but 
strikingly accessible position that a conversion experience wasn’t necessary, that 
congregants needn’t feel moved by the spirit in worship, and that ritual and doctrine only 
mattered insofar as they were found explicitly in the Bible. Campbell’s simple system, 
                                                 
261 Harrell Jr. argues that two significant defections, the Mormon defection from the 
Disciples, precipitated by Sidney Rigdon’s conversion, and the Shaker defection from the 
Christians “drained off the most radical fringes in both movements.” He also argues that, 
from the beginning, there was a stress from Campbell, as well we from local leaders, to 
check any sort of radical religious or social expressions. He explains, “the Disciple of the 
pre-Civil War period did not simply tolerate diversity – he was diversity.” In other words, 
diversity was a fundamental characteristic of Campbell’s followers and, according to 
Harrell, the only way to hold such a disparate group of people together was to take a 
moderate, or “middle-road” position – tolerating many things but endorsing few. Harrell 
points out that Campbell was brilliant at expressing a compelling position that was both 
“moderate and ill-defined.”  David Edwin Harrell, Jr., Quest For a Christian America, 
36-37 and 57-59.  
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which grew out of Presbyterian and then Baptist insurgencies, was familiar and 
compelling for tens of thousands of people west of the Appalachians.  
Despite Campbell’s very public and skillful denial that he was founding a new 
denomination, he continued to gather followers and readers. By 1842, Richardson 
claimed there were over 40,000 Campbellites in Kentucky alone.  In this period, the same 
papers that previously printed news about the disappearance of Campbellism in the West, 
began to print articles strongly cautioning their readers about Campbellism’s ruinous 
affect on churches that weren’t careful.     
In 1838, the Boston Recorder reported that Campbellism in Missouri was like a 
flood, covering the land and destroying opposing forms of Christianity in its path.262 In 
1839, the Union Herald, published by the Central Evangelical Association in Cazenovia, 
New York, warned of entering “into mortal conflict with the PHANTOM, Campbellism,” 
a system that married holy doctrines with “deadly poison.”263 In 1841, Campbellites were 
characterized as a “great curse” and “a formidable obstacle,” one that “scattered 
firebrands, arrows, and death wherever they go.”264 And in 1843, Presbyterian minister 
Samuel L. Tuttle wrote an article published in the New York Evangelist in which he 
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described Campbellites as a deadly pestilence with “one of the most cunningly devised 
schemes” ever crafted to “injure the cause of Christ and ruin souls.”265 Later in the same 
month, in another article, Tuttle argued that Campbellism was a deceptive system, “a 
wolf in sheep’s clothing . . . a corpse festering in its own corruption . . . [throwing] up a 
royal highway to heaven, over which the unconverted multitude may pass without doing 
violence to a single feeling of their unsubdued nature.”266 In this period, earlier references 
to an episodic, if still deadly, menace were replaced with rhetoric that characterized 
“Campbellism” as a pervasive problem without a clear solution.  
But as Campbellites grew in number they also grew in prominence. As Harrell has 
explained, “the Disciples made considerable progress among the people of culture, 
wealth, and social position as the crudest stages of frontier life moved farther west.” In 
major western cities, such as Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, and Louisville, as well as in smaller 
towns and rural areas, Campbellites made inroads among social elites.267 They converted 
wealthy members of society and important social figures, such as justices, businessmen, 
and prominent farmers. Gaining influential members of western society while also 
collecting massive portions of the “common folk” contributed substantially to the 
normalization and legitimization of Campbellism in broader American society. By the 
1840s, this group of Christians was a relatively balanced cross-section of the American 
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citizenry in the West. Furthermore, the expression of their Christianity lacked the 
appearance of the kinds of radicalism, such as the Mormons, Millerites, and the Shakers, 
which so inflamed western Americans. Campbell did not offer a new prophecy like 
Joseph Smith, he did not proclaim to have “cracked the code of the scripture’s prophetic 
imagery,” nor did he prescribe the celibacy, egalitarianism, or acceptance of miracles and 
new spiritual revelations like the Shakers.268 Rather, Campbellite Christianity looked 
familiar. It was patriarchal, it was republican – not democratic - and it called for the 
eradication of new revelations. Campbell embraced the general contours of authority in 
American society. In so many ways, Campbellism seemed common, average, or, as 
Harrell argues “middle-of-the-road.” 
 Especially in the latter half of the decade, as several editors clung to 
characterizing the Campbellites as a deadly disease, others admitted defeat and 
sometimes extended the hand of brotherly recognition. In 1846, the New England Puritan 
published an article that conveyed how things were changing. The article explicitly 
included Campbellites with Methodists and Presbyterians as insiders, and it juxtaposed 
them collectively with “Roman Priests.”269 Prior to this period, Campbellites and 
“Romanists” were heretical bedfellows; now – as Irish Catholic immigration was rapidly 
increasing - they were opponents. In April of the same year, the Christian Watchman 
published an article from its western correspondent in Missouri, giving a sketch of that 
group of Christians known as “Campbellites, or Reformers, of Christians.” The 
correspondent wrote, “In some of the country towns they are in the ascendant, in others 
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they hold a rank in influence equal to any other denomination.” He explained that based 
on what he heard and saw, after observing several meetings, it was true to say that:  
. . . their devotional exercises are conducted with propriety, animation, and 
apparent sincerity. In the community they are respectable and influential 
citizens. No system can be better adapted to take with the serious minded, 
moral portion of the people of the West . . . The pastor of the church in 
this town has the bearing of a gentleman for whom nature and education 
have done much; he wears the aspect of kindness and benevolence. If I 
obtain more enlarged or more correct views of this religious 
denomination, you may hear further.270  
 
The Christian Watchman articulated the shift that was taking place; Campbellites were 
increasingly thought of as an established and respectable denomination.    
The years before and after the turn of the decade signaled the end of the transition 
period from sect to denomination for the Campbellites. At the turn of the decade, 
Campbell’s focus shifted away from publicity and growth and toward sustainability and 
institutionalization. Evidence of this shift is clear in Campbell’s focus on building 
meetinghouses and reducing “independency,” in the establishment of Bethany College, 
and in his decision to cease public debates.271  
 
“Half-Horse Half-Alligator” N.L. Rice Debate 
Presbyterians failed to recognize Campbells potential for disruption in the early 
years of the 1830s. It had been nearly three decades since the Campbell’s were affiliated 
with the Presbyterians. In that time, Presbyterians were struggling to keep members and 
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looking for ways to get new ones. They knew that a debate with Campbell  would, at the 
very least, bring attention.  If their champion could publicly defeat Campbell, the man 
who built his reputation using public debate, perhaps they could reverse the decline they 
had experienced over the past decade and a half. By 1842, Campbellites outnumbered 
Presbyterians five to one.272 Press coverage of Campbell and his “Campbellism” 
increased in this period. It more than doubled from 1838 to 1839 and it maintained a 
steady upward trend well into the 1840s.273 The heavily publicized debate between 
Campbell and the Presbyterian minister Reverend N. L. Rice in Lexington, Kentucky 
contributed appreciably to this current. It had been twenty years since Campbell first 
debated in Kentucky and the debate with Rice was a bookend for Campbell’s career in 
public debates.  
Rice was not the first option for an opponent. Campbell preferred to debate John 
C. Young, the president of Center College in Danville, Kentucky. Campbell’s preference 
is unsurprising. His choice in opponent was always calculated and Young fit the mold of 
“worthy opponent.” Campbell also believed that Young’s prestigious position in the 
community would garner more attention than other would-be opponents. But Young’s 
health was failing and he declined the invitation. So too did the first choice of the 
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Presbyterians, Dr. Robert J. Breckenridge, a member of the famed Breckenridges of 
Kentucky and a Presbyterian minister. According to J.J. Haley, Breckenridge thought too 
highly of Campbell to debate him, stating “I will never be Alexander Campbell’s 
opponent . . . I esteem him too highly.”274 So the committee, put together by the Synod in 
Kentucky, selected one of its five members, N.L Rice, a Presbyterian minister from Paris, 
Kentucky, to serve as Campbell’s opponent. Campbell was disappointed with the 
selection, having heard from others that Rice was pugilistic and biased. For the first time 
in a public debate, Campbell was without question the more prominent participant. It was 
also clear, as the debate went on, that Campbell and his system were on the defensive and 
that Rice was the hostile challenger, a role Campbell had always played before.   
The debate began on November 15, 1843 in the Reform Church meetinghouse in 
Lexington and was presided over by Henry Clay. It is unclear why Clay participated 
except that he knew of Campbell – in 1832 Campbell urged him to submit a proposal to 
Congress using the federal surplus to pay for the emancipation and colonization of all 
African slaves in America – and that he admired Campbell.275 It is also true that Clay was 
between terms in the Senate and that he was the most prominent citizen in Lexington, if 
not in all of Kentucky. He was an astute choice for drawing attention to, as well as 
garnering legitimacy for, a public debate. Similar to Campbell’s previous debates with 
Presbyterians, the issue of baptism was a central topic, as were the working of the Holy 
Spirit and conversion experiences and confessional creeds. The debate was hailed as a 
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great theological discussion and appealed to spectators across the nation. As The Weekly 
Ohio State Journal reported, Lexington was flooded with spectators eager to hear, and 
see, the debate. The WOSJ explained: 
Steamboats, stages, railroad cars, and vehicles of every variety, were 
crowded with zealous partisans, lovers of excitement, lovers of debate, 
and lovers of conflict, whether of body of mind – all rushing to the scene, 
eager to secure good lodgings, and good places to see and be seen. 
 
On our arrival last evening, the town was alive with strangers from various 
parts and States of the Union, near to the distance of a thousand miles.276 
 
The New England Puritan reported that a writer in the Protestant and Herald claimed it 
was “the greatest religious dispute in the world” with “the greatest man in the world,” 
Alexander Campbell, debating his equal, “Mr. Rice.”277 The debate stenographers 
recorded nearly 800 pages of text over sixteen days of debate and Presbyterian Reverend 
J. H. Brown, the organizer of the event, purchased the copyright for two thousand dollars. 
The book was advertised in newspapers across the country, keeping the debate alive well 
beyond the sixteen days it lasted.278  
In Presbyterian newspaper articles about the debate, Campbell was characterized 
as “the head man of the Campbellites,” “the author of Campbellism,” and “the oracle” or 
“sage of Bethany.” Rice was described as a “severe logician,” “the great fighting Rice,” 
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and a “giant-killer.” These titles suggest the extent to which things had changed since the 
McCalla debate in 1823. Rice, and Presbyterians who supported him, were on the attack 
and Campbell was characterized as a powerful and considerable foe. Presbyterians hoped 
Rice would be their David, slaying the giant and winning the region for their brand of 
Christianity.  
Richardson admitted that Rice was talented; his attention to detail and his 
knowledge of Campbell’s writings were considerable. Richardson also recorded that Rice 
“[had] a musical voice and a pleasant countenance, with brilliant black eyes and hair, a 
confident and positive manner and an agonistic style of gesticulation, he was well fitted 
to command attention.”279 Rice used Campbell’s own words and his wealth to attack him. 
Throughout the debate, Rice made a show of his attack on Campbell, gathering stacks of 
Campbell’s writing and books and pointing out possible inconsistencies in Campbell’s 
body of work. Towards the end of the debate, in response to Campbell’s claim that the 
clergy were “venal,” Rice offered this barbed response: 
The clergy, the gentleman says, will unite if you give them money. I presume he 
ought to know by what motives he is influenced in his religious career . . . I 
pretend not to sit in judgment on the motives of Mr. C.; but it is a remarkable fact, 
if I am correctly informed, that he has, by his various labors and offices, 
accumulated more wealth than any one of the venal clergy, as he considers them. I 
venture to assert, that there is not in this country a Presbyterian minister who has, 
by his ministerial labors, accumulated the one-tenth part as much as has Mr. 
Campbell. And yet he has not failed to denounce the clergy as the most corrupt 
and venal men!!!280  
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Rice exposed the reality that although Campbell was not a paid clergyman, he profited 
handsomely from business connected to religiosity. Rice’s method of attack was akin to 
the way Campbell built cases against his opponents, the way he built an argument for a 
new Bible, or for proposing a different hymnbook, or for prescribing a “restored” 
Christianity. Much like Campbell, especially in Campbell’s early years when he 
published the Christian Baptist, Rice combined reasonable theology with thinly veiled 
and facetious attacks and personal assaults to batter his opponent.  
It’s hard to tell how people responded to Rice’s attack on Campbell’s wealth. 
However, among Kentuckians and westerners generally, the issue of his wealth was a 
debate Campbell had already won. Rice was not the first opponent to publicly attack 
Campbell’s wealth. In fact, Rice’s use of the “one tenth” figure hints that in his 
preparation for the debate with Campbell he may have read the attack levied by Lawrence 
Greatrake nearly two decades before. Like Rice, Greatrake claimed that one of 
Campbell’s primary concerns was money. He alleged that Campbell’s printed business 
was intended to “wheedle the Baptists and others of the community out of as much 
money as would cover the salary of nine out of ten at least of the Baptist ministers.”281 
When Campbell responded in 1824, he used an argument that served him well throughout 
his career and, indeed, has served the collective memory of him. Campbell argued that 
his labor was deserving of compensation, explaining that it was the same for him “as any 
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person having a printing establishment . . .”282 Where opposing clergymen saw an 
arbitrary distinction, preaching from the pulpit for free but making a fortune preaching in 
print, lay-people across the trans-Appalachian west saw separate spheres of practice. In 
what was accepted as the sacred sphere, Campbell offered his services for free. In the 
secular sphere, he was a successful businessman who was subject to the same market 
reasoning as anyone else. As Noll has explained, American evangelicals in the period had 
disposed of earlier “ideals of Christendom,” functionally separating their lives in to 
sacred and secular spheres.283 Even though most of Campbell’s followers, and Campbell 
himself, remained suspicious of wealth, a virtuous man was seen as being blessed by God 
and, therefore, deserved just compensation for his efforts. Rice’s criticism was reasonable 
but it likely had little effect on Campbell’s reputation.  
  Nevertheless, Campbell was clearly unnerved by the tenor and approach of 
Rice’s attack. In the address that followed, Campbell tellingly ignored the issue of money 
but pointed out that Rice used Campbell’s writings to bring up “matters wholly 
extraneous” of their agreed upon topics.  He responded to Rice’s claims of inconsistency 
in the following way: 
It would be more than human, more than mortal man has yet achieved, if in 
twenty years’ writing, and in issuing one magazine of forty-eight octavo pages 
every month, written both at home and abroad, in steamboats, hotels and in the 
houses of my private friends and brethren, I should have so carefully, definitely 
and congruously expressed myself on every occasion on these much controverted 
subjects as to furnish no occasion to our adversaries to extract a sentence or a 
passage which, when put into their crucible and mixed with other ingredients, 
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might not be made to appear somewhat different from itself and myself and my 
other writings.284 
  
Although Campbell remained calm and offered eloquent responses, from the early stages 
of the debate, Rice kept Campbell on the defensive. As early as the second portion of the 
debate, a discussion of the Holy Spirit, Campbell took the time to address what Haley 
called “unscrupulous propaganda.” Campbell claimed that Presbyterians were 
manipulating the crowd to manufacture a victory for his opponent. He alleged that 
runners were sent all over the land to proclaim Rice’s victory, even though the contest 
was ongoing, and that “a laughing committee has been organized with a clerical 
fugleman, at whose signal certain persons are to smile a little broad, and thus encourage 
my worthy friend!” Campbell announced that “My paedobaptist friends have rather gone 
ahead of all my past experiences and expectations.”285 Rice responded, “The gentleman, 
in the recklessness of despair, has charged the Presbyterians of this community with 
attempting by unfair means to manufacture public sentiment against him. The charge is 
not true . . . If he believes what he has said, it only proves that a man in trouble can 
persuade himself to believe the greatest absurdities.”286 
As was often the case, both sides claimed victory. Several newspapers printed 
articles about the debate, and, like the New England Puritan, many concluded that 
Presbyterians believed Rice was the victor, while “Evangelical Denominations” believed 
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it was Campbell.287 Both sides argued their position in print. In 1845, an article in the 
Christian Observer explained that before the debate Campbellites in Kentucky were “half 
horse and half alligator,” a reference that evoked the characterization of Kentuckians that 
participated in the Battle of New Orleans in the War of 1812.288 After the debate, the 
article claimed, they were “all horse;” Rice, and his compelling argument, domesticated 
them. The article concluded that Rice was on his way to Ohio, another Campbellite 
stronghold, to do the same thing. But Campbellites contended that impact mattered more 
than rhetorical skill. Appealing to tangible evidence as proof of Campbell’s success, even 
though they believed Campbell won the rhetorical contest as well, Campbellites, and 
Campbell himself, pointed to numerical growth in the wake of the debate. The 
Presbyterian Church continued to struggle and decline in the blue-grass state, while 
Campbell’s followers grew into the tens of thousands, a convincing argument even 
though the debate was only one of several possible reasons for Campbellite growth.289  
The sales of Brown’s printed copy of the debate are a more fascinating 
assessment of victory. Although it sold well, as every Campbell debate did, the net effect 
of its distribution seems to have benefitted Campbell. In the years that followed the 
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debate, there are numerous examples and anecdotes of individuals reading the printed 
debate and converting to Campbellism. It is possible, of course, that Campbell and other 
Campbellites were careful to report these events and Presbyterians were not. However, 
given the excitement about Rice’s “victory” and the effort to publicize it in the national 
press, it seems likely that Presbyterians would also have wanted to publicize the success 
of the printed contest. Presbyterians made no claim for the success of the book and, in the 
wake of reports about conversions from Presbyterianism to Campbellism, Reverend 
Brown, the owner of the copyright, sold it to a Campbellite, C.D. Roberts from 
Jacksonville, Ill., for a small sum.290 If Rice had truly won the debate, his argument in 
print did not compel readers the same way it compelled a live audience.  
Campbell had come a long way since his first debate in 1820. The debate with 
Rice was a success, even if, for the first time, a clear victory was dubious. In fact, the 
success of the debate for Campbell, in spite of Rice’s rhetorical brilliance, reveals why 
Campbell had no further need for such a spectacle. He was too well known for many 
“worthy” challengers to take him on and less well-known challengers, such as Rice, 
offered little opportunity for advancement and presented increasing risk. At one point 
during the debate, Rice attested to this fact, stating: 
Mr. C. goes not for victory. I wish he would. I am anxious to see his gigantic 
powers brought fully to bear on the subject. It may be true, as he fretfully 
intimates, that he can not gain very great fame by triumphing over one so feeble 
as your humble servant; but it is also true that he may gain the more disgrace by 
failing, as he evidently has, to sustain himself. What opinion will the public form 
of the strength of his cause, when he, who would affect to look down with 
contempt upon men of ordinary powers, fails to sustain it! What must be thought 
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of this boasted reformation, and of its invincible champion, when both sink under 
the feeble strokes of a mere pigmy!291 
 
The debate was a boon for Rice personally. In the same way that Robert Owen in 1829 
raised the celebrity of Campbell, Campbell’s debate with Rice raised Rice’s acclaim in 
the region. It was a significant win for Rice, an up-and-coming member of a 
denomination that was struggling to gather Americans in places such as Kentucky.  
The debate had little effect on Campbell. He remained the de facto leader of a 
thriving denomination that appealed particularly to people living in the trans-Appalachian 
west. After 1843, Campbell ceased to value public debates the way he used to. Even 
though his movement appears to have profited from the Rice debate, it isn’t clear that 
substantial numerical growth was the result of the debate, Campbellites were already 
dominant in this region by 1843. More than anything, the printed version offered 
anecdotal successes to the movement. Campbell claimed he was proudest of the success 
that came when his uncle Archibald, a Presbyterian elder in Newry, Ireland for over fifty 
years, read the debate and concluded that infant baptism was not biblical. In these years, 
Campbell turned his attention toward  a new project, the development of a college, and 
toward organizing the Americans who called themselves “Disciples.” He ceased to 
challenge opponents to debate or to accept challenges to debate publicly.  
 
Meetinghouse 
In January of 1834, Campbell wrote, “As the disciples are now engaging in the 
erection of houses of worship in various portions of the United States, it may not be 
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unseasonable to offer a few remarks on this business.”292 This sentence is informative in 
two important ways: 1. It reveals that Campbell’s following had grown large enough to 
feel as though they had a need for buildings of their own, and 2. They had begun building 
them. Campbell did not believe that a meetinghouse was a New Testament mandate. In 
fact, he spent a significant amount of time preaching from underneath a tree, in a house, 
or any building that was available – a practice that was well known in the United States 
but also one that Campbell had experienced in Scotland and in Ireland.293 However, much 
of that was in the early days, when he was an insurgent seeking an audience. After 1830, 
Campbell and his followers increasingly found Baptist meetinghouses, as well as the 
meetinghouses of other denominations, closed to them.  
As private homes were increasingly too small and as access to other 
denominational buildings was restricted, the Campbellites began to build or take. 
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Because so many Campbellites were former Baptists, meetinghouses became the site of 
intense conflicts as loyal Baptists and former Baptists fought over who ought to control 
church property. As Jeff Perry has argued, Alexander Campbell’s “religious insurgency” 
produced heated litigation over church property.294 As early as 1830, the Christian 
Watchman reported that Baptists and Campbellites were fighting over a meetinghouse in 
Cincinnati. A split occurred in the congregation when a portion of the members left the 
Sycamore Street Church “on account of the errors of Alexander Campbell.” Both sides 
claimed ownership of the recently constructed meetinghouse. Those members who 
identified as Baptists claimed they paid $4,000.00 toward the building, while the 
Campbellites, they claimed, paid only $600.00. The Campbellites published their own 
statement, claiming that those who seceded paid only $1,500.00.295 Each group was 
unwilling to relent so they shared the building for some time.296  
An 1834 article in the Connecticut Observer revealed that the incident in 
Cincinnati was not isolated and, as Perry describes, that Kentucky was a hotbed for this 
kind of contest. The author explained: 
That the doctrines of Mr. Campbell are rapidly spreading in the West, I fear is too 
true. They have produced the most disastrous consequences to very many of the 
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Baptist churches in all parts of the West, and especially in Kentucky, where the 
law allows even a small minority of a church who have seceded, or been expelled 
for heresy, to occupy the meeting-house in which they formerly worshipped, such 
portion of the Sabbath as is proportionate to their relative numbers. In 
consequence of this the Campbellites and the Orthodox, in many cases, worship in 
the same meeting-houses, and all the evils which can arise from such a course 
exist and flourish.297 
 
In Nashville, Baptists were not so lucky. The Nashville Republican reported in 1835 that 
Campbellites took possession of the United Baptist Church after a majority of the 
congregation adopted “forms of Campbellism.” The article argued “As the property was 
given to the United Baptist Church, from which they [Campbellites] have departed, they 
ought, in justice, to have retired and left those who retained the original principles of the 
denomination in peaceable possession.”298 In Louisville, the Baptists faction paid the 
Campbellite faction off, in the sum of $3,000.00, to take sole possession of a 
meetinghouse they were previously sharing.299 Throughout the trans-Appalachian west, 
Campbellites and Baptists were in contest over meetinghouse property, contests that 
frequently ended up in local courts where justices were tasked with determining 
“authenticity” and ownership.  
This phenomenon was not unique to the Campbellites and Baptists. The 
Congregationalist split between Unitarians and Trinitarians in Massachusetts, famously 
tied to the appointment of a “liberal,” Henry Ware, to Harvard College’s Hollis Chair in 
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1805, led to a similar legal battle over church property. The divide between Orthodox 
Congregationalists (Trinitarians) and liberal Congregationalists (Unitarians) caused splits 
in a number of individual churches. When the First Church of Dedham split over the 
selection of a liberal minister, Reverend Alvan Lamson, the majority of its regularly 
attending members left the church but sued for possession of the church property. The 
Supreme Court of Massachusetts, a state that in 1818 still maintained Congregationalism 
as its official religion, found that “religious society,” meaning the parish, had the legal 
power to name a minister and the legal rights to church property.300  As Peter S. Field has 
explained, the Dedham Decision, as it came to be known, left Orthodox 
Congregationalists at the mercy of Unitarians; if they seceded, their ministers would not 
receive tax monies and they could not maintain possession of church property.301 The 
Dedham decision is a notable example of how property ownership entangled the 
relationship between religion and the state. Since it is the sovereignty of the state that 
legitimizes and sustains property ownership, the only recourse to claim property was to 
appeal to the state.  
The Dedham Decision was interesting because the state decided against the 
orthodox members of its own established church, finding that, because the church was 
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essentially an arm of the state in Massachusetts, the rights of property landed squarely on 
the side of the body politic and not the orthodox. The consequences of this decision 
though, were inescapably theological since property ownership corresponded to 
authenticity. Despite having no established church in the states where Campbellites and 
Baptists fought over meetinghouses, the state was still called upon to determine which 
group legally owned the property and was therefore authentic. Sometimes Campbellites 
won control of formerly Baptist meetinghouses and frequently the opposite happened.302 
As the decade wore on, and the allocation of properties neared completion, new and 
growing congregations had to look elsewhere for a place to meet. Some met in public 
buildings, such as courthouses, but for many Campbellite congregations, building a 
meetinghouse became a practical necessity.303  
Campbell recognized the need for meetinghouses but he also recognized the 
opportunity of the moment. Building meetinghouses was an opportunity for uniformity, 
an institutional building block that was less important in the early years but was vital for 
sustaining the work he had done. In 1839, Campbell argued that meetinghouses were 
“indispensible” in times of “external ease” to fulfill the Christian obligation of 
proclaiming a “free and full” Christianity to the world, a deliberate, if implicit, reference 
to competing forms of Christianity. Campbell argued that without Campbellite 
meetinghouses, their message would not be heard at all. Campbell claimed “the 
denominations” censored Christianity and offered empty proclamations of inauthentic 
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Christianity.304 According to Campbell, these empty proclamations were not restricted to 
rhetoric and creeds. He used his market-tested approach to explain how most church 
buildings, from grand cathedrals to ramshackle shanties, either glorified men or disgraced 
God and that he had a solution.  
Campbell claimed that if a meetinghouse were built according to “reason and 
religion,” it would be something that has never been seen. Certainly, such a building 
existed, but Campbell meant that while he believed most other Christian buildings were 
built for the impractical flattery of human vanity, his conceptualization was designed to 
be functional in a way that equalized the experience of the sacred for all attendees. Again, 
several such buildings existed, for example, the meetinghouses of the Friends or the trend 
in evangelical building that tended toward constructing with an eye toward functionality. 
But, in the same way that Campbell argued for a new, New Testament, for new Christian 
hymns, and a for new prescription for Christian life, Campbell claimed there was new 
way to build meetinghouses. 
Campbell’s description of a proper meetinghouse was highly detailed. He called 
for a building that was “a one story house, without steeple, galleries, or pulpit.” He even 
explained the proper slope of the floor: “The floor should be an inclined plane, 
descending from the entrance one foot in every eight or ten.”305 The slope was intended 
to ensure that the people who were leading the worship service could be seen and heard 
effectively from any vantage point in the building. Campbell suggested that, “To those 
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acquainted with the philosophy of sound it would be unnecessary to say any thing on the 
superior ease of speaking and of hearing in a house so fashioned . . .”306 He argued that 
“More than half the expenses of erecting a meeting house would be saved on this plan, 
inasmuch as the fashionable columns, galleries, and pulpits of this age constitute the chief 
items of expense.” He concluded by stating, “These arrangements are not only rational, 
and in accordance with the common sense of mankind, but would contribute much to the 
edification and comfort of the congregation.”307 Campbell believed that the most 
important design attributes were the ones that made a building concretely useful, an 
indication that his father’s guiding principle, always asking “What will it profit?”, 
remained firmly in place.  
Surprisingly perhaps, given his distaste for the hierarchical order of other chapels, 
Campbell also prescribed a seating arrangement for the auditorium. At the front of the 
auditorium, “opposite to the entrance,” he placed seats for the elders to sit. He divided the 
pews that faced forward between “members of the church” and “the attending public,” 
providing that they should be “equally well accommodated.”308 But Campbell in no way 
believed that his division of the auditorium resembled what he perceived to be the 
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hierarchical or self-aggrandizing order of grand chapels and cathedrals.309 It is also 
important to point out that Campbell was not making an argument for equal status among 
attendants; rather, he was interested in equal access. The elders who sat at the front were 
chosen by the congregation to lead the group in Christian thought and worship and 
therefore were given a status and place different from the congregants in the pews. 
Nevertheless, their placement at the front, according to Campbell, was still intended to be 
a practical measure since they would be the men leading the service and, he was quick to 
point out, they would be seated at the lowest place in the building – a space, he suggested, 
for humble service rather than pretentious authority. Furthermore, the division between 
members and the public was intended to be accommodating. He believed that a 
separation between “members” and “auditors” would help to avoid confusion and would 
allow guests the freedom to watch and listen without feeling forced to participate.  
Jeanne Halgren Kilde’s work on Christian architecture helps to place Campbell’s 
concern with being “seen and heard” as well as his concern with the “convenience of the 
space” within the genealogical context of Christian architecture. His prescription for 
meetinghouse design was clearly a descendant of the divided aesthetic that emerged in 
the wake of the Protestant Reformation. But within this long narrative, Campbell’s 
prescription is situated chronologically with the emergence of the evangelical camp 
meeting and the architectural response to it. Campbell despised the emotionalism of 
revival meetings, he also disliked their potential for ineffectiveness. Camp meetings 
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sometimes had multiple stages with preachers competing with the noise of the crowd and 
each other. They nearly always featured emotional outbursts from the crowd and raucous 
responses to the “moving of the spirit.” Families and individual attendees frequently 
camped close by, making camp revivals fluid settings where people would come and go 
as they pleased and where children and young people played on the fringes.  These were 
ingredients that obstructed the order that Campbell so loved.  
Campbell frequently preached in open spaces, but these meetings were far more 
intimate than camp meetings such as Cane Ridge. Kilde explains that revivalist preachers 
depended on their ability to project their sermons to potentially thousands of listeners in 
open air spaces that were often inhospitable acoustically. Because so many preachers had 
difficulty projecting, interest grew in constructing buildings that met these acoustic and 
organizational needs. Kilde argues that evangelical antiformalism led to the camp 
meeting but the problems of the camp meeting led to a particular kind of evangelical 
Christian architecture, Christian space that attempted to solve the problem of camp-
meeting acoustics while embracing what Kilde calls the central component of evangelical 
worship – its social or communal nature.310  
It is obvious that Campbell’s space shared the long held antiformalist perspective 
regarding ornamentation and that his conception of Christian space included the 
evangelical organizational principles that were a reaction to the practical problems of 
revivals. But Campbell’s space was not ordered with a concern for the kind of “social 
interaction and fellowship” that was a significant component of the designs for 
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evangelical space. Campbell embraced the evangelical importance of the individual, but 
he did not embrace “experiential” Christianity and he did not believe Christian space 
should be designed to showcase the experience of individuals to the rest of the 
congregation. Somewhat paradoxically then, Campbell embraced the formalist, forward-
facing design for church buildings, while embracing an anti-formalist stance on 
ornamentation and an antiformalist approach regarding Christian practice and individual 
access to the divine. He believed that his prescription for Christian space was ordered to 
facilitate the most equitable access to Christian practice.   
Since his followers were already building meetinghouses by the early 1830s, the 
importance of these spaces only increased through the decade. After a tour through the 
South in 1839, Campbell composed an essay to criticize the dilapidated shanties being 
used for meetinghouses. He wrote “Those splendid, rich, and gorgeous things, called 
Temples and Cathedrals, fitted up in all the vanity and pride of life, are not a keener satire 
on the meek and lowly Jesus, than are these dilapidated, cheerless, cold, and ruined 
places, called Christian meetinghouses.”311 Campbell vehemently criticized the 
extravagance of religious architecture but he also called for something above the “open, 
leaky, tottering, windowless, [and] stoveless,” meetinghouses that he observed on his 
tour.312 He was acutely aware of the importance of perception and he believed that a 
“serviceable meetinghouse,” a proper meetinghouse, fell somewhere between extravagant 
and shanty. He tellingly argued, “our houses of worship ought to be as comfortable places 
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of meeting, to say the least, as the private dwellings of the average class that frequents 
them.”313   
 The details of Campbell’s prescription should come as no surprise when 
considered within the broader story of American Christianity in the period. By 1833, the 
disordered and disjointed revivalism that characterized the Second Great Awakening had 
erupted in fits and starts across the American landscape for over three decades. Bringing 
the revival meeting inside was the architectural response to the relative chaos of camp 
meetings. Simultaneously, the United States ceased to be a country with any established 
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religion. In 1818, Connecticut was the first state, of the states that continued to have 
state-sponsored churches after the Revolution, to abolish its official church. When 
Massachusetts ceased funding the Congregational church in 1833, the disestablishment 
project was complete. Like revivalism, disestablishment was not a coherent or systematic 
undertaking; it happened in different places, at different times, and for different 
reasons.314 Nevertheless, both circumstances generated a widespread yearning for order. 
As someone who despised the disorder of camp meetings and who doubted the validity of 
their emotional conversions, Campbell had no interest in bringing the meeting inside. 
Campbell’s prescription for how Christians ought to build accorded with his general 
thoughts on revivalism and disestablishment – independent Christians needed a place to 
meet and this place ought to facilitate a “rational” or “reasonable,” i.e. not emotional, 
Christian practice.  
By 1840, Campbellites had a clear understanding of what a meetinghouse “ought” 
to be and meetinghouses became “brick and mortar” extensions of a Campbellite 
institution across the American landscape. That same year, Campbell commenced 
building the institution that he hoped would tie it all together, Bethany College.  
 
Bethany College 
The founding of Bethany College in 1840 indicated the end of the transition 
period for the Campbellites. It served as a bookend of sorts for Campbell’s life, firmly 
reconnecting him to the business of education. After nearly two decades away from direct 
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investment in the educational marketplace, Bethany College was a testament to his 
entrepreneurial success and, he hoped, the institutional center of the Campbellite 
movement. It was the educational institution that Campbell hoped Buffaloe Academy 
would have been over twenty years before and it was the project Campbell devoted the 
rest of his life to.315  
Campbell announced his plans for Bethany College the same way he announced 
any new project, through the Harbinger. In an article titled “A New Institution,” 
Campbell proclaimed a “Great System of Education.” He hoped his thousands of readers 
would support this project and he explained to them “I am willing to bestow much 
personal labor, without any charge, in getting up this institution . . .” He also vowed to 
invest “a few thousand dollars in it” on the condition that “our brethren – the rich and 
opulent especially – and those who have children to educate, will take a strong hold of it 
and determine to build up an establishment that may be . . . a lasting and a comprehensive 
blessing.” He explained that this essay would the be the first in a series on education and 
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that, should the community agree in the value of the project, “We shall first want many 
thousands of dollars, and next many hundreds of students.”316  
Campbell continued to be engaged in education after closing Buffaloe Academy. 
When he was elected as a delegate to the Virginia Constitutional Convention, he gave 
one of the earliest pleas in the United States for free public education. Shortly after the 
closing of the convention, Campbell joined the Western Literary Institute and College of 
Professional Teachers. He became a prominent member among a remarkably noteworthy 
membership and was eventually elected as one of its vice presidents. He read much of the 
contemporary literature on education and educational philosophy and he frequently wrote 
on the topic in the Harbinger.317 Campbell’s abiding interest in education throughout his 
life illustrates that Bethany College, unlike his printing business, was a labor of love. 
Teaching was the family business and, as so many Campbellite scholars have argued, 
Campbell had always been a teacher.   
Campbell reentered the educational market during a period that an earlier 
generation of historians called “the age of denominational colleges.” But as Cummins 
points out, despite the large number of colleges founded in this period, local ministers 
founded the majority of these colleges. Their boards of trustees, faculty, and students 
often came from the same denomination, so in a sense they were denominational schools. 
But they were more beholden to their local community generally than they were to any 
sort of denominational body or bureaucracy. Cummins agrees with Daniel Booristin’s 
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conclusion that these colleges were “neither public not private – but a community 
institution.” Because they depended upon local support, they developed curriculum that 
was not sectarian or overtly theological but appealed to “enterprising, capitalistic, 
scientific, and technological” demands. They promoted “moral idealism” instead of 
denominationalism. Finally, as in print, the localism of American society meant dozens 
of colleges, representing their own regional and local communities. As Cummins points 
out, “England, with a population of 23 million, had four institutions of higher learning, 
while the state of Ohio alone, with a population of a mere three million, had 37 
colleges.”318 
At fifty-two years old and with his financial empire well established, Campbell 
went back to the family business. As promised in his 1839 article, Campbell obtained a 
charter from the state legislature and began work on his “New Institution.” Originally, the 
plan included what Campbell called a union of the four institutions – the family, the 
primary school, the college, and the church – forming a “a great system of education.” 
His plan called for a dormitory, Stewart’s Inn, for students attending the college, houses 
for Professors, and a “Family House” for children attending the primary school. 
Campbell proposed that the Family House would be designed for creating a “model 
family,” a family he hoped would be duplicated across the nation. Although the “Family 
House” never materialized, it made up a substantial portion of his original announcement. 
It called for children, boys actually, ages 7 to 14 to be admitted into each “family” of one 
hundred or more children. Each family would have a “paternal and maternal 
government.” If it made sense in practice, a second “family,” made up of girls, ages 7 to 
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14, would be connected with the institution and, he hoped, become an integral part of the 
institution. Campbell explained that the “model family” played a vital role in creating an 
institution designed with an “eye to the destiny of man, to the supremacy of religion and 
morality.”  His plan articulated an institutional system intended to produce morally 
educated individuals to lead Campbellite congregations and to reform society 
wholesale.319  
Had Campbell’s grand plan been built, it might have been truly novel. 
Nevertheless, only the college materialized. Like so many of Campbell’s claims of 
novelty, this “new institution” looked a lot like other, long-standing institutions – even 
those, such as Bacon College, within his own movement.320 But, as was his custom as a 
“restorationist,” Campbell hearkened back to traditional institutions – Edinburgh, 
Glasgow, and Aberdeen universities – to distinguish his college from other American 
forms of higher education. Here again, Campbell’s prescription was simultaneously 
progressive and conservative, claiming innovation but connecting it to older, tried and 
true institutions. In fact, Campbell complained about the unbridled establishment of 
inferior institutions of higher education. He claimed that Americans valued education 
above all societies but in their excitement and haste they had watered it down and diluted 
its potency.    
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The opening of Bethany College revealed Campbell’s entrepreneurial success. It 
was not a move into a new industry for the sake of profit or growth, necessarily. It was a 
move toward fulfillment. In a certain sense, Bethany College was a “coming home” for 
Campbell. His desire to focus on education was implicit in his seminal article about 
Bethany. After spending his life building a religious movement and a business empire, he 
hoped to retire to education. Campbell believed that his personal wealth and his massive 
network of readers would be enough to found and sustain this final project. From the 
beginning, Campbell made good on his promise to invest. He selected a valuable and 
beautiful piece of his own land and deeded it to the College as well as donating $10,000 
to start construction.  Although his selection of a rural setting was in line with American 
trends, his selection of Bethany – a place that was challenging to get to by the standards 
of the day – indicates how Campbell’s desire for control could yet outweigh his 
pragmatism. This piece of land was within walking distance of the Campbell home and 
Campbell envisioned being at the head of this new institution. The rural and isolated 
location also indicates that the college, unlike his other business ventures, was less about 
profit and expansion and more about cultivating the educational environment that 
Campbell had dreamed of for decades.  
Construction began in 1840 and, by November 1841, 102 students were enrolled 
in the newly constructed college.  That same year, Isaac Harris published his General 
Business Directory, a publication that contained business listings, commentary on 
regional industry, as well as general and statistical information about the region. The 
entry for Wellsburg, Virginia, the Brooke County seat, contained an announcement for 
Campbell’s Bethany College. It explained that only seven miles from Wellsburg, “one of 
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the most extensive colleges in the United States” was being constructed. It described the 
campus as one of “great beauty” and predicted that this new institution would greatly 
benefit the Wellsburg economy.321 Harris’ description indicated the considerable 
prominence of Campbell’s re-entry into the education marketplace and the substantial 
difference between the venture school he opened in 1818 and the college he was about to 
open. In 1818, Campbell was a relatively wealthy man who operated a school out of his 
home. In 1840, Campbell was an internationally known religious leader, he was one of 
the wealthiest men in the Ohio River Valley, he was a friend of national leaders such as 
Henry Clay and Andrew Jackson, and he owned and operated a monthly periodical that 
was read from Ireland to Texas.  
 Even though Bethany College was not actually the “New Institution” Campbell 
claimed, it is clear that Bethany College did what Buffaloe Seminary could not; it became 
a successful institutional hub for sustaining Campbell’s movement and it was the mother 
college of several prominent universities, including Texas Christian University, 
Pepperdine University, Butler University, and Drake University.322 His biggest 
disappointment with Buffaloe, that few of the students were interested in ministry, was a 
point of pride concerning Bethany. In 1858, while raising money to replace the massive 
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damage done by a fire, Campbell wrote “Some seventy preachers or evangelists” were 
graduates of Bethany College. Several prominent students passed through its halls and, at 
one point, it had the largest collegiate building in the United States.323 But, as it pertains 
to the purposes of this research, Bethany College illustrated how successful Campbell 
was.  
Unlike his other ventures, Bethany was a drain on his resources. While he was 
alive, he donated a total of 27 acres and $17,250; he served as the president without 
compensation; he travelled and raised funds without financial support from the college; 
and at times he personally paid faculty and gave students loans.324 When the campus 
burned in 1857, Campbell travelled and worked tirelessly, using his well-tested methods 
to build support, quickly raising tens of thousands to rebuild campus. In July of 1858, 
Campbell delivered a speech at the laying of the cornerstone for “Old Main,” Bethany’s 
largest and most iconic building. He explained that Americans valued education more 
than any other people, but that Americans had “outgrown themselves,” there were “too 
many colleges and universities, too many institutions so called.” The same was true, he 
claimed, of Christian colleges. He proclaimed “Bethany College” however “was the first 
college in the Union . . . that was founded upon the holy Bible . . .” and that because 
“Colleges are . . . the most important institutions on earth; second only to the Church of 
Christ” there was no better “approved object of Christian patronage and Christian 
liberality.” This speech, in concert with his touring efforts, was done in spite of his desire 
to be done with fundraising and business. He was old and tired and, if it were possible, he 
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would have avoided the role of fundraiser and promoter. However, the success of his 
educational vision was dependent on his time-tested abilities to market and promote. 
Instead of cutting ties, as he had done with Buffaloe in 1823, he doubled down and 
rebuilt. Bethany was not just another project; it was the culmination of his success. When 
he died, he left the school $10,000 and sought to ensure its enduring impact on religiosity 




By the mid-1840s, the Campbellites seemed primed to challenge other Christian 
denominations for dominance. In Kentucky, and in several other Appalachian states, 
Campbellites competed with Baptists and Methodists and far outnumbered Presbyterians. 
They were building their own meetinghouses across the West and in several locations, 
they erected colleges – notably Campbell’s own project, Bethany College. It was clear 
that the Campbellites were more than an ephemeral plague.  
But the growth brought with it the kind of disorder that Campbell despised. 
Campbell’s followers were growing rapidly in the 1840s and, as Richardson explained, 
he was aware that this dramatic increase called for a “systematic arrangement of co-
operation.” Richardson claimed that, “He, at this period, in common with many other 
intelligent Reformers, was fearful of a tendency in the Church to extreme views of 
independency, and was much alive to the great need of proper co-operation.”325 Realizing 
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as early as 1840 that this group of Christians who followed him was in need of more 
coherent structure, Campbell turned his focus significantly inward.  
The structure of authority in Campbellite churches, staunchly congregational, did 
not facilitate the kind of order that Campbell desired. Of course, this was a product of his 
prescription for Christianity and its success. By the 1840s, Campbell had readers across 
the United States as well as in other countries. Clerks dealt primarily with the 
correspondence that came in to his printing office and even those letters that Campbell 
preferred address personally became larger and larger files. It was clear that the 
movement had grown far too large, and had been for years, for Campbell to personally 
deal with congregational issues. In 1846, the same year he turned over the lead editor 
position of the Harbinger to W.K. Pendleton, he published a terse statement titled 
“Decision of Controversies” in the August edition. He announced: 
Be it known to all men to whom these presents may come, that I am compelled to declare 
my purpose to have nothing to do in the settlement of any controversy or difficulty 
amongst brethren or churches. I have sometimes given advice; but when that advice fails, 
I have no more to do in such matters. Many complaints are here, and some new ones are 
coming; but I will be no judge of any such matters.326  
 
Campbell believed that poor leadership on the local level was the root cause of the 
disorder and conflicts that existed. As his movement was now in need of better 
leadership, and as he had just opened a college, he expressed the view that only education 
would solve this dilemma and that “educated minds must govern the world and the 
church” because God made “men of learning” for this purpose. 327 Campbell led the 
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movement as its most powerful editor, eschewing hierarchy but insisting on his personal 
authority albeit an authority he wanted to believe emerged from his recognition of truths, 
not from any arcane training or status. He knew that form of guidance could not survive 
him and Bethany was a way to ensure his movement lived on.   
Campbell’s turn toward an educated leadership, which in practice was 
synonymous with an attempt to have an educated clergy, coincided with the recognition 
by other Christian groups that the Campbellites had completed the transition from sect to 
denomination. Criticism and condemnation persisted long after Campbell’s debate with 
Rice but there was shift taking place that was clear in the national press and in the 
reception Campbell received as he traveled. Richardson wrote about Campbell’s tours in 
1849 and 1850, saying, “nothing was more striking than the change in the deportment of 
the religious parties toward him. Such was now the decided tone of public sentiment and 
the desire to hear Mr. Campbell that everywhere they freely opened their meeting-
houses.”328 Being restricted for several years from speaking in other evangelical places of 
worship was a catalyst for completing a vital task in the transition from sect to 
denomination, building denominationally specific places for Christian worship. This step, 
somewhat ironically, contributed to the access Campbell received on his tours in the late 
1840s and 1850s. When he no longer needed the meetinghouses of other evangelical 
groups, he found them open. Campbellites were increasingly thought of as an established 
and respectable denomination. 
By the late 1840s, religious newspapers frequently characterized Campbellites, 
implicitly and explicitly, as just another evangelical denomination. And by the mid 1850s 
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some religious leaders praised Campbell for the work he did in a difficult region. In 1855, 
Baptist leader, Dr. Samuel Lynd of St. Louis, formerly a longtime Baptist pastor in 
Cincinnati who, in 1837, debated Campbell in the Harbinger, spoke with an air of 
inevitability about Campbell. Discussing the inception of “Campbellism,” Lynd argued 
that the churches were in need of reform and Campbell was bold enough to try to reform 
them. He disagreed with Campbell’s theology but credited his effort, saying “Whatever 
we may think of Mr. Campbell’s religious views, we are certainly indebted to his 
extravagance for the removal of many extravagances from our own churches.”329 Lynd 
also wrote a letter to the Tennessee Baptist that year to offer a correction about what had 
been said about Campbell and to urge other Baptists to be magnanimous in considering 
where they and Campbell might actually agree. 
As the 1840s came to a close, the Campbellites were a legitimized and normalized 
denomination and Campbell was their internationally revered and respected leader.  
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSION - THE BIBLE IN ONE HAND AND JOHN LOCKE IN THE OTHER  
Campbell used his Irish upbringing, his experience working for his father, and the 
investment capital he gained through marriage to build a large religious following and, 
equally importantly to this project, a business empire. Early on he paired public spectacle 
with print to grow a significant readership and project his celebrity onto the national and 
international stage. He maintained and capitalized on investments in agriculture and land 
speculation while increasing the capacity and efficiency of his print shop. When 
Congress granted his petition to serve as a postmaster, Campbell gained a substantial 
advantage over his competition. He used the franking privilege of his position to grow his 
mail-based business by thousands of monthly subscribers. These subscribers also 
purchased his books and made up a large portion of Campbellite congregations.  
By the mid 1840s, Campbell had followers in the tens of thousands who were 
forming congregations and building meetinghouses across the American landscape 
according to Campbell’s prescription. He was the president of a new college, Bethany 
College, that he hoped would serve as the institutional center of his religious movement. 
In 1843, he participated in his last public debate, signaling the end of the Campbellite 
transition from sect to denomination. It was a debate against an opponent he didn’t 
choose and a debate that he arguably lost. Despite the anecdotal gains he garnered to his 
movement from the printed version of the debate, Campbell never participated in a public 
debate again. He no longer needed a public spectacle to generate interest or to bring 
attention to his cause and he knew, better than most, the risk of being defeated by a 
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lesser-known challenger. As the decade progressed, Campbell increasingly turned his 
attention toward creating order in the denomination he led.  
The final two decades of his life were significantly spent managing and 
fundraising for Bethany College – especially after a fire destroyed much of the campus. 
He was listed as the editor for the Harbinger until roughly his death even though he had 
long since given the bulk of responsibility to others. His fundraising tours in the later 
years of his life were qualitatively different than in the 1820s and 30s. He was revered 
and befriended by people across the ideological spectrum – he and Robert Owen became 
life long friends -  and he was frequently welcomed into churches and meetinghouses that 
were previously closed to him. Richardson recorded that, despite his seemingly failing 
health, Campbell took a tour of the South in 1856 and found that he “was treated with 
more than usual courtesy by the ministry of different denominations, especially the 
Presbyterians.”330 In Kentucky, the Louisville Journal praised his “energy, self-reliance, 
and self-fidelity,” they ignored any discrepancies in belief and proclaimed that he had 
few living intellectual rivals.331 In Indiana, the Methodists opened their meetinghouses to 
him and when he travelled on a boat with Presbyterian ministers, they ardently hoped to 
hear him speak. At several stops during his final tours, the same groups that formerly 
maligned him celebrated him.  
When he died, he was one of the wealthiest men in the Ohio River Valley and was 
internationally recognized as a religious leader and thinker. Yet the very ethos of the 
movement he built, a populist rationale to Christianity, diminished his legacy. Even while 
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he was alive, his followers refused to be known by his name, considering “Campbellite” a 
derogatory term. They saw themselves as part of a movement that included Campbell, not 
one that flowed from him. In the wake of his death, power struggles among various 
leaders and a religiosity that was organized against concentrated power and hierarchical 
organization led to a disassociation from Campbell as an authority. Even though 
Campbell managed to maintain some relative cohesion through the Civil War, after his 
death these deep fissures separated his new denomination along the same lines as other 
denominations in the United States. This last thing, perhaps, is one of Campbell’s most 
impressive, if problematic, successes. Campbell’s cult of personality and the lack of 
institutional rigidity allowed him to hold a denomination together when most others had 
long since split.  
In the end, Campbell is mostly recognized for his role in establishing the largest 
American born denomination. A triumph that was fundamentally dependent on his 
success as an entrepreneur in the trans-Appalachian west. Campbell took advantage of 
the distinct opportunities available to him in the West; shrewdly building a business 
empire that underwrote and profited from the religious one. He was emblematic of the 
complex relationship between reason and religion in the American arena, as Davenport 
characterizes it, carrying “the Bible in one hand and John Locke in the other.”332 He 
believed that people who thought rationally would naturally see things his way.  
Perhaps his most important contribution to the history of religion in America was 
the way in which he built a denomination on the premise of creating and responding to 
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market demand. Historians have long referred to this period in American religious history 
as one in which religious leaders were forced to meet the demands of the market. But 
religious leaders such as Campbell also created market demand for religious products. 
Many Americans were unaware that they needed a new Bible, new hymnbooks, new 
church buildings, or a new college until Campbell told them they did.  
 Campbell exploited a moment in American history that Nathan Hatch 
characterizes as the “democratization of American Christianity” – using Campbell as a 
prime example – and that Jon Butler refers to as a period of increasing Christianization. 
But Campbell’s story was less about democratization and more about capitalization and 
consolidation. It was also more about conversion from one Christian prescription to a 
different Christian prescription than it was about conversions of non-Christians to 
Christians. Campbell’s story was about disrupting the order of other Christian forms, 
profiting doubly from the chaos – gaining religious followers and subscribers – and 
consolidating these networks of Christians into one unified, if unwieldy, group under his 
leadership.  
In a sense then, Campbell’s is a different story than the dominant narratives about 
the Second Great Awakening. Campbell wrote plainly that democratic Christianities were 
as much “a monster” as were the hierarchical versions of Christianity. As his movement 
grew, this belief intensified and Campbell increasingly advocated for educated leaders to 
rein-in the “poor, ignorant, and uneducated.”333 He also worked to undermine those who 
challenged his authority. Campbell used the power of his monthly periodical to constrain 
dissent or competition, even addressing congregational conflicts on the local level. It was 
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not until 1846 that Campbell publicly removed himself from attending to local 
congregational conflicts in print. Campbell’s story is fundamentally about his success at 
harnessing, consolidating, and profiting from American populist Christianity.  
Campbell’s legacy has been largely shaped by the hagiographical approach to his 
story but it has also been overshadowed by the prodigious attention paid to three religious 
phenomena in this period of American history: revivalism, circuit riders, and Protestant 
voluntary societies. Campbell was not a revivalist preacher. He abhorred camp meetings 
and emotional spectacle, preferring the order of his coordinated, publicized, and 
organized debates. Yet he benefitted from the chaos of revivalism, especially those 
meetings that contributed to Stone’s “Christians-only” group, but Campbell was not a 
revivalist preacher in the typical sense. He was also not a circuit rider or even truly an 
itinerant preacher. Campbell travelled significantly more than most Americans, even 
more than most of those with means. But circuit riding icons and itinerants, such as 
Francis Asbury, Peter Cartwright, or Lorenzo Dow, make Campbell’s tours seem 
infrequent and somewhat modest. Campbell’s tours had purposes beyond spurring a call 
to localized Christian reform, purposes usually attached to his printing business or to his 
college. Finally, the massive efforts, enormous capital, and the use of technological and 
organizational innovations of the religious publishing societies transformed print culture 
in the United States, contributing substantially to the emergence of mass media. 
Campbell condemned these societies early on and unlike them, he was a sole proprietor 
in the printing business. Remarkably, Campbell competed with them, garnering a 
substantial market-share and offering a divergent ethic for religious production. When 
voluntary societies worked against the logic of the market, using their substantial capital 
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to subsidize the dissemination of religious print materials, Campbell embraced the logic 
of the market, arguing that his product was worth the cost.   
Campbell was not a revivalist preacher. He was not a circuit rider. He railed 
against cooperative societies for decades before opportunistically acquiescing in the 
1840s. And, Campbell preached against the democratization of Christianity, comparing 
democratic church governance to a monster with several heads. Campbell was a first-rate 
thinker and an astute businessman who was committed to finding financial stability while 
working toward Christian reform. His insightful application of market-based logic and his 
opportunistic exploitation of fortuitous moments enabled him to do both simultaneously. 
In the secular sphere he appeared to be an industrious and successful businessman. And 
in the religious sphere, he made a spectacle of preaching for free, a claim that implicitly 
condemned clerics who made their living by taking money from their congregants. In 
truth, Campbell made a fortune selling his clerical services in the form of print to 
American Christians across the trans-Appalachian West. Even though his opponents were 
quick to point this out, Campbell’s characterization of his labor as a printer and farmer, 
juxtaposed against men who seemed not to work and who existed on the charity of their 
religious community, won the day.  
 Unlike his cooperative competitors in the religious print business, Campbell 
welcomed the market revolution. He championed the republican ideals of free thought 
and free markets. He believed that a free market was the natural economic structure of a 
freethinking people and that God preordained American republicanism. He was not, 
however, one of Stewart Davenports “clerical economists,” Protestant academics who 
believed that God revealed market capitalism to men and who were zealots of its “science 
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of political economy.” Rather, he was what Davenport calls a “pastoral moralist,” 
ministers and social commentators who were concerned primarily with the virtue and 
intelligence of the republic.334 Campbell believed that a free market revealed the 
righteousness or depravity of its people. Like so many people living in the United States 
in the antebellum period, Campbell embraced the opportunities of a capitalist market.335 
The chronological brackets of Campbell’s career are roughly the same as the 
traditional boundaries of the market revolution in the United States, 1815-1848. The 
displacement of the Creek from fourteen million acres of western land and cotton’s 
meteoric rise in value after the War of 1812 precipitated a massive migration across the 
Appalachians and into the west. But, as Howe argues, in 1815 “America was still more 
potential than realization.” The United States had a high birth rate, a quickly growing 
population, most of its people worked in agriculture, it had a large migratory rural 
population, and distance was still America’s “first enemy,” making travel and 
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communication difficult.336 Similarly, Campbell’s success was more potential than 
realization. John Brown deeded Campbell his farm in 1814, providing the investment 
capital for Campbell’s eventual foray into the printing business. But it was several years 
before Campbell discovered the value of printing and longer still to maximize his 
potential in business. By 1848, Howe’s “tyranny of distance” was overthrown by the 
expansion of turnpikes, the advent of steam and rail, and the marvel of instant 
communication through the telegraph. As transportation networks grew and banking 
became more sophisticated, Americans became intertwined in markets of commodity 
exchange for cash. More than any other religious leader in the United States in this 
period, Campbell commodified Christianity and Christian material production. And by 
1848, Campbell had ceased public debates, relinquished control of the Harbinger, and 
dedicated himself to a financially draining project – Bethany College.   
Campbell deftly blurred the lines between the sacred and the profane and altered 
the value structure of religious material production in the United States. His success 
revealed the wealth that was available in the religious marketplace and his methodology 
was a blueprint for how to capitalize on it. Although he is mostly known for his work as a 
religious reformer, he had considerable success as an entrepreneur, businessman, and 
celebrity. Campbell’s story illustrates the profound commoditization of Christianity in the 
United States. It shows how the shift from religion as inheritance to religion as obligatory 
choice created the opportunity for a new kind of commodity exchange. When other 
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religious leaders resisted the commoditization of Christianity and Christian material 
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